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for the leading technology

Mk 4 Nav

Mini Variometer

Mk 4 Director

We are dedicated to staying in front

NEW!

Mk 4 Variometer upgraded
Mk 4 Nav upgraded with 4K memory
Polar adjustment for
bugs and rain

NEW!

To reflect our move into microprocessor varios and
nav systems, from 1 Jan 1984 we've appointed as our
agents and repair specialists in the UK

RD Aviation Limited
Cotswold House
reI: 08675-2357
Mill Street
0480-811931
ISLlP, OXON, OX5 2SY
(Service also available through Glider Instruments)

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS, 6A Dunham Road, BHI,erica, MA 01821, USA
Tel: (617) 275-0889
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\ W£STLEY AIRCRAFt}
PERSONAL. QUICK. HIGH QUALITY ,REPAIRS. MAJOR OR
MINOR TO GLASS AND CARBON FIBRE, STEEL TUBE. WOOD,
METAL. C.A.A.. ARGON ARC WELDING. INSTRUMENTATION.
RE-SPRAY, RE-FABRIC, SUPPLY OF REPAIR MATERIALS AND
GLIDER SPARES. C of A's to all types.

SIMON WESTLEY
65 Brooklands Drive, Leighton Buzzard
Beds. LU7 8PE
Tel. 0525-379567
ANYTIME INCLUDING EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

COMME~CIAL C~DIT
FINANCE
for
Gliders and Motorgliders

*

*

UP TO 10 YEAR TERMS AVAILABLE
- ADVANCES EXCEEDING £5,000
COMPETITIVE TERMS ON NEW AND
USED AIRCRAFT
Telephone or write for wliitten credit
details to Darryl Plumridge or Paul
Potgieter, who are both pilots

Commercial Credit Services Ltd
Capital House
1 Houndwell Place
Southampton
S011HU
Telephone: 0703 333822
Telex: 4n333 UNKSTN G

((~::~
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Sai/pwne Services
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Need a fully equipped, top performance Glider for

"

Wave flying expeditions
Competitions
Task weeks
or just doing your own thing?
then write to us NOW for a quotation:

HORIZON SAILPLANE SERVICES
56 HIGH STREET, WINSLOW, BUCKINGHAM MK18 3HB

2

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359' or 0256-83 359
Large stocks of Winter variometers and airspeed indicators, altimeters. turn-and-slip Indicators, etc, Send SAE
for lists.

SOARING EQUIPMENT LID
193 RUSSELL ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 813 BRR
021·449·1121

IS PROUD TO OFFER IN 1984

FOURNIER RF10
THE MOTOR GLIDER. RETRACTABLE GEAR, SUPER HANDLING.
SIREN PIK20E 17m
SELF LAUNCHING, SELF SATISFYING MOTOR SAILPLANE. THE
ULTIMATE IN PERFORMANCE.
17m. DEMONSTRATIONS THIS
SUMMER.

SAILPLA,NE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES
WRITE OR PHONE;

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLM FIELD RD.. BUXTON. DERBYS.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The VHF transceiver
Becker Ar 3201 combines
small size with
high performance.
Small instrument size (2X").

5-7 Watts output power.
Reduced power consumption,
approx. 70 mA.
Automatic battery voltage
monitoring.
Automatic self-test.
Four programmable channels,
non volatile memory.

VHF distress frequency 121' 5 MHz
permanently stored.
Prepared for frequency range
extension to 137 MHz.
Included: Intercom, panel lighting.
Options:
Display of outside air temperature,
display of battery voltage.
For further information contact
Mike Dawson 01-897 6446

[! I Fieldtech
Hunting

Heattvow

Fieldtech Heathrow limited
Huntavia House 420 Bath Road
Longford Middlesex UB7 all England
Telex: 23734 FlDTEC G
February/March 1984
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RD Aviation Ltd

~

AIt prices quoted include VAT
Dellve.ry charge as per our 1984 price list
LX 100 'Club' Variometer by Avionic Dittel

+-~

Also available
The JRVIN EB62
and EB73

£210 -

including flask
Featuring
Integral Audio
Averager
2 time constants
8-15V de yoltage
Single PCB design
80 mm diameter
Weight 500 gm

I

• All-up weight6.9kg
• IRVIN lightweight
1.24 Canopy
• Contoured, 3-pin
side opening pack:
Length 550mm
Width 360mm
Depth between
65mm x 80mm

INSTRUMENTS
~

+-~

LOW-PROFILE PARACHUTE

IRVIN

VARIOMETERS

:ot\

EB75

57 mm Airspeed Indicator -available shortly
Plus the "Winter" instrument range

ASls
Varios
Slip Indicators

• 3-point quickly
adj ustable harness

£249.55
£39.91

Bohli Compass
Airpath Compass

BAROGRAPHS

•

Full packing and servicing Instructions

•

Suitable for Aircraft, Gliders and Helicopters

For full delails write to:

Sales Department, IRVIN Great Britain Limited, LETCHWORTH,
Herts. SG6 1EU

£227.70
t258.75

Replogle
Winter

Tel. Letchworth (046 26) 6262 Telex: 82198

RADIOS - Proven reliability - Avionic Ditter

AIR 720A

£616.40

AIR 720B

AIR 720e

4 channel
memory

10 channel

£739.45

£899.30

Whether your
aircraft is built in
wood, metal, or
glass you can be
sure of expert
repairs from:

memory

The A & C models require a mounting cradle £29.90, or will fit,
without modification, a FSG 15 cradle

PARACHUTES
/"

OR -

All New

£575 inc, bag

New pack,
part life
canopy

£373

YOlfr existing canopy fitted
to a new lIlarness and pack £230

OXYGEN
Complete systems (incl portable)
Complete systems for 2 seaters

from £216
from £320

ELECT,RICAL
Gell Cells

£17.80

Chargers

£24.15

In facl- ALMOSllEverythingl
Brochures, advice and price lists from:
John Delafield
, Cotswold House
Mill Street
ISLlP
Oxford OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357

4

,Oickie Feakes
~
23 Orchard Way
.
Offord D'Arcy
e..,i1rlh_.
Huntingdolll
Cambridgeshire PE 18 9RE
Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931

,I

SOUTHDOWN AERO
SERVICES LTO.
LASHAM AIRFtELD
ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard (025683) 359

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE FUTURE OF F,LVING
IN THE U,K..?
As a reader of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING you must be!
Today, not only do we have heavy pressures on our personal pockets, but the freedom of flight for the private pilot is being continually
eroded. The U.K. Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association is a part of International AD.PA, which has 300,000 members worldwide, but
for you it is the national body that serves tQ look after your needs and interests. It helps to protect your future flying by providing a loud and
meaningful voice where such a voice is needed. It helped to get the reduction in tax on aviation fuel, it has killed several proposals that
would restrict your privileges asa P.P.I... holder, successfully opposed the imposition of en-route charges for aircraft operating
outside the airways system and currently is spear-'heading the battle over radio frequencies that could cosl aircraft owners and private
pilots more thar) £2,500,000!
The Association is actively en.gaged with many other aviation matters ranging from airworthiness costs IQ fighting against local
Councils who are attempting to close General Aviation aerodromes.
These are some of the many tasks thal have been and are being tackled behind the scenes. This work takes time and money, SOl
everyone who wishes to see it healthy light aviation movement in the years ahead is invited to support the organisation Ihat' fights for the
caUSe. Bul in addition 10 all this,. membership of AD.PA U.K. provides many exclusive and more tangible advantages, including:

* Special aircraft and personal accidenl insuranoe facilities
* London headquarters at the British tight Aviation Centre with
pilots' shop
* News and views through the members' magazine Light Avia-

**
**
*

THE FIRST ONE-DAY NATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR PR1VATE
PILOTS

will be held at the

tion
Pilot discussion groups and technical conferences
International Aircrew Cards, providing reduced rates with
hotels, car hire companies and other services throughout the
U.K. and abroad
Informative AO.PA Yearbook
Hospital and medical fees insurance
First-aid legal advice through the International Relations and
Personnel Consultants scheme.

ROYAL AIR FORCE CLUB, PICCADILLY, LONDON W1
on SATURDAV,25th FEBRUARY
Topics will concern all who are Wlleresled in private flYWlg in the U.K., w~h speakers
from various sectors of the iight aViation movement including home·building, rallying,
motor gliders and microlights, w~h chances for ~uestions and discussion on each
subject.
To reserve your place. please send £7.50 today (£5 if A.O.P.A. member or if sent
with membership subscription) to Ihe Administrative Secretary, Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association otlhe U.K., 508 Cambridge Street, London SWlV 400.

MEMBERSHIP OF A.O.P.A. MEANS THAT YOU ARE 'IN' THE WORLD OF PRIVATE FLYING
DON'T STAY JUST OUTSIDE THE PENCE!
To become associated with the world's largest general aviation organisation, complete the lorm below, or if you prefer not to cut your
copy of Sailplane and Gliding, please write to the Membership Secretary, A.O.P.A. U.K., British I..ight Aviation Centre, 50a Cambridge
Street, London SW1V 400 and ask for an application form.
BEFORE YOU RECEIVE FLYING TUIlION FOR ANY PURPOSE, CHEC'K THAT THE ORGANISATION CONCERNED
HOLDS A.O.P.A. APPROVAL - THE SIGN OF THE EIGHTIES!

I

To the Membership Secretary,
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association of the U.K.,
50a Cambridge Street,
London SW1 V 400.

If you wish to pay by credit card
please state

Name

_

.

o

Access

o

American Express

0 Barclaycard

0 Diners

Address

.................... " .Daytime telephone,

.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I wish to support the future of private flying in 'the U.K. by joining AO.P.A. in the category ticked below.
I understand that my membership will be valid until 31st March 1985.

o

o
o
o
o
o

Joining fee of £5 (all categories)
AND
Full Pilot membership at £20
OR
Associate membership at £12
OR
Overseas membership at £16
AND (for Pilot members only)
International Aircrew Card at £6
AND (for aliI)
Donation to the A.O.PA Fight for the Freedom of Flight campaign

£
£

£
£
£

£
Total

Date

February/March 1984

.

Signature

£5.00

£

.
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SAILPLANE/GLIDER/AIRCRAFT

CANOPIES

INSURANCE

A range of moulds to suit most
gliders
All made from 3 mm Perspex

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

OpticaUy good
An at £140.00
except K·13 which is £198.00

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SECURITY HOUSE
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET
BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

Fitting charge if needed £60.00

•

BOB REECE

RATES ARE REDUCED BY
QUALIFICATION

Rematic, School House, Norton
Nr Worcester

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS
Telephone: 021·692·1245
Telex: 335142

Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

FROM DIITEL

FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER
THE

*

LS-4

PROVEN THE BEST IN THE
WORLD

*

FIRST 6 PLACES AT HOBBS

*

*

*

HANDHELD
VHF AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER

FSG5
1 WAIT TRANSMITIER

13 OF FIRST 15 WERE LS4s

*
*

LS-6

*
*

TOUGH ALUMINIUM CASE

The new IS/17M Flapped
sailplane with the latest performance

*
*

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

6

ONLY

£582.50 +

VAT

FSG 50 G PANEL MOUNT

Deliveries commence Spring 84

SPEEDSOARING

12v NICAD BATIERY
FOR 8·12 HOUR OPERATION

5 WATT -

720 channel Glider radio

Complete with all accessories
at £525.00 + VAT

6 LASHLAKE RD,

THAME,

OXON

084421 4132. or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CENTRAIR PEGASUS 101
WINNER OF THE 1983 STD. CLASS NATIONAL,-,,___
THE BEST "NEW'GENERATION" .SlDC,LASS SAILPLANE
COMPETITIVELY PRICED
AVAILABLE NOW

Also ASW 20F's available
New and second hand

Tel:Steve White' Q494~a88

pr Alister Kay 024(}6 2491

VALENTIN TAlFUN 17E
Special
Features:
Flapped Wing Section
Retractable ulc
Folding Wings
Feathering Prop.
30:1 Glide
110 Kts Cruise
675 nm range

I

SIMPLY "THE BEST" TWO SEAT MOTOR GLIDER
NOW IN FULL PRODUCTION

Ring Steve White on 0494 36888 or write to:

NINE FOUR AVIATION LlD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Booker, Marlow, Bucks. SL73DU

PZL-WILGA

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1,OOOm
1 minute to descend from 1,OOOm
5 minutes tor the whole towing operation

SZD-50 PUCHACZ
Two seat all fibreglass training glider

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

OGAR
GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

~

Two-seater Training Motor Gilder Limbach Pusher engine 68 HP
Glide angle ':30'suppNed w~h lull set 01 instruments.

NEW -1,5 metre class
JANTA.R STD 3 SZD· 48 . 3
GLIDE ANGLE 1:40

COME AND FLY OUR
DEMONSTRATORS

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park

(0494) 40911
(0628) 39690

February/March 1984

Booker

.

Marlow

.

Bucks

Telex: 848341 CHACOM G
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The Essence of "Enterprise"
JOHN CADMAN recalls a memorable 495km straight line distance
flight on June 27 from Aboyne during Competition Enterprise.
The story of just how I found myself sitting in Justin's LS-4 at 6.50aoo (in what I
can on,ly d1esnibe .as a pre-breakfast
slupor}. climbing at between 6 to 8kl in
the "house" wave at Aboyne having
declared a distance goal flight to Lasham
will probably never be lold. However I
felt Ihe subsequent flight was sufficiently
interesting to attempt to record it.
The previous evening Black Jack the
Enterprise '83 tasksetter had quietly
informed a gathering in the clubhouse
that there would be no briefing the next
day and tha,t launching would be available from 4.30am onwards! It could be
the day of all days and Mike Garrod
thought the south coast - of England was "on". I am sure he would not mind
if I reproduced the note he made for
briefing:
"Winds favourable to get to
Lasham. At 2000ft, 25kt to Northumberland, then decreasing to 15kt
in south. Good wave (reported in
Northumberland) with broken
cumulus. Soulh of Lincolnshire
may well prove to be more difficult,
but progress will be maintained
with a 15-20kt wind on the tail."
A lot of pilots had just completed wave
flights of well over five hours or more
and the look of disbelief on many faces
had to be seen to be believed.

"House" wave on duty
Being a confirmed addict of Enterprise I crawled out of bed the next morning at 5.15am and arrived at the airfield
at 6.00. The sky looked distinctty interesting and the "house" wave was already
on duty. Almost immediately after I
arrived my partner in 488 also turned up
and lost no time in persuading me to get
airborne. I only found out the next day
that his enthusiasm had been fired by a
strong desire to get back to the hotel for
a hot breakfast! Lemmy Tanner was in
the Super Cub and we took off into the
teeth of a bitter 25kt wind, the strength
of which rapidly increased to 50-55kt at
3000ft. We were just below and in front
of a large low level lenticular shaped
cloud and still in very rough air when
Lemmy waved me off. It was not until I
had increased speed to 70kt and moved
forward a little that the transition to
super smooth air occurred. I was in the
8
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primary wave behind Morven and before
I had time to think I was at 13 €lOOf\.
The view fronl this height was quite
different from the previous day - there
was a certain amount of lower cloud
around but no distinct wave bars or slots
and no high level cl'oud. How~ver, a
closer look at the lower clouds indicated
that they were organised into rough lines
and I therefore proceeded towards
Braemar over what I thougnl could be a
wave slot - the time was now about
7.30am. Judging the right position over
the slot was considerably helped by
experience gained on Sunday's flight (an
O/R to the western end of Loch Tay)
and sure enoug)1 the wave was working
and Braemar was reached with little loss
of height. Lenticular clouds and slots
were now starting to form in a clearer
fashion and there appeared to be one
slot pointing almost directly towards
Loch Tummel.
I was very surprised to find that a 45°
change of direction to reach this slot did
not involve flying through the usual area
of heavy sink and I have since concluded
that the Aboyne/Braemar wave changed

direction at this point and I was really in
a continuation of the same wave. I
reached Loch Tummel still al 10 000 to
11 OOOft - found a patch of strong lift
and climbed to the highest point of the
flight - 14 OOOft. There was no oxygen
filted to the LS-4 so I did not ventme
any higher.
The position of the wave over Loch
Tay seemed to be identical 10 the previous day. The loch and its sUHounding
hills were producing two waves - one
over its norlh westem shore with a bar
cloud wU1ghly elVer lhe centre of the loch
and a second wave just to the south of
the south eastern shore. I chose the
northern slot losing several thousand
feet before finding more lift. The wave
bar cloud followed the plan shape of the
l'och almost exactly and it was working
along its whole length. In a relatively
short space of time I was over Killin. To
the south-east there were numerous
wave clouds with tops some 6000ft
below and I flew due south to Loch Earn
where I was able to climb back to
13000ft. Although I did not record the
time it was certainly not later than
9.00am.
I then pwceeded south-east towards
Callender and as I had been asked by
Lemmy Tanner to call Edinburgh
Approach on 130.4 if I gal as far as the
Scottish TMA, I proceeded to do so. The
RT conversation that followed went
something like Ihis:
"Edinburgh Approach, glider number
one requesting permission to cross the
Scottish TMA on a southerly cOurse over
Cumbernauld"
p'CIuse
"Number one, Edinburgh Approach
what is yam altitude?"
"Edinburgh Approacn, glider number
one, 12 OOOft."
longer pause
"Number one, Edinburgh Approach,
please hold"! !I!
By this ,(ime I was just past Callender
and flying into a new area of lift. I
turned' into wind and with a slightly
superior tone of voice replied
"Edinburgh Approach, glider number
one, holding"
There was now a rather longer pause
which seemed to be nearly fifteen
minutes although I doubt if it was more
than five and I was then given permission to proceed, having first been asked
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

to adjust my altimeter to a locall QNH
setting and to report my height and position from time to time \"hilst crossing the
TMA.
I now set course for Cumbernauld
over a patch of cloud which covered the
high ground to the west of Stirling but
looking further south there were positive
signs of wave formations, including quite
a few slots and in facl a I reached Cumbernauld, down now to about TO OOOft, a
4kt climb t@ok me back tQ 12 OOOft.
The view from this elevated perch was
quite unbelievable - to the nord} the
cloudscape looked .like all undulating sea
of brilliant white snow - Edinburgh was
hidden by a similar dazzling white blanket and parts of Glasgow and the b1ue
green Firth @f Clyde were clearly visible.
The reasonable proximity of the mass of
Motlnerwell confirmed my position with
some degree of accuracy.

There was still no upper cloud and I had
been in glorious sunshine ever since the
first climb above Aboyne. Although it
did not sink in at the time the wind
speed even at thls altitude had started to
drop in strength.
The cloud layer immediately to the
south and south-east was again 8/8 but
to the south the tops looked a little more
undul,atlng and I chose this dir,ection.
The next definite pinpoint was the
southern end of the Kielder reservoir.
The route south from Kielder over the
Cumbrian/lDurham central Pennine
Range worried me slightly as there did
not appear to be much visual evidence of
further wave activity and I did not relish
the thought of a descent through cloud
over this hilly ground without knowing
tne height of cloudbase. I therefore once
again edged eastward as there were wave
type slots to be seen in this direction. A

The satellite photograph takell at 0909hrs BST Oil June 27 when John was just south
of Loch Eam, Wave formatioll can be seell as far south as East Anglia,

The rest of the TMA crossing was
uneventful enough as I was able 10
"hold" from time to time ,to gain more
height. Although beyond Lanark the
lower cloud became a very solid 8/8
cover and I was only sure of my position
when I identified Loch St Mary's on the
south-eastern border of the TMA
through a fairly snlall gap.
From herB a south-easterly track did
not lOOK particularly promising but there
were a number of slots visible due east
and as it was, still only around 1O.00am J
felt I had a little ,time to waste - I did
not want to run out of wave before
thermal activity started. Jedburgh and
Kelsoe were identified before backtracking some distance in a south-westerly
direction. I was now down to about
7000ft wilh the tops of the cloud below
looking a little too close for comfort.
February/March 1984

imminent. As I was still able to talk to
EnteJprise pilots flying in the Aboyne
area at between 10 000 and 15 OOOft I
reported that I might soon have to land.
This certainly looked as if it would be
the case 5ince I was now looking up at
what appeared to be a layer of alto
stratus with base at about 5500ft. There
were odd lumps of lower cloud which did
,Ilot look particularly active but they
must have been thermal in origin
because to my surprise I found weak lift
beneath them.
By persevering (and in some cases
backtracking north to a more likely looking black lump) I managed to remain
airborne and suddenly I realised Catterick Airfield could be reached. A slight
diversion to the east produced another
climb to around 3000ft and the rest of
t,he flight turned into a series of final
glides to a number of airfields - Dish-

But Oil the pllorograph takell at 1559hrs, whm John was SW of Grantha,,;, the
altostratus layer over central England show little. if any. signs of wave, except possibly over Wales.

few miles south-east of the Cheviot hills
north of Newcastle I was able to dimb
back to 12 OOOf! - the last wave climl1l
of the flight.
As it was still not II JJOam I wasted
some ten ,to fifteen minutes in this area
of lift before committing myself to a
glide towards an untidy mass of cloud
roughly covering the Newcastfe SRA
The cloud tops ,looked as if they had
been produced by thermal activ,jty and
avoiding penetration I skirted round the
west of Newcastle, eventually reaching
doudbase in the vicinity of Consett at
approximately 3000ft. The sight at this
level was decidedly depressing in that
the base of these cumulus clouds resemIYled a dense hanging cobweb and did
not look as if they would produce any lift
at all. Doom and gloom filled the cockpit
as I ass'llmed the end of the flight was

forth, Rufforth, Doncaster, Gamston,
Winthorpe with average thermal
strengths seldom exceeding 1112 to 2kt.
The time was now approaching 3.30pm
and any weak thermals that could be
found became progressively more inconsistent and erratic. After so many hours
in the air decision-making processes
were deteriorating and I also became
impatient with these frustrating patches
of lift. A convenient stubble field
appeared close to the village of Croxton
Kerrial and I made up my mind to land
- touching down at 4.00pm.
After landing the sky stm looked soarable and I cursed myself for not pushing
on but felt a bit better when I saw gliders
launched from Saltby making steady
descents back to Mother Earth. The
wind strength had dropped to no more
(Continued on pI I.)
than 5kt.
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OUR OWN SITE
MIKE SKINNER, promotion and public relations secretary,
explains how Marchington Gliding Club came to own theirown site.
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We have a club night on the first Wednesday in every month but last September 7 was to be special. It was the
night after the auction of our site and we
would learn our fate.
The club started life in 1965 at Church
Broughton airfield. It was rented land
I and sinoe it was sold seven years ago we
have fuad to move twice, always being
tenants, firs·t to Ashbourne and then in
1979 to Marchington, an old Army
camp.
BU.t this ,time we would have nowhere
else to go, so would this be the end of
the line? Ray Steward, chairman, and
the committee had been convinced since
we moved :to Marchington that when the
land eventually came up for sale we must
buy it to survive. Even whilst we were
moving in and clearing the jungle to
make a runway, the Ministry were preparing to sell the land and, of course, we
had declared an interest.
However it was not to be that easy.
First the land had to he offered back to
its original, owners and if not taken, ,it
would be divided into 'lots and
auc,tioned. This process took several
years but by the end of 1982 the auction
plots had been shaped and, hopefully
one lot would cover all Our present
operations and most pipe-dream plans.
In expectation of a September 1982
sale much background work had been
, done to secure support, advice and
finance. A good neighbour policy and
dose involvement with the nearby villages enabled us to rely on minimal formal opposition and would facilitate
obtaining planning permission and consents.
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We enjoyed much advantage fmm the
specialist skills of OUT members, such as
Robin, our tame lawyer (he's also a tug
pilot and instructor but not always tame
in these capacities) who ensured we
became well aware of the pitfalls, problems and their solution in plenty of time
to act. The BOA and the Sports Counc,i!
also gave much advice and assistance,
particularly in lobbying and helping secure loans and grants worth £25 000. We
were well centred and going up!

Land value almost doubled
Then we started to hit sink. Fund raising had gone quite well, flying income
was good and, because of the impending
auction, spending was at a minimum.
However. early in 1983 the estimates of
the land value almost doubled as other
people became interested in the site; the
general election, the price of hay, everything seemed to be reducing our chance
of purchase. We had already approached
the bank for a loan and now we would
have to borrow up to the limits of our
credibility.
Sid Brixton, our treasurer, with a little
help from his friends, drew up a prospectus which would have done credit to No.
11 Downing Street. Yes, we could have
the money and we would now be able to
bid realistically.
In July we got another shock. We
broke the Blal'lik, nothing spectacular
just a little bent strut near the undercarriage, but it meant we had to stop flying.
Within a day Husbands Bosworth had
stepped in to help with the loan of their
red Bocian and we were back in busi-

ness. July and August gave us plenty of
flying, including many pleasant flights in
a Silene demonstrator, and this extra
income was to prove crucial.
As the year progressed the site
became really tatty, Away frem the flying area weeds, bushes and rubble were
everywhere whilst the heat and drought
scorched the sparse grass and clover.
The worse the site looked on auction day
the beuer! We also had discussions with
local farmers, but it quickly became
apparent that there was little hope of
finding a safe formula for joint purchase
and joint exploitation. In fact we found
out later that a farmers' sYfldicate had
been formed and fortunatdy we hadn't
revealed the depth of our pockets.
So that was the build-up to that night
of September 7. As Ken BaUington and I
walked into Sudbury Service Station's
restaurant; which we use as our clubroom, there was no seflse of jubilation.
More (hafl balf the club had turned out
but there wasn't a smile to be seen.
"We've got ,it for £82 000",
announced Mick Shelton, CFI, which
was more than the limit we had unofficially set ourselves.
Now 1 understood the mood - irtilial
joy was being weighed down by a realisation of responsibility. As the evening
wore on the mood lightened and plans
were planned and tales were told. Ray
described the auction, the intrigues,the
pause b.etween the last bid and the
hammer. The farmers' syndicate had
dropped out early on but another mystery syndicate had pushed the bids up was it a syndicate of wives we wondered?
So we've got the site, what next? We
SAILPLANE & GUDING

W.e are also exploring other ways of raising income from grazing and field
activities, caravan clubs, motorcycle rallies, pony club trials etc. But we realise
that only by increasing our flying and flying membership wiU we really succeed.
Let's look at what we've got for our
£82 000. The site is weU located south of
the river Dove between Derby and
Uttoxeter and within thirty minutes drive
from north Birmingham, Walsall, the
Potteries, Nottingham, Burton-on-Trent
and Stafford. We are weU away from
major air restrictions and have easy
access for long ,flights to the north (Buxton), the north-east (Sheffield), southeast (Leicester) and the west (Shrewsbury) .

Ideal hardstanding
Ran Webster photographed the Super Cub in its temporary hangar.

are going to build a two-storey clubhouse, a few hangars and restaurant,
swimming pool, residential accommodation for club flying weeks and courses;
include camping facilities, extend the
runway to allow N-S and E-W launching
and landing and add a field landing area
in one corner. We'll gel another tug and
a winch, two or three glass two-seaters
and a really good single-seater, plus a
new sign for the gate. We plan to get the
sign first because that's all we can afford
right now, but one day ...
To be real:istic and businessHke we
know we have ao uphill struggle for at
least the next five years. Even with the

money for the Blanik the current account
is empty, or will be by the time all the site
bills are in and the two miles of fencing
(a condition of sale) have been installed.
Our credit is stretched near the limit and
j'ust paying for the loan ,interest will
absorb all Ihe membership fees th,is coming year.
The Super Cub is purring away merrily and In the absence of a club twoseater we have come to a short-term
lease agreement wilh Husbands Bosworth (bless em!) on the Bocian and its
trailer. Working parties are getting stuck
into essenhals like site clearance, fencing
and completing the temporary hangar.

(Continued' from p9,)

sOlne news of my progress via information relayed by gliders flying at great
heights above Aboyne. Incredibly they
arrived a't Croxton Kerroial village' at
6.1Spm to be greeted by the farmer's
wife who had gone to fetch coffee and
sandwiches for the "intrepid aviator".
Her opening remarks did not go down
too well - "If you are looking for a
glider Ican lead you to the field but did
you lose your way? The pilot was expecting you ages ago"! An hour earlier I had
told the dear lady they were not too far
away and would be arriving in a "few
minutes"! The atmosphere during derigging was somewhat cool.
Perhaps this would be a good opporluni,ty to heartily thank them for their
unselfish effort - and Mike Garrod for
a Met forecast which only went just a little bit wrong - the members of the
Deeside GC for their impeccable organisation - "Aboyne" for producing the
almost unbelievable wave conditions and
Justin for his truly remarkable gesture.
A combination that made me a very
happy human being.
One final comment. For me the
experience of Competition Enterprise

The straight line distance 'turned out
to be 495km and it bad taken '1'\1 of 9hrs
lOmins! Quite an unusual, flight in that
the first half was carried out between
7000 and lA OOOft and ,the second' half
between 1500 and 3000ft. I suppose I
shall always wonder what would have
happened if I had kept closer to the central core of the Pennines instead of legging it down the AI.
When planning this particular route
for a long distance flight I had always
thought that the t'ransition from wave to
thermal flying would be more than difficult to arrange at the right time and
place. I now have to modify my view as
it is dear Ihal with reasonable ,thermal
cenditions south of Newcastle this is
possible and Lasham and beyond could
be achieved quite comfortably, with time
to spare, given an early start in wave.
The satellite photographs taken at 9am
on June 27 showed good wave conditions down south as far as East Angliawhat might have 'been achieved by a
4,30am start?
My crew had been battling their way
down south since 9.00am having bad
February/March 1984'

We have 103 acres of flat, well
drained land with good access, covering
almost a mile EW and half a mile NS.
The Army left behind many roads and
concrete bases which form ideal hardstanding and will eventu'llly form the
bases for our club facilities and hangars.
Drop in and see for yourselves. We
meet every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday. You can be sure of a welcome, a
fligh t and a shovel "'- or all three.
How does it feel owning your own
site? It's like a really big strong thermal
just a few miles away. We haven't much
height and there are a few pockets of
sink in the way. However there's only
c1ag in the other directions, so nose
El
down, here we go.
gives vastly more enjoyable flying than
bashing round a racing triangle under
the pressures of rules designed to eliminate the element of luck.. What number
of unusual opportunities have been missed by applying the strict parameters of
this, dare I say it, stinted form of flying?
May the spirit of Philip Wills and the
presence of John Fielden long continue
to influence and guide a rather special
event.
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MODEL SAILPlANES MADE TO ORDER
Basic model hand made ~n imewood, polished or
painted one colour. 10 1/32 scale
east tesin and
stainless stool standlwall bracket £52.50 lne post and
packing.
Models to any scale and any degree 01 detaW. send
requirements Ior quotation. Any type 01 aircraft built

wan

MILLER AVIATION MODELS
Red Col, New Street, Glemlford, Sudbury
Suffolk C010 7PY

Tel: (0787) 280425
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JOHN JEFFRIES

FLYING THE K-23

I accept that flight test reports written up by agents or a pilot loaned gliders free gratis for a
competition, are suspect. So it would have been nice.to have had a pilot with no particular axe to
grind to have flown the K·23. Unfortunately since the 23 prototype was only In the early stages of
test flying for its LBA C of A, this could not be arranged. So it has to be my Impressions or
nothing for the time being. I have tried to be objective.
On philosophy
The challenge of improving on the
absolute performance of gliders is one
that few good designers seem able to
resist. No doubt this is tfle main reason
for the de'arth of glider types qui,te specifically designed to cater for the special
requirem'ents of early solo pupils.
From a manufacturer's standpoint, it
take~ a lot @f courage to embark upon the
production of training gliders of noncompetitive performance but which,
these days, cost much the same la design
and produce as, say a Standard Class
machine; the now almost exclusive use of
FRP* and laminar aerofoils give little
scope for cosl cutting. Furthermore, it has
become almost traditional for gliding
clubs to cheesepare on training gliders,
with a tendency to rely on yesteryear's
cast-offs rather than pay the higher price
for up-ta-date machines designed specifically for the job. Could this be the reason
for such high wastage rates in the postsolo stages?
Fortunately for the gliding movement,
one designer at least, Rudolph Kaiser,
has never lost sight of the need for simpler (a relative term) gliders, properly
tailored to the training role. His practica'l
turn of mind and inspired design expertise in the K, Ka and ASK series, has
enabled countless thousands of pilots to
advance pleasurably and painlessly from
ab-initio to advanced soaring. It wm be
surprising indeed if the K-23, his latest
'I brainchild and his second venture into
FRP, does not join the ranks of his other
ever-popular successes.

Flight background
One flight is not enough to explore the
whole spectrum of any particular glider.
In any case the K-23 was restricted to
150km/h (81 kt) and the low speed
characteristi'cs had not been explored in
the LBA flight test programme. But first
impressions do underline both strengths
and weaknesses which familiarity waters
down, so I believe this one flight does
paint a fair representative picture.

Rigging and ground handling
Rigging is entirely straightforward and
follows the usual Schleicher FRP pattern
with two parallel horizontal mainpins
connecting the wings together at the tono Fibre
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Reinforced Plastic.

gue and fork root. Ailerons and airbrakes
are connected thf0ugh a fuselage access
hatch with the now familiar ball and socket connectors. Th.e elevator connectioll
is automatic and appears to be totally
foolproof. No doubt somebody will eventually find a way to prove me wrong!
Emp'ty, the 23 rested tail down on i,ts
mainwheel and tailskid. A built-in tailwheel wi'\l be an optional extra on production machines. About 51b downward
pressure on the nose was enougn to get
the generous nosewheel onto the ground
making on-the-spot rotation and retrieving (backwards) painless. Pronounced
wingtip tum downs kept the trailing edge
of ,the wing and the ailerons well clear of
the ground.
Cockpit layout
Essentially the cockpit layout is similar
to that of the front seat of the K-2l . This
is, of course, deliberate as the K-23 is
designed as a first solo follow-on from the
K-21. But there is much more leg len,gth
mom and more head space to the canopy
- the 23 is designed to take pilots up to
6ft 6in tall in comfort. The contoured
seat back is adjustable (before flight)
both top and bottom so giving variable
rake. By moving the bottom of the seatback backwards, the pilot sinks farther
down into the cockpit via the contoured
seat, thus achieving greater head to
canopy clearance for tall pilots. The rudder pedals, of the bottom hinged flat
organ pedal type, are adjustable in flight.
Unlike the K-21 the 23 spring trimmer
is located on the left hand side of the
cockpit of the infinitely variable slideI'
type. Locking is by means of a slightly

knurled friction nut with a nylon clamp.
Personally 1 do not care too much for this
arrangement as the trimmer tends to
"creep" during dolphining etc and the
friction nut is difficult to tighten down
adequately with sweat)' fingers.
Both stick and airbrake lever fell conveniently to hand aliJd the instrument
panel could be reached without undue
effort. The over-centre lock on the airbrake was strong but acceptable in the
normal seated posi,tion. A minor irritation on the prototype was the airbrake
lever not running la the end of the housing slot resulting in constant "anxiety"
checking in flight; this is being sorted out
on production machines.
A final touch of elass comes with the
genuine sheepskin lining to the seat and
seatback area. Although it might be
thought to be a bit pretentious, this lining
is in fact warm, comfortable and good
looking and probably no more expensive
than the more common padded corduroy.

Take-off
For the cross-coun try pilot,
Schleicher's airstrip is about the last field
you would pick to land in. Undirectional
(bi-directional if you include the standard
practice dQwl1w,ind landings), short,
extremely narrow and nestling under a
2~O plus foot slope, I have to admit to
some sense of apprehension every time I
look at it. Apprehension heightened by
the prospect of flying the one and only
precious 1(.23, by being instructed to
take-off without a wing tip holder and by
being briefed that the take-off run might
be longer than expected.
I need not have worried. In the event
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

the wing came up in the tug's slip-stream
before we had started to move and lift-off
was so rapid tnat I missed noting the airspeed !It which it occurred. Pitch was
easy to control with light but not oversensitive elevator response which should
present no difficulty to a pilot trained on
a K-13 or similar. The rest of the tow
using the front on-the-centre line release
hook was completely straightforward
and felt in all respects like a front-seat
ride in a K-21.
The separate winch launch hook, on or
near the C of G, is offset to the left of the
centre line but winching was not available
la try it.

Free flight
Off tow it took a few minutes to settle
down to the correct speed for Min sink as
the airflow noise level was low (apart
from a few minor muted hisses and whislies due mainly to the wing control connection inspection hatch not being taped'
up), and did not vary much with small
pitch changes.. There was also some lack
of direct visual pitc-h reference. The solid
part of the nose and the top of the
instrument panel is well below the horizon and as the pilot's eye view of the wing
is of the curved leading edge only, both
upper and lower main wing surfaces are
hidden from sight. Schleicher's published
figures give the Min sink as O.62m/s
occurring at 74km/h (40kt) but in praclice lhe 23 seemed to fly perfectly happily
down to 63kmlh (34kt) in straight flight
without amy appafent increase in sink
rale. Even at Ihis low speed, the rate of
roll was quite good, roughly 4 1h seconds
45° to 45°, and improved a little by
increasing the speed to tOkm/h or so, as
one would expect. What was impressive
was the small amount of aileron drag with
full and rapid aileron deflection. Even at
low speed there was enough rudder
power to cope with \vhat little there was,
so that it was possible to keep on an accurate heading whilst carrying out this
manoeuvre. In circling flight with about
30° of bank on, 74km/h (40kt) seemed
comfortable and felt about right.

ImpreSsion of small span
The overriding subjective impression
was of flying a very light, manoeuvrable,
small span glider (although in fact the
span is a full 15 metres). The wing, which
is Quite deep and of comparatively low
aspect ratio, felt extremely stiff and
strong. Although not normally a fan of
stiff wings, because of their lack of thermal information feedback, for some
reason this lack of feedback was not
apparent in the 23. Quite to the contrary,
every tremor of the airmass could be felt;
Rudi Kaiser's description of the K-23 as
being a glass K-8, being very apt.
February/March 1984

Soaring
Although not specifically intending la
fly the K-23 on what was primarily a business trip, when offered the opportunity I
was hardly likely to refuse. Since the
cloud was firmly on the ground Herr
Schleicher was on a pretty safe bet. But
miracles do happen and on ,the second
day of the visit a biting cold light northerly drift slowly lifted the stratus off the
ground and left it hanging about
2000ft-up. By tlle time the 23 was taken
10 the airfield and rigged, a few random
holes appeared in the stratus to reveal an
8/8 blanket of cloud a little way above it.
Hardly ideal for a test flighl and certainly
not a recipe for any kind of soaring. But
miracles continued to happen and after
dropping down to the base of the s1ratus
at around 1800, some tatty lumps of imbedded strata Cll proclu1ced' very weilk
"bitty" lift - enough to try the cireling,
centring and scraping properties of the 23.

Difficult to catch
Well, I certainly was not disappointed.
Evcry tiny movement of the airmass
GOuld be feh. The markecllack of aileron
drag, coupled with a rudder powerful
enough to cope with what little there was,
enab'led centring to be done with gl'eat
precision, giving the feeling that you were
putting the machine exactly where you
wanted it. In spite of a thin film of rime
along the leading edges of the wings, this
did not seem to affect the handling andi it
was possible to circle quite tightly
(approx 30° of bank) at around 74km/h
(40kt). The rate of sink seemed to be
very low, one of the main features that
Rudi Kaiser aimed for, and this, coupled
whh the low circling speed, will make the
23 a difficult machine to catch in thermals. In the inter-thermal glides, most
done at what I judged to be Max glide,
the performance consistently surprised
me. Although calculated figures give a
Max LID of 33:7, it certainly felt .as if
the 23 was doing better than that.
The soaring session was terminated
with great regret after an huur purely in
deference to the Schleicher employees
who were left shivering on the airstrip;
the almost overpowering temptation to t1'Y
an obvious wave ~Iot which had appeared
over the East German border, was somehow resisted. An hour is not long enough
to assess cockpit comfort properly but
al''3ft from an uncomfortable seat back,
designed for a small back type parachute whereas the flight was carried out
with a full-length parachute, I felt as if
one would be perfectly at ease all day
with plenty of room to wriggle about and
store a Fortnum and Mason's hamper.
The otherwise pleasant and well balanced controls were rather spoiled by

more mechanical friction ill the aileron
circuit than was desirable. This is being
looked into and is only a minor engineering prob'lem and in any case the 23 was
brand new. The cockpit was totally
draught-free thanks to its being very
carefully sealed from the outside, both
releases, air-brakes lever housing and
wheels all being independently enclosed.
Although the 23 would trim out lhroughout the permissible speed range and at
my weight, the trimmer had reached the
aft limit of its travel in circling flight. This
would obviously be unsatisfactory for a
heavy pilot. This problem wil'! be sorted
out on production machines., of course.

Stalling and spinning
Since the prototype 23 was, as
aforesaid, only al the beginning of its test
flight programme, there was no loading
plaque in the cockpit. There was thus no
way of telling where I lay within the loading limits, but at 150lb clothed, was probably towards the bottom end.
In straight flight progressive slow
reduction Qf speed resulted in a nose up
mush which continued when the stick was
held full back with a mlling action first
one way and then the othe'r, now common on modern gliders. progressively
building up. All perfectly correctable
with appropriate rudder with a rcduc-tion
in back pressure on the stick effecting an
instant full recO\!ery. With a more rapid
reduction of speed, a clean straight stall
occurred at around 55-57km/h although
the exact speed was difficult to read out
due to airflow disturbance on the fuselage
mounted venturL
On spin test the 23 was reluctant to
enter both from straight flight and from
slow turns 'byt at my weight ,they could be
induced with sufficient determination and
possibly held in. Due to the early stages
of the flight test programme, I did not try
holding more than onc ,turn of a fully
developed spin but recovery was instant
eVen when onl,y part of a conventional
recovery action was applied.

Approach and landing
Before ge1ting involved with the
approach proper, I took the opportunity
.la try the sideslip ping qualities of lhe 23.
Unl'ike many gliders which suffer from
lack of sufficient rudder power, ] found it
possible to do steep slips a't low speeds
an yet be able to maintain a fixed heading. The application of airbrakes during
the slip gave an extremely high rate of
descent. There was no tendency for the
rudder to "lock over".
On the straight approach using airbrake only, the approach was conventional and very similar to tllat of the front
seat of a K-21 flown solo. The efficacy of
(Continued on p/4.)
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THOSE LIGHT STICK FORCES
DEREK PIGGOTT
can cope with 3 V2 to 4g for a few seconds, a sustained loading of that amount
may cause loss of vision. Much also
depends on the seating position and
whether the pilot is expecting the extra g
and prepares for it by tensing himself up.
for example, when sitting relaxed in a
T-21 B,. I have been" greyed out" by a
student making a tight loop. In this case
the pilot had started at about Og and
possibly pulled 5g+ for 6-8 seconds.
The details are unimportant but the
lessons are clear.

Care at high speeds
Extreme care is always needed with
these types of glider fitted with an allmoving stabiliser and spring trimming
when flying at high speeds and particularly when recovering from extreme
attitudes. The elevator forces remain
almost constant at all speeds and are so
low that any jerky movement may result
in very high g loadings.
Familiarisation flights on these types
must include experience making gentle
pitching movements at gradually increasing speeds up to at least I OOkt in smooth
air. Pilots should also be briefed about
the dangers of pilot induced oscillations
(PlO) and how to deal with them by
slowing down, holding the stick still, or
by releasing the stick.
Subsequent checks with this K-6E
pilot showed that during spin recoveries
in the' K-13 his elevator movements
(Continued from pi3.)

the brakes was very adequate even for an
inexperienced pilot and the low wing
loading and low mass of the 23 made
speed control easy. In spite of landing
downwind (about 10kt component) the
touchdown was normal and the ground
run straight, aileron control being maintained to lhe end of the run. The drum
wheelbrake, actuated 'by the last part of
the airbrake travel, is very effective on a
machine with as low an empty weight as
the K-23 and the nose wheel layout
allows for considerable abuse without
damaging the glider.

Conclusion
It really does look as if at last there is
available an FRP glider that is geared to
current training systems. Although ideally the K-23 makes a logical followon from a FRP two-seater, there seems to
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be nothing about it which does not make
it perfectly suitable for a follow-on from
such two-seaters as the K-13. The 23
would appear to have all those qualifies
which will endear it to club pilots for
years to come including easy ground
handling, cockpit comfort for a wide·
range of pilot sizes and w.eight, docile and
pleasanl handling and, perhaps above all,
the ability to 'scratch about and soar in
indifferent conditions.
1 think Rudi Kaiser is right. The K-23
looks like being the FRP' K-8 of tomorrow.
Technical Data K-23
Span
15
Wing Section, Wortmann
FX61-168/FX60-126
Wing area (m 2 )
12.82
Aspect ratio
17.44
Wing loading at 85kg useful load,
24.41-29.44
and 380kg AUW (kglm 2 )

were rather abrupt. Since most of these
control movements are semi automatic
and largely pre-programmed, it is almost
certain that they were the initial cause of
reaching a high speed.
Perhaps therefore, instructors teaching
full spin ~ecoveries should emphasise
that the movement of the stick should be
a cont,rolled progressive movement
rather than a rapid, uncontrol'led push.
A further point about spin training.
Instructors frequently <brief their student
to pull out from the ensuing dive.
Perhaps because of this there have been
a number of cases of two-seaters being
overstressed during the recovery from
steep dives after spinning. It should be
noted thal on types fitted with a normal
fixed tailplane and an elevator, ehe stability of the glider alone would result in
a fairly violent pull out and that, in fact,
a controlled push ~orce may be required
on the stick throughout the recovery to
level flight. Perhaps "ease it" out of the
dive would be a better term to use.
With an all-moving stabiliser (not fitted with anti-balance tabs) any stick
movements must always be gentle as it is
only too easy to exceed the design limitations when flying above the manoeuvre
speed (VA), about 75 to SOkt for most
gliders.
Fortunately glider designers seem to
have given up all-moving stabilisers in
favour of a fixed tailplane and nonnal
.elevator. As a result most of the new
breed are more pleasant and safer to fly.
Empty weight (kg)
A'UW (kg)
Minimum sink at 70km/h (mlsec)
Glide ratio at 78km/h
Speed Min and Max (km/h)

230
380
0.62
33.7:1
60'220
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You've probably gol a JSW CALCULATOR
but do you Iknow how to use it when the chips
are down? If you or your friends have a
tX81(16K) home computer I've got just the
Training Package for you!
Just £5 for ,two programmes (GroundSchool
and Flying) and a genetous 40% discount on
any CALCUlATOR to go with it!
PLUS
Calculatots
£5.50 and £9
PLUS. . Dolphin Vario
Conversions .....£27.50 and £45
Send SAE for full details to:

JSW SOARING
1 The Jollies, Crondall, Farnham, Surrey
or phone John WiJllamson on 0252-850299
(most evenings)
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NO SUBSTITUTE FOR 15 METRES
KEES MUSTERS
(Current, National Champion, European Champion and 15m CIa" World Champion)
During my recent stay in the UK, Rika
Harwood, who knows my weaknesses
very well, used a bottle of good wine for
convincing me to write an arlic!e for
S&G, preferably about the ISm Class.
In your country .it's an old tradition to
believe that there is "no substitute for
span" so the only decent glider is all
Open Class ship. Of course, being a
ISm pilot ,for many years past, I fully
disagree. Only seldom have I had an
opportunity to discuss this matter with
British pilots at a suitable place - I
"lean in the bar.

In good company!
Your top pilots are very serious during
a competition so they go to bed very
early. Th.e only exception known to me
is Brian Spreckley, and of course all the
British crew members, normally being
kicked Ollt of the local bar at closing
time - together with the Dutch team.
But even your crews b~ve in the
superiority of the Open Class, thus showing some masochistic tendencies, since it
means more wing polishing, water carrying, heavier rigging and ground handling,
etc. As an excuse for operating these
heavy and expensive ships, Open Class
pilots sometimes mention the "fun of
gliding". This, in my opinion, has
mothing lo do with competition flying.

Having fun with gliding is allowed before
and after the competition, but during a
contest one should be dedicated tQ destroying the enemy - the fellow competitors.
The tool is the glider, and the main
feature is that this tool is more or less
equal in performance for all the competitors in a Class. The absolute performance doesn't really matter since the
scoring shows relative results, and both
weather and glide angle are equalled
out. Having many Classes also means
hav,ing many Champions, but WflG> is
really the best? You need an extra competition to sort that one out.
For this reason I intend to fly in the
Austraglide 1984 contest in the Open
Class, simply because Ingo Renner is
doing this as well. I will suffer the heavy
stick forces, slow rates of roll and insufficient rudder for a few weeks just to
meet the man to beat. But don't think I
will be going to like this just for the fun
of flying! The better average speed will
surely be eompensated for by bigger
tasks, so what is the difference after all?
In the Netherlands, the Open Class
virtually does not eXIst. Occasionally 0ne
or two Nimbuses are handicapped into
the 15m Class, that is all. Dutch pilots
learned to appreciate the easy t@ rig and
fly I Srn planes; and for a small country
like 0urs, one Class is enough for the top
pilots and the best way to f,ind out who is

the best. It g,ives a better comparison for
selecting all international team. In some
countries an Open Class pilot is qualified
to fly because he is one of the very few
in his Class.
Of course, to avoid too many out landings, or boring slow average speeds, a
minimum acceptable glider performance
does exist. For this reason flaps should
be mandatory, I do understand, however, that people who made the mistake
of buying a Standard Class glider, or
joined the wrong club, also like la fly in
competition.
In- Holland, Standard Class competitions do ei\;lst, but fortunately every SllCcessful Standard competitor converts to
the I Srn Class as soon as he gets the
chance. I must admit that a long, long time
ago, before the advent of the 15m Class,
I flew in the Standard Class myself. I
even remember ,that those gliders have Cl
certain way to increase forward speed a
bit. Not, as it should be, Simply by pusbing the flap-lever forward, but by pitching the whole wing nose-down, together
with the whole fuselage! I have seen
those gliders in Hobbs: trying to penetrate to higher speeds with an unnatural
nose-down attitude. This is done by
pushing the stick forward and keeping it
there. There is nothing ,to do for the left
hand. If God would have wanted us to
fly Standard Class he would not have
created mankind with two hands.

a

LAUNCHING GEAR
I

KEITH MITCHELL, chairman, BGA Safety Panel
There has been a small spate of launch
failure accidents and incidents, where
gliders have become entangled in launching cables and parachutes. Two of the
accidents C3\ISed serious injury to the
pilots, and all of the others involved the
risk of reduced contr.ol of the glider. As
there is a large techflica'l factor in these
accidents, they should be largely preventable by a change in launching
equipment.
The type of operation most at risk
appears to be autotow or reverse pulley
autotow, using quite light cable such as
piano wire or Parafil and large drogue
type launching parachutes. With the low
cabletension of a slow launch, the parachute can inflate with the glider still
February/March 1984

attached, and then engulf the aircraft.
A'lternatively, when the" launch is abandoned for any reason, but more often
when the launch is too slow, the parachute inflates and the glider can then fly
into it. Sometimes the parachute can rise
up in front of the glider - parascendlng.

Parascending effect
In the case of the cable breaking or
being released by the towcar, the weight
of cable can inflate a large parachute and
its forward momentum can momentarily
cause the parascending effect.

Reprinted from Accidents to Gliders 1982

A further risk exists when the cable
has high elasticity combined with considerable extension under tension. When
the cable breaks, it can catapult back at
the aircraft with considerable force, causing damage or entanglement. Some
synthetic ropes used as "shock ropes" at
the glider end of the cable can cause this
problem, as also can Parafil cable.
Does your club have special instruc.
tions for wire launching like "Pull back
on the stick to maintain the tension on
the cable to keep the parachute c10sed"?
If so you are at risk. Some clubs have
done thousands of launches for year
after year with no problems of this
nature. Find out what kind of launching
gear they use and copy it.

a
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PLftTYPUS
FORGET, FORGET ...
For some reason w,hich escapes almost every sane person the
summertime, when the ,pol,iticians are in recess, is called the
"silly season", The original idea seemed to be that newspapers,
desperate for something sillier than politicians to write about
and casting around for ways to keep their dozy readers amused,
would ,invent idiotfc swnts to keep circulations up. Now the
stunts are absolutely continuous all year round.

Dres,s in strange clothes and impersonate people

Bravely head north

For glider pilots summer is the serious season. After October
comes the silly season; only a few serious pilots bravely head
north or west in search of wave, Diamonds and chilblains. If
you've ever been in a wild Westerly winter wave without a willywarmer, beware, the gnarled old shepherds sagely mutter to
their unheeding charges, as they turn their shaggy eyebrows up
towards the layering lenticulars. The shepherds, not the sheep, I
mean. The sheep, being even more sage, can tell the difference
between edibk grass and an inedible lenticular and so keep out
of a whole load of trouble that way.

Many years ago a young chap missed the wave and landed his
Olympia in a howling gale on a rockstrewn col up in Cumbria.
He mana,ged to fill the cockpit with stones equal to, his own
weight and piled an equal amount on the wingtip. Then he set
off in search of humanity. A day or so later the exhausted pilot
returned with a crew to the landing spot and found the Oly had
been eaten a,live by the gale and strewn like chicken bones over
a large area. Ohaarghh - if you've ever been in a wild Westerly
- shut up, you silly old woolgatherer, you and your old saws
and old sores. Let us get back to the point (apart from mentioning that nO\\l that Cumbria is radioactive, willies are in even
greater perill) which was, what sort of silly season do the southerners get up to when the nights draw in? Well, they dress in
16

strange clothes and impersonate people other than thelnselves,
despite warnings that the Fuzz will have them inside the slammer in no time for that sort of ~g. I am prepared to write
doggerel for their pantomimes, but beyond that I draw the line.
Another event is the Guy Fawkes Day rocket-propelled glider
contest with prizes awarded (so far as I can remember after my
accident) according to duration, ingenuity and elegance. Being
a bad loser and an even worse winner I demanded that the
judging of the concours d'elegance should. be held after the
duration attempts, for the now obvious reason that not many of
the other beautifully constructed aircraft or spacecraft would
survive to that stage. My own was, or so I thought for a While,
indestructible by comparison. The organisers, to use the term
loosely, realised this fully, so held the concoul'S d'elegance hI'S\'
Every design whim was indulged, every shape of flying machine
was displayed, bulging with tubes of gunpowder. Folding wings

Bulging with tubes of gunpowder

with elaborate hinged mechanisms, multi-stage Saturn launchers and the occasional, rather forlorn, old stick and tissue
glider or rubber job whioh had been cannibalised quickly for a
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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fiery funeral. These too, turned out to have folding wings,
though without the ingenious hinged mechanisms.
There were three categories of flight pattern: first there were
those - the great majority - that just fizzled impotently or
blew up spectacularly without leaving the ground; then there
were 1iI1ree or four that really climbed to 100ft or more and
then glided down gently, including Me with folding wings
(Fl-II style) that actually worked', to vast applause; finally
there was the most lethal variety" those that took on with
immense speed and promptly did loops, bunts or wingovers
right into the crowd. After an impressive (and lucky) nigh,t ill
the second category with a modified American chuckle, I was
planning a further attempt when a huge multi-stager that I
thought had firmly placed itself in Category One suddenly
decided it was really in Category Three after all and shot
towards me at a height of four feet. All the right reflexes

Misfortunes on the ground

When I heard the clunk as the bracket came undone. like an
utter moron I applied the brake instead of Itlotorinl! gently on.
Result: the trailing edge of the rudder s!ow!y crumplcs against
the rear bumper. In today's money a repair 'bill of ,over £ I 000.
Another slow-motion catastrophe while on a towline behind a
car occurred during a Camp in which two gliders collided in
mid-air (without injury. amazingly) and everyone on the ground
was clearing the runways in a panic. My driver started ·forward
just at the moment I was putting my arm throu/Zh the clear vision
panel to pull the release knob. The canopy disintegrated slowly
but inexorably around my arm, which remained relatively intact,
though my voice cracked somewhat.

Shot towards me

worked and I fell he,avily on my masterpiece (I refer to the
expensively varnished chuck glider) and incapacitated myself and
it for further competition, I won't say who the miscreant was
except that his monstrous device was not called the Cruse Missile for oQthing. The outright winner spent 16 hours on his
machine and over £2 Iper rocket, which is almost cheating; but
it's a 'lot quicker and cheaper than the two-seater he has been
building sin,ce the days of Sir George Cayley.
Next year for safety's sake, I suggest we keep the Max weight
down to say six ounces and (1) take out insurance or (2) get
every spectator to sign a blood chit or (3) all wear motor cycle
helmets and leathers or (4) hide in the clubhouse and fire the
damn things by remote control.

Canopy disintegrated slowly

] draw useful lessons from all such incidents, though it doesn't
help much, I am reminded of the Colonel ~'ho wrote of a young
suoa'ltern "This t)fficer never makes the same mistake twice he always comes up with a brand new mistake every time."

a

The Art of Coarse Ground-Handling: or Do
Cars and Gliders Mix?
I'm afraid that my insurers have suffered more frolll my misfortunes on the ground than from any flying mishaps, though the
latter have, er, happened from time to time. One expensive
prang took place at two miles an hour when a tiny pin fell out of
the tow bracket as I was towing a Kestrel down a steep gulley.
February/March ·1984

CONFERENCE
NORWICH
March 17-181984

Don't forget the BGA
Conference. Put the
date in your diary and
we will see you in
Norwich.
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Can come to us all sooner or later, when it does, it's nice to know
that you have really watertight insurance cover, which is iust what
Mowbray Vale provide!
Being so involved with gliding, they understand about the funny
things that can happen. to gliders, (~h~y haye heard them alii) So you
could be baled out, dned off and flYing high sooner than you think.
Take the plunge - contact Mowbray Vale todayl

Ring Caro/Jay/or on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07l HL.

Telex 587470

Represented at Lloyds
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Come outside an'd say that . ..
JOHN HOLLAND says that although he has been gliding for about 14 years and involved In club
committee work, like a lot of people he has only recently started to think in terms of the national
scene. Here are some of his thoughts on the state of the sport and news of a proposed
national campaign.
Doing a stint on the National Executive
began to broaden my thinking and mOre
recently as chairman of Ithe BG A
Development Committee, faced with a
decline in club membership, I have had
to give the subject much more thought.
I have been a member of 1iI fairly weB
organised and (by nationa:1 standards)
efficient dub. 111 this I have been lucky
because although frustrated and embarrassea at hmes, I have been able to
remain in the sport. Had I joined many
of the other clubs I would have IOflg
since joined the ranks of the departed.

Amateur management
Let's face it, the average gliding club
organisation is a prime example of the
worst of amateur management. I have
recently been told that the very word
management frightens people away.
The net result of this is that gliding is a
sport in stagnation and we would be kidding ourselves if we believed it will aB
come right when the recession is over.
During the last war people had to be
directed into Services other than the
RAF as every young man's ambition was
to be a pilot, or at least be involved with
flying. Since then there has been an
unprecedented explosion in leisure
activities and yet this airminded population has passed the gliding movement by.
If we don't feed in new members at
the bottom the top will wither and die.
Not only that, if we become a small,
minorily interest we shall inevitably be
buried in legislation by our bureaucratic

-~=-="'~!===~-

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

~i:;
Husbands B05wOrth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lulterworth 57544
./
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brothers who will take no heed of our
requirements, be they airspace, nQise
regulations or any other petty legislation
they may dream up.
The population of Germany and the
VI' are roughly tne same - Germany
has 40 000 ~lider pilots, we have 9000.
One of our troubles is we have a handful of myths that seem to be passed on
from generation to genera tion. Things
I,ike , .. if you can't spend all day around
the gliding dub we don't want you. Who
wants a lot of people gliding, they'll spoil
it for tlS. Who wants a lot of people gliding, it's exclusive. Gliding is a lifestyle,
that's all there's room for etc, etc.
In other words, gliding is not for you if
you are a busy professional pcrson; if
your wife is not prepared to become a
gliding widow; if you are a young person
just starting married life; if yOll have a
big house or a garden to look after or
jus! if you don't like standing around in
a big field in your wellies.

Have to go fO the bottom
Just to provc I'm nol exaggerating, I
know one very enthusiastic glider pilot
who is now in a syndicate and going
great guns. First year he went solo, second year he completed his Silver C and
now he is starting his third year ancl
going for his Gold. He happens to be
a priest and joined his nearest club as
an ab-initio. He presenled himself at ,the
crack of dawn on his first day and come
the afternoon he didn't look like flying
yet awhile and he had a wedding to perform. Not unreasonably he asked if they
would excuse him whilst he nipped off to
conduct these nuptials and was told
"You'll have to go to the bottom of the
list if you do."
Now he travels a long way to his present club, where he iog an enthusiastic and
much loved member, juS'l because they
take 'into consideration that he has a job
of work to do on occasions.
If you think about the modern lifestyle with its hectic pressure, it's amazing we have anyone gliding.
One thing is for sure, if we're going to
ce'lebrate an,other 50 years of British
gliding then the time has come for a new

lifestyle. I don't mean so much in the
few, semi-professional outfits we have. If
they don't meet their customers' needs
they go out of business (it is interesting
though that their customcrs' need
doesn't seem to include hanging around
airfields!). I'm getting at all those outfits
in the country where the "coarse" gliding takes place and forms the majority of
om movement.
Just because myoId mum out in the
wilds of Cheshire used to serve me a
tomato with salt and vinegar for my tea is
no reason for my children not anticipating an occasional steak and chips at the
Berni. Just because your dad flew a
Grunau Baby once evel:y three weeks
when his turn. eame up, is no reason for
you to do the same,
Gliding is <thout flying, not talking
about it. The aim of every glidin!! club
should be to provide its members with
the best value for money and to allow
them to fly as often as they l~an, as
cheaply as they can for as long (or as Far)
as they can.
If you accept these principles then you
cannot tolerale a situation where members are asked to spend all day on the
site and then get one seven-minute
flight.
If you are still with me and haven't
rushed off to write a I~tter to the editor,
] hope you are asking yourself what we
are going to do about it.

Tidy up gliding
Well, we are going to try to start a
national campilign to tidy up gliding. We
are aiming to persuade clubs they need
to operate efficiently and must look at
their management with a capital M
(good management can also mean
cheaper gliding!), Members must look
for more from their committees membership of a committee is acceptance of a management task, not an ego
trip so that you can show how important
you are.
The important thing is for you coarse
glider pilots to raise your sights and
demand that your own club be the best
in the west. An don't let your club pundits persuade you that you have already
got it.

a
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SHARING AIRSPACE
FRED WEINHOLTZ, ex CIVV and of the German Aero Club and described by Bill Scull. BGA director of
operat.lons, as /itisgHding guru and a regular source of enthusiasm and clear thinking on many different
aspects of' the sport, wrote a paper on "Sharing airspace, training and safety consideration" wblch was
presented on his behalf at the 1:983 SSA Convention in Reno. The following are extracts and show the
positive guidance and the warnings Fred gave to gliding associations throughout the world. You may find
you will recognise some of the symptoms he describes in the UK scene.
I think that wlith the exception of th,e
socialist countries in eastern Europe
where gliding is more or less an operation of the state, we in Germany have
more difficulties in running our sport
successfully than anyone else in the
world.
A few years ago at one of the periodic
"Near-Miss Meetings" between all users
of our airspace, a USAF officer jokingly
called our country an "aircraft-carrier"
and he wasn't far wrong. In less than
100000 square miles there are II international and 29 regional airports, 232
additional airfields ,for pow.er flying, 42
heliports, about 50 military aerodromes
and 278 special gliding fields. With a
total of 640 airfields o'm 96 500 square
miles, that means an airfield in every
121/2 miles. Nearly IS 000 aircraft, disregarding the growing number of ultralights, account for about four million
flights a year, a lot being by NATO
pilots who mostly fly at low level.
A little less than one million flights exactly 22.5 % - are by glider pilots
from 527 airfields and gliding sites
operating more than 6000 gliders. In a
good season they achieve about 450000
flying hours and between three and four
million cross-country kilometres.
Despite this high traffic oensity there
were only thr,ee mid-air collisions between sailplanes and other aircraft from
1960 to r 982 - in all cases military jets
- in which three glider pilots were killed and one was injured. The annual
number of registered near misses with
sailplanes - reported by airline and/or
Military pilots - decreased to less than
ten after there were nearly 100 in the
early seventies. I was often asked how
we managed to survive under these circumstances.
Following World War 11 gliding was
prohibited in Germany for six years but
when it was allowed again in May 1951
there was a remarkable economic miracle. The airfields had been ploughed up Or
occupied by allied forces al1d the sailplanes destroyed or confiscated, but thal
year the first German gliders wer,e flying
again - please don't ask me where we
got them from - and after a few years
gliding was prospering again. The airspace was really free because power fly20

ililg was still prohibited and the few aircraft of the occupation forces caused no
problems. But in 1955 the air sovereignty was given back and the country
was in an immense economic boom, so
the Government started to build a giant
avaition structure whic'h slowly led to the
situation I described at the beginning.
Since 1936, soaring has been regarded
in Germany as both aSp(HI and as air
tranic and therefore is ruled by law. Our
authorities treat gliding as traffic only
and since the rapid growth of commercial, military and general aviation new
laws, decrees and regulat,ions became
necessary. Gliding was always included,
but the heads of our national Acro Club
didn't care at all. They only kit responsible for the important sporting problems
at national and international level and it
was beneath their dignity to was,te one
thoug,ht 0/1 affairs of state.

Germany paid dearly
I don't want to blame anyone here,
but I often learn from gliding friends all
over the world that they take the same
view today, a view for which German
gliding had to pay dearly. I can state
thank.fully that CIVV has changed its
mind in the last 12 years and this we owe
- among others - to Bill Ivans and
Bob Buck. But I'm afraidthal whal has
been done so far is not enough.
There were several near misses between airliners and military jets and
commercial and military aviation insisted
on safe airspace to be used only by
themselves. Suddenly one of the airspace
experts had the great idea that the chaotic sih,latiolil in airspace was lhe fault of
general aviation, especially gliding.

(Fred describes how there was something of a rebellion with glider pilots
demanding the right to act on their own
behalf in future, being ullowed to send
their own experts to the committees,
working groups and Government hearings. The Aero Club denied this right and
so they started a campaign without permission.)
Our efforts to help gliding were soon
crowned with success. We had alarmed
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influential friends in' politics, public
authorities, trade and industry. They
o,pened doors for us and we managed to
be represented on the Government
bodies expected to solve the airspace
problems.
We discovered their int,enlions for
gliding were deadly. They look us for a
kind of nursery school and treated us as
unwelcome intruders in their valllable '
airspace. In 1970 - and we had flown
1.5 million kilomet'res cross-country in
that year - an "expert's" report stated:
"Gliding usually requires a flying height
of I OOOft, sometimes more," and we
learned from another paper: "The control zones should be made larger titan
necessary because glider pilots aren't
able to navigate."
Three projects the experts worked out
for gliding were:
a) There should be five or six ghettoes
spread over the whole of Germany each about 60 by 60 miles iin size. In
these g'helloes we should be allowed
whatever we wanted.
ob) Certain cross-country courses should
be laid down by the Government. The
glider pilots should be allowed cleared by ATC controllers - to fly
their laps for the international gliding
badges along these ,courses.
c) (The worst proposal) A weekday flying ban for gliding from Monday morning to Friday afternoon. The military
low-level flight airspace between 500
and 1500U should cover the whole of the
country like a steel plate, with the exception of the control zones.
With desperate efforts we fought
against these plans, supported by the
secretary general of the Aero Club,
Wolfgang Trinkaus and his staff. And
now the value of good friends became
apparent A "Parliamentary circle of
friends of gliding" was created on the
initiative of Hans Held, our national
coaoh for more than ten years, with the
excel'lent help of a few MPs who were
glider pilots. Sixty of the 491 members
of the Federal Parliament attended the
circle, including a Secretary of State.
They promised to help and did so In a
great manner.
During this time the German SportS
Association - a union of 18 million SAILPLANE & GLIDING

acceptec! us as full members, which WaS
an enormous help. And last but not least
we were g'ivenessential suppofll by
newspaper, radio and television journalists as well as om own gliding magazines.
Soon it became evident how many silent
friends we had. A good indication was
the television audience. It was discovered that pre-allnounced TV programmes about gliding were watched by the
same number of viewers as for good
thrillers and our editorial friends now
had less difficulty in producing and publishing gliding programmes.
The turning point was reached.. The
opponents of gliding had to appreciate
that gliding people were not the
I "Ilobodies who polluted the valuable airspace with plywood and plastic", the airspace they urgently wanted to reserve
for the econornic requirements of commercial aviation and the sovereign mission of milita.ry flying. They had to realise that gliding is a rather considerable
factor in the consciousness of ,the German people.
We were accepted as respectable partners. Of course no one was prepared to
give us everything we wanted spontaneously, but in tough negotiations we were
able to consolidate our position,
.although We had ~o make quite a lot of
concessions. Finally we agreed that in
future glider pilots should not expect any
indulgen t trea tmen t in a irspace, but they

should be allowed to share it with all the
other partners if they were willing to
accept equal duties and equal rights.
(Fred explained how their pilot's certificate was replaced by the Private Pilot's
Licence C - A is for aircraft and B for
motor gliders - which asks for 30
hours' flying time instead ofthe former ten
hours, Ihree instmctiona/ phases and a
minimum of 60 lessons in theoretical
instmction before laking the five hour
examination.
He said he was sure some opponents
hoped this wouldn't be acceptable and
that glider pilots would be reduced in
number. But they agreed to the changes
as they knew it was the only way gliding
could progress, and it dut bring some
advantages, Ihough also a lot of bureaucracy. An extreme example of this is that
some sites allowed to aerotow have tugs
that mustn't be flown solo. Then there are
J I Federal states concerned with aviation
who delegate their dlllies to the 21 regional administrative bodies. They are all
independent and interpret and apply the
laws and regulations as they see fit and
often with different results. Fred is lucky 10
come from a state where the instructor's
licence is valid in all 200 gliding clubs,
but if he wants to instruct in another
slate he has to apply for permission.
However the German clubs are strong
and sound - there are 800 and 40 000
pilots - and they are the owners or hol-

ders of gliders, equipment, airfields and
buildings 10 a total value of about 140
million US dollars.)
However, I must admit that we were
not ready to use our possibilities when it
was urgently necessary. We didn't care
at all about politics, airspace and
dangerous developments in aviation until
it was five minutes to twelve. We did
what many of our friends all over the
world still do today. We had to learn our
lesson and paid dearly for our carelessness and I only hope these words may
help others to avoid the same experience.
I. On no account concern yourself solely with the important sporting matters.
If you don't contribute in time to aviation politics, aviation legislation and airspace problems on behalf of gliding, then
there will be the danger that one day
there won't by any sporting gliding of
any consequel1ce.
2. Avoid everything that could impair
the reputation of our sport. The scale of
our opponents' arguments goes from
accidents to fairness.
3. Make as many friends for gliding as
you can. The more friends we have the
more difficult il win: be to harm us.
4. Do everything to incre<lse the quality
of gliding. Quality is the best guarantee
that gliding is esteemed and thus
respected by the public and the
authorities.
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Flyingwifh a World Champ
JOHN ROLLS of Lasham describes hIs flight with the World Open Class Champion, Ingo Renner, at
the Aeroclub of Fuentemilanos, near Segovla, Spain, where O'erlinghausen, Germany's largest gliding
school, have an expedition each summer with Ingo as CFt (see S&G, October 1981, p232).
John elected to sit in the front of the Janus
andshare the flying, while the day before his
companion, Pat Swoffer, chose to sil in the
back and let Ingo take him round a 300km
at racing speed.

I

An opportunity of a flight like this in
good weather conditions is not to be missed. We decided on an O/R over the most
fantastic terrain to the east. We launched
when a few cumulus were .brea~ing o~er
the Guardarrama moun tams five mIles
south of the airfield and released at
2000ft asl east of the airfield which is
about 3300ft as!.
I found a weak 2kt thermal but Ingo
advised pressing on and by this time we
were over Segovia with its fabulous
aquaduct running thwugh the town. At
l200ft Ingo took over and headed back for
the airfield and farmland. He still couldn't
find anything and at 500ft was still searching.
It wasn't untH we were at 250ft agl and I
could see straw sticking out from the bales
February/March 1984

in the fields he found a Ikl thermal. He
stuck to it wilh a 100% accuracy until we
got away after five minutes. He said he bad
already selected a field!
We dimbed to 4QOOft and set out on
track. He discussed in detail why we should
go for a particular cloud. Normally it would
be the blackest part until he had established the sunny edge where the cloud
would be working. We took to the mountains where the cloud streets were forming
- sometimes they were 500 to 1000ft
higher than those over the plains. We were
now at 6500ft and only bothering with
ti-8kt thermals.
One interesting fact I learnt was that
Ingo slows up when he reaches lift and at
the same time neutralises the flap, unlike
the way most of us react with a violent
dolphin motion. Once established, he tends
to weave through moving 20 to 30° in
each direction, hence staying longer in lift.
We continued at a considerable speed
going all ways through the guaranteed lift,
easily recognised by ,the curtains of cloud
hanging down. The terrain altered' as we

ran out of mountains and flew over an area
closely resembling the surface of the moon.
But who could care, we were at 12 142ft
ast!
Ingo showed me how to take TP photographs by flying directly overhead and
once clear by say half a mile, doing a stall,
turn and snap. I've tried since but it's going
to take a lot of practice.
Things had changed for our run home.
The mountains appeared nearly blue so we
took to the plains where thc clouds had
formed many streets. The change in this·
part of Spain is very quick indeed and you
have to be careful not to be caught in
large blue pools wh ich can be 15 miles in
diameter - it pays to deviate and go
around or at least clip the edges. We had
122km to go and from this point Ingo
never suggested a turn. He just looked
for suitable cloud stree'ts in the general
direction of home.
I found the flight the most constructional of my short gliding career - I am
sure my 500km the next day was due to
this experience.

a
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ANNUAL STATISTICS GLIDING CLUBS

OCTOBER 1, 1982 TO SEPTEMBER 30,1983

AIRCRAFT

LAUNCHES

HOURS

CROSS-

MEMBERSHIP

COUNTRY
Kms
<n
N

~

J:j

J:j

::>

ALTAIR
ANGUS
AQUILA
AVON
AVRO
BATH & WILTSHIRE
BLACK MOUNTAINS
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE
BOOKER
BORDERS
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
BUCKMINSTER
CAIRNGORM
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
CONNEL
CORNISH
COTSWOLD
COVENTRY
CRANFIELD
DEESIDE
DEFFORD (RSRE)
DERBY & LANCS
DEVON & SOMERSET
DONCASTER (now BURN GC)
DORSET
DUMFRIES
DUNKESWELL
EAST SUSSEX
ENSTONE
ESSEX
ESSEX & SUFFOLK
HAMBLETONS
HEREFORDSHIRE"
HIGHLAND
IMPERIAL COLLEGE
INKPEN
KENT
KENT MOTOR GLIDING
LAKES
LASHAM
LONDON
MARCHINGTON"
MENDIP
MIDLAND
NENE VALLEY
NEWARK & NOnS
NEWCASTLE & TEE SIDE
NORFOLK
NORTHUMBRIA
NORTH DEVON
NORTH WALES
OUSE
OXFORD
OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
RATTLESDEN
RAE (Bedford)
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
SCOnlSH GLIDING UNION
SHALBOURNE
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::>

0

0

1
3
2
2
4
2
1
2
6
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
5
1
1
2
4
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
4
3
2
3
1
0
2
3
3
2
8
4
1
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
0
2
3
2

0
2
1
1

1
3
1
3
6
2
3
1
0
4
2
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
0
1
2
1
2
2
4
1
2
3
1
3
0
1
0
4
0
2
3
0
1
1
2
2
0
1
1

3
0
2
2
0
3
3
1

3
4
7
15
1
20
10
17
50
10
40
9
5
26
0
6
30
52
13
12
1
23
18
18
7
5
3
11
12
21
10
0
23
4
0
5
28
1
5
117
77
14
8
20
1
8
7
27
24
6
2
10
12
1
11
8
5
6
18
12

U>

c

';;'

::>

I-

0-

0

1
3
0
3
1
0
6
1
2
1
0
2

1
0
4
2
2
0
0
1
2
2
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
0
0
1
2

-

,
I

1
6
6
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
2
0

.

2:-

a

0

Cl

.1;

1127
4887
1343
1551
4545
3725
1331
3656
10000
1793
6200
3911
2000
8270
2535
3082
7362
8102
1472
2563
949
5850

6834
3998
3853
565
2482
2458
2800
7801
2627
2265
3523
2005
300
1991
10850
1839
1360
26930
12683
1430
2542
10297
480
4993
1356
3392
2502
2800
2080
2185
4236
1150
3628
160
3927
6833
2910

113
903
347
1592
739
1344
1708
1372
914
3400
1250
450
3699
-485
572
2353
4805
723
2204
136
2000
1989
1493
630

156
244
868
800

1630
1178
863
1643
430
210
915
7530
275
552
N/K

7213
690
532
3485
45
639
330
1699
579
200
209

726
1223
1444
539
547
350
1272
4730
515

270
748
2500
15000
300
7400
NlK

0
NlK

5700
7900
200
34 891
300
500
17000
23400
3361
19650
60
2159
7253
2165
1142
445
2600
24408
7600
6200
10500

z0

11
57
35
40
136
104
64
110
310
66
180
96
30
196
40
52
178
293
84
103
22
164
147
106
95
25
30

3
28
0

99

60
160
85
90
75
38

2700
3953
12250
4980
1000
136 004

45
74
280
62
40

644
328

1500

66

850

52
173
23
60
32
150
85
20
49
80
92
25
59
60
19
48
143

10807
NlA

463
285
13118
2400
100
0
2100
4700
5700
1240
3000

10300
2236

c:

u:

2000

NlK

u..

53

NlA

54
8
0
24
10
3
40
8
99

16
118
76

4
7
70

eo
10
7

-

2
55
0
12
0
0
0
2
15
1
30
2
2
118
70
4
0
59

1

6
15
24
2
30

4

0

-

6

12
60

0
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ANNUAL STATISTICS -

OCTOBER 1, 1982 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1983

AIRCRAFT

gj

LAUNCHES

::'!

.g

.J:J

U

U

:>

Q.

Cl

~

u..

~

31
189
113
63
115

0
49
4
6
17

55
41
240
85

-

1041
2557
1415
404
1431

961
3199
2887
4207
100
5409
1580
1618
2504
2165

169
291
1449
956
47
1302
710
193
510
222

1650
5073
7297

269
710
4076

19
10
1
8
4
4
10
40

0
1
0
1
0
0
1
3

131

1112

88

298067

4
4

4
9

2
2

2

3
6

1
1
4

11200

7
2
2
3
2
4
2
2
2

3
16
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
2

3

2

2
4

2

3
4

3

0

2

2
3

3
4
4

SERVICE CLUB TOTALS

55

CIVllAN CLUB TOTALS
GRAND TOTAL

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTALS

184

2
2

12
20
19
3
25
1

728
6192
4304
2061
5813

1
3

2
2
3
3

~

.S;;

10
1

2
3
3

Cl

.~

III

6

0
3
0
2
2
1
1
2
2
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
1
5

0
2
4
1
3
3
2
0
2
0
2

MEMBERSHIP

:>
I-

Cl

0

1
2
1
0
2
0
1

SHROPSHIRE
SOUTHDOWN
SOUTH WALES
STAFFORDSHIRE
STRATFORD ON AVON
STRATHCLYDE
STRUBBY
SURREY & HANTS
SWINDON'
TIGER CLUB
TRENT VALLEY
l.lSTER
UPWARD BOUND
VALE OF NEATH
WELLAND
WEST WALES
WOLDS
YORKSHIRE

CROSSCOUNTRY
Kms

HOURS

I

8750
12760
4500
80
10500
200
450
11 743
7500
0
14650
2500

C

N/K
0
200
2500
12912

33
41
125
276

1
50
9
0
6
0
0
0
12
0
16
66

97234

514284

7749

1433

4947
7490

1044
1827

11047
13325

112
96

42
0

3640

600
2180

-

1

.

9
80
44
25
41

No statistics received.
Last year's figures used.

ARMY GLIDING ASSOCIATION
KESTREL
SOUTH WEST DIST (Wyvem)"
ROYAL AIR FORCE GSA
ANGLIA
BANNERDOWN
BICESTER
CHILTERNS
CLEVELANDS
CRANWELIL
FENLAND
FOUR COUNTIES
Fl.lMAR
HUMBER
WREKIN
ROYAL NAVAL GSA
CULDROSE
HERON
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL
OVERSEAS
CRUSADERS
PEGASUS
TWO RIVERS
EAGLE

February/March 1984

2
4

16

7
5
7
1
6
5

2
1
0
0
1
2
1

14546
3867
4584
5219
5687
6300
3600
1209
4470

6236
776
2210
1296
1169
1700
470
487
910

300

92

15282
35836
5600
28013
8178
4745
20400
3500
1300
3344

98
304
50
87
144

100
11047
250

40
112
75

2
42
12

0
12

6
8

0
0
2
0

90
101
54
64
65

0

2
6

2848
4947
2761

520
1044

0

1

5840

693

0
1
0

0
0
0

3300
4199
3767

700
1026
505

0
4500
8757
1736

52
78
40
47

74

77

28

104421

26113

177260

1801

126

184

131

1112

88

298067

97234

514284

7749

1433

239

205

1189

116

402486

123347

691 544

9550

1559

3
2

2

720

0
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Windsor Model Aero Club, 1911. Sydney is secolld from left and Bob
is silting 011 the extreme right.

The box kite with Bob second from rear oftht!
version from the Hampshire Aero Club.

I

BOB MAINWOOD AND SIR SYD
R. C. ADAMS
Sir Sydne", Camm

Sydney Camm was knighted for his
lVork on powered aircraft, the most famous of which in the public eye was the
second World War Hurricane fighter. I 2
In fact he designed 52 types for
Hawker's ranging from the Hawker
Hind, Hart, Typhoon and Hunter to
PII27 (the Harricr prototype) totalling
26000 aeroplanes built.' Excluded from
this list are his gliders.
In the early years at Hawker's he was
producing at least ten types a year and
his drive and enthusiasm as an innovalive designer was legendary" But the
talentsof Sydney Camm had already been
obvious in his gliding club ac,tivities a
decade before.
The gliding story was told by Bob
Maimvood, the last surviving founder
member of the Windsor Model Aero and
Gliding Club, who said that it was his
good fortune to be where history was
being made. He was born in Windsor in
1887 and Windsor Castle was a spectacularlandmark for early aviators. He
saw Gustav Hamel perform a succession
of mor,e than 40 .loops in a Bleriot
monoplane above the castle in 191 I in
the nature of a command performance
for King George V and Queen Mary.
Bob was also in Windsor Great Park
when Hamel and two other aviators
delivered the first ever European aerial
post, flying in from Hendon, and had a
photograph of himself .;eside the
illachine.
Bob had just been appointed junior
clerk in the Borough Engineer and Surveyor's office - a very coverted post in
those dnys even though the salary was
only five shillings a week. He was full of
youthful enthusiasm for flying - which
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BOB ADAMS, Essex & Suffolk GC, and Mr A. W. (,Bob) Malnwood welf/.
and working together to place on record Bob Ma/nw.ood's early grIll!
October. Bob always emphasised the part played by his glldlng.1
article is dedicated to the memory of two remarkable men.
was not mntched by his pnrents lest he
should neglect his duties and evening
studies. At this time he got to knO\~
Sydney Camm who was an 18 ye<tr-old
carpcnter apprenticed to Mr G. Hendry
whose premises were near Bob's home.
Sydney had been experimenting with
rubber powered models and together
with about n dozen enthusiasts formed
the Windsor Aero Club.
Sydney was very much the guiding
light as well as secretary, regularly forwarding copy of club news to Flight. But
Sydney had a wider vision and soon was
planning a man-carrying machine. The
club acquired a tamshackled building in
Arthur Road as n workshop at a rental of
a shilling a week. However they defnul,ted
on pnyment the ,third week and Sydney
sold some model aircraft to the Eton College boys to keep the club solvent.

Man-carrying kite
First the club built under Sydney's
instructions what would be termed a
man-carrying box kite to experiment
with the aerodynamics. It may have
looked crude but was beautifully made
of spruce with mahogany struts mounted
with steel ferrules and every joint had to
be perfect before he would pass it as fit
to fly. It was l<tunched from the shoulders of wingtipmen into wind by a ropeteam running forward with steady ropes
on the wingtips unti) Sydney got enough
data to be satisfied with the lifting

characteristics of the wing at varying
angles.
In 1912 the name was changed to
Windsor Model Aircraft and Gliding
Club and the glider construction started.
It was built in <t month and was a 5ft
high biplane of 32ft span, based on the
kite design but with a fuselage and horizontal stabiliser. The pilot was to hang
from the lower wing by his armpits and
control the machine by altering his
weight position in the manner of a modern hang glider pilot.

Strong wind needed
The launching wns to be in Windsor
Home Park by members running ,forward but it was only possible to get flying speed in a strong wind. Throughout
the autumn and winter of 1912/1913
Sydney reported to Flighl and in the
January 1913 issue wrote: "Extensive
nlterations have been carded out llnd its
efficiency and appearance much
improved. The tail boom system w:hich
was previously the machin,e's weakest
point is now its strongest. Intention is to
build a new controlled glider along
Caudron lines. Experiments carried out
with the present machine show that a
span of 32ft is excessive for body control
nlone and on this score somewhnl
dangerous."
Bob recalled that at last in April) 1913
there was a sufficiently strong gale blowing and the members proudly carried
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

tth~

towr

~.ltproDllbly un't

Windsor's machin~ but a similar

Glid~r

No. 1 rigg~d outside tJu workshop in Arlhur Road.

~

Above, glider No. 2. Sydney is on the starboard wingtip Jvith four Stames brothers, the youngest demonstrating the top wing ailerons. Sydney married Hilda
Stames in 1915. Below: F. P. Raynham in th~ Handyside glider atllford Hill in 1911.

ere near neighbours in Boreham, Essex
gliding club memories when Bob died in
g club secretary, Sydney Camm, and this
Bob (left) and George Camm (Sydney's youngest
brother), at Windsor in 1983.

their machine through the streets for rigging and launching in Windsor Home
Park. When Bob's turn came his flight
just got him off the ground.

"Glider wrecked"
On a later launch Bob remembers
only too well that with "Ginger" Stanbrook as pilot, the glider got too high on
one side, overtook the team and nose
dived in. "Ginger" was extricated and
suffered a dislocated shoulder. Sydney
wrote in the April 5 issue of Flight,
"Glider wrecked. Taken out in a gale.
Some members lost control of one of the
halves. It blew away until it absolutely
collapsed. New advanced type 1-2-1."
But it was not back to the drawing
board because Sydney had already
designed his next glider. It was to be
built in an extended workshop so that it
could be erected full size under cover. It
was 25ft 6in span by 4ft 6in chord. As
seen in the photo, it had inter-connected
ailerons and elevator controlled by a
"universal lever", a rudder operated by
a foot-bar and an aluminium bucket
seat.· It weighed only 751b, made of
spruce with a chassis of ash, two rubber
sprung wheels and unbleached calico
fabric with a linseed oil sealer.
By September 1913 Sydney had plans
to make it self-launching. He saw an
advertisement in Flight for an "aircooled engine 20bhp complete, propeller, tanks." It belonged to Lilian Bland,
February/March 1984

another legendary figure of aviation in
Ireland. It cost him £25 and was an
A VRO Cowley with opposed cylinders
which fired simultaneously and was
claimed to be .. perfectly balanced". Bob
recalled how one Sunday afternoon
when it arrived they bolted it to the
workbench, eager to try it out. Dressed
in Sunday best, straw boaters and all,
they took turns in swinging the prop
when suddenly it started with an ear
spl'itting, unsilenced din thal brought the
police in to find out who was disturbing
the peace of that Edwardian Windsor
Sunday. But the more immediate danger
was that the bench was not itself bolted
down and due to engine imbalance, the
bench began to "walk" around the
workshop full of club members. Luck,ily
no member was caught by the prop and
only a few boaters got mangled with the
blizzard of wood shavings and engine oil.

Woodworker to designer
The war took Bob to the battlefields
of France while Sydney went as a
woodworker to the Martinsyde Aircraft
Co. His talents as a designer were
immediately recognised and by the end
of the war he had been elected AFRAeS.
In 1919 he published a book, Aeroplane
Construction" and was working on a
design of a plane to attempt the first
Atlantic crossing when the company had
to close due to the recession. He worked
as personal assistant to one of the part-

ners, G. H. Handyside, on the design
and manufacture of a I 1 metre, 1601b
British glider for the Daily Mail trials at
Itford Hill in I Y22 where F. P. Raynham
gained the British endurance record with
a flight of IhI' 53min.
This glider was eventually ditched in
the sea when Raynham, doubling for a
film actor, was bungyed off a cliff to the
rescue of the film's heroine who was
being abducted by the villain in his private submarine.
Raynham joined Hawker as test pilot
and Sydney as designer in 1923. Sydney
applied glider design requirements of
balanced controls, weight saving and
meticulous detail design to light powered
aircraft.
In 1970 a housing estate was built on
the site of the old WMACGC workshops
and Bob was instrumental in having a
commemorative plaque fixed where
Sydney and fellow members built their
first gliders.
References: 1. Hurricane by F. L1oyd; 2. The
Hurricane Story by Paul Gal/ico; 3. The Camm
Col/ection, RAF Museum, He/won; 4. The
Life and Work of Sir Sydney by R. L. Lickley;
5. "They Went Back", cassette and slides by A.
W. Mainwood and 6. Aeroplane Construction
by Sydney Camm.
Acknowledgements: George Camm, Sydney's youngest brother; Gordon Cullinham,
Windsor Local History Group; British Aerospace; Berkshire County Archivist and the
Windsor Guildhall Museum.
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JAMES ON PILOTAGE
The Germans have a word for it, Zllgunruhe - the chain-smoking restlessness of
caged migratory birds as tbe time of
departure approaches. To my mind gliding is pointless unless it is a launching pad
to something else, an enrichment of one's
ideas about other things or the enhancement of one's experience of gliding by
insights acquired in other fields.
Why is it so easy to make friends with
dolphins? Do birds get the same emotionalsatisfactions from flying as we do?
The understanding of consciousness is
impossibly difficult from the start; consciousness is obviously one thing but the
brain is composed of a vast number of
cells, so at what number does one become
conscious? What about sperm whales
which have a brain six times ours in
meaningful size? Textbooks of medicine
are anthologies of disease. They never
tell you why you feel ill when you are ill.

)

Pleasure principle
The simplest theory I can think of to
explain why you enjoy flying is that
evolution has selected animals that enjoy
learning by attaching the pleasure principle to the process~ Knowledge is A is B
and logic is if A is Band B is C then A is
C so that you build chains which occasionally cross. These correlations increase
the probability that it is true so the AHA
situation gives you pleasure. Ilis a positive advantage if the nerve cells of your
brain receive one basic instruction from
their genes, De'tode the Universe.
When you walk, drive or sail mosl of
the informatio'n is spread in a narrow
horizontal strip but when you fly it is all
richly spread aboul the whole visual field.
The experie~e is richer from the start.
Another little feature is that when you fly
low and fast the picture expands from the
centre and 'streams rapidly out of the
edge of the visual fields. This is intensely
. mousing as the ganglion cells at the edges
of your eyeballs fire like crazy, but don't
get hooked on nor-adrenalin because in
the search for bigger doses you may hit
something.
Flying is a spectrum of skills ranging
from formal logic to fuzzy logic; check
that the canopy is locked and guess
whether that next cloud will be working
. when you get to it. First you want to keep
your wings level. so a little simple
analogue computer theory. You get the
error signal, reverse it, amplify it, and
feed it back into the system. Diagramma t-
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The optimum position
is at X so that any sudden problem increases
one's arousal and draws
on a reserve of skill, but
you won't get much fun
unless you spend a bit
of time at Y or beyond.
As you acquire skill the whole curve
rises and moves to the right like getting
into a machine of beller performance.
Ironically as you get beller you may get
less fun ou t of it. In the end you are not so
much flying the aircraft as flying yourself.
Not asking whether one is flying too fast
instead monitoring one's level of arousal.
Should one wear a lie detector with an
output on the instrument panel and
soothing music when one gets too
steamed up? Nobody knows. Drugs called Beta blockers help stage frightened
musicians and sleeping tablets certainly
help pilots get a decent night's sleep as
the climax of a competitiolll draws near.
Dope tests for pilots? What would be
the best drug? Probably his own homemade nor-adrenalin which he has been
taking regularly for years. One feels that
glider design has reached an asymptote,
also with instruments, and the only thing
we can work on now is the pilot. Are we
doing the right tasks? Competitions get
rather stereotyped both in the activity
and the venue. What could we do with
simulators? How good would Viv
Richards, Ballesteros; or Robin Cousins
be at gliding? Not much I think because
the crucial skills are more abstract so
what about a chess grandmaster?
Performance

Peter See

BRENN/G in
pondering mood
ically the signal enters
the negative termin.al of
A where it is amplified
and fed back round the
If>J. loop to the summation
point.
Clearly the faster and the bigger the
response the beller is the regulation, so
learning to keep your wings level is teaching your hands to do what your feet do
when you stand up straight. First, you do
this with your head held firmly level and
looking straight forward in the cockpit so
your cranium is a kind of strap down iner,
tia! platform. The cricketer holds his head
level so that he does not have to introduce unneceSsary trigonometry into the
calculation of the ball's trajectory. Later
of course you do it looking out to one
side.
As each new skill is learnt at first it
requires attention to the signal in its simplest form, then later it is delegated to
automaticity as a new and higher skill is
learn t. Clearly the optimum cruising
speed is importan t and the same kind of
curve describes the pilot's relation of performance to stress.

Formal logic
Strikingly grandmasters are also best at
lightning chess (10 seconds a move) supposedly because they handle bigger
blocks of pieces in their minds at a time.
Chess combinations are formal logic.
Much of chess is in practice fuzzylogic in
the sense that certain kinds of positions
are usually stronger so you play to
acquire them. Circling in a rough thermal
you get a lot of information, much of it
conflicting, so you have to be discriminating in your decision as to what to do.
Here we are handicapped by the lack of
an accurate model of a thermal. The best
work was done long ago but when we get
a good imaging system we may get a better series of tactics to get the best rate of
climb. How good could a pilot get? To be
best as a concert pian.ist you have to averSAILPLANE & GLIDING

age six hours a day and ta'!ent helps.
Nobody is doing anything like that at present, and if he did would he probably get
bored with it?
Skill is wasted unless it leads to poetry.
Winning is a way 10 the skUl but perhaps
exploration is its best application. Watching the Emmy awards certainly humans
shine while they are praised, not surprising in a species that has been a social
animal for a hundred million years. In
competition the social pressures and
gralifications are added. Gliding perhaps,
like love, is a pleasure best enjoyed in
privacy. Understanding the gratification
might be the lead required to get better.
When one looks around one of the striking features above visual perception is the
extraordinary high quality of the subjective experience, vastly better than the
image in the eye because it gets a lot of
processing in the brain. The eyeballs
twitch around like crazy but the brain

uses a random scan to produce a stabilised image.
Of the 3.6 million nerve fibres that
enter the brain 2 million come from the
eyes. The gliding experience is essentially
a visual one but the processing of the visual signal requires a perfect wiring; if it is
perfect ill everyone's head it is likely that
the wiring diagram is always identical this may turn out to be convenient for
instructional purposes.
The problems in the universe are of
two kinds, Roman and Arabic. If you
forget what Roman seven is you can work
it out from six and eight, in Arabic you
can't. The vast majority of problems, in
the universe are Roman which means
that if the elements in a set of problems
,are connected to the elements in the set
of solutions the connections will all run
parallel in our brain as in nearly every
species.
Furthermore the surface of the brain is

organised like a Roget map in which similar ideas are represented as points closer
together than dissimilar ideas. Connecting the prob.1em map to the solution map
by a leash of parallel fibres is a powerful
computational technique. The 50000
miles of insulated cable in one's brain lie
parallel like a wet camel hair brush. If
they were a knot they woufd never get in.
The brain is such an incredibly complicated thing that evolution must be conservative, you could hardly do it from
scratch every time you dreamed up a new
species. So it follows when a vulture goes
local soaring over the airfield he gets
exactly the same pleasure as I would.
When my dog runs through the long grass
he gets the same kick as I do in a beat up
(sorry racing finish). I like that.
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Please send all editorial contributions to 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH.

fhe True Origin of TP Photography
TONY SEGAL
With the increasing mechanisation and
computerisation of gliding, new pilots are
sent out to buy an Instamatic camera to
take turning point photographs. They
spend many happy hours making the thing
stick to the canopy of the glider with little
rubber suction cups, and further happy
hours trying to get the camera lined-up
with the glider wingtip. This is impossible,
unless you have an S-shaped spine,
because you cannot get your eye to the
view-finder without the canopy being
open. With the canopy open, the viewfinder will obviously not be lined up with
the wingtip when the canopy is in due
course closed.
Many years ago, in the distant past of the
late 1950s, there was a time when TP
photography was unknown. Instead, there
were real human observers who checked
the gliders round the TPs during competitions.
In those days, I had been promoted to
the giddy heights of flying a hot ship, the
Olympia 2B. A few pundits at Lasham were
flying the Skylark 2, easily recognisable by
its square wingtip and fin. I had also seen a
French aircraft with a V tail. Recen tly, new
gliders with immensely long 17m wings had
appeared on the field; no one understood
why these long wings did not fall off.
The week of the Nationals, I ambled
down to Lasham expecting to attach a few
tow ropes to nose hooks and to wave the
odd signal bat. As I got out of my car, I was
enveloped in a dense cloud of expensive
cigar smoke and told I was to be in charge of
February/March 1984

the TP for the day. I happily agreed,
although I had no idea what a TP was. I
thought perhaps they were holding a barbecue that evening and I was to sharpen the
kebab skewers.
The day's task was an O/R to Blenheim
Palace. The Army GChad managed to talk
the War Office into the loan of a s,ignals
truck, complete with junior NCO and two
signallers. The gliders were to turn at the
bridge crossing the ornamental lake at
Blenheim Palace. To avoid cheating, we
were to layout parachute panels in a secret
shape, actually the letter "H" . As soon as J
heard of my intended duties, I said there
was no way 1could recognise the gliders. A
brave young Scotsman volunteered to
come along, and was handed the official
binoculars.

"We drove grandly thr,ough"
Our team departed from Lasham and at
my instigation stopped at the f,irst cafe we
passed. Mugs ofsweetteaand hot buttered
toast set the right tone for our adventure.
We successfully navigated to the main
en trance of Blenheim where I expected to
have to pay for our admission. However,
someone had done theirstaffwork, and the
main gates were flung open by uniformed
footmen and we drove grandly through.
We found a lawn next to the bridge overthe
lake and duly laid out the parachute panels
in the shape of an enormous "H". The

radio hummed into life, and amidst a great
display of "Roger, Wilco, and Out" communication was established with Lasham
base. We then all stripped to the waist and
sunbathed - waiting for action to start.
Suddenly, the first swallow of summer
appeared. We saw a distant glider at.200ft
onits finals for a field landing; there waS no
way we could tell its number nor tbe type of
glider. Two minutes later, twenty or thirty
gliders appeared simultaneously from all
points of the compass, and at heights varyling from 500ft to 5000ft. My young Scotsman did his best and peering bravely
through his binoculars rattled off a series of
numbers which I wrote down and relayed
to my signals friends.
Back at Lasham they had installed a
public address system and the tension had
built up as the gliders approached the TP.
As the firs t numbers came in over the radio
from our TP, consternation ensued. A
message was sent from Lasham to the TP
"There are no such numbers, please confirm with your TP observer." During this
distraction, we had missed a further twenty
gliders which had overflown us or landed in
nearby fields. When peace and quiet
returned,>Ve colleclted oursignal panel and
departed forthe nearest pub to recuperate.
Returning to Lasham, we were surrounded by the entire, highly indignant,
scrambled egg ofBritish gliding. Following
this episode they must have had a fruitful
committee meeting, because at the next
Nationals observers were abolished and
TP photography was introduced.

a
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Sussex, 116; Marchington, 66; Ouse, 75
and Wolds 110.
Tl1e average of (approx) 105 happens to
coincide with the national average figure for
club membership.
Another clUb which has chan.ged its name
is the Doncaster & District GC; from October
15 it has been. the Bum GC flying from.lhe
airfield 01 the same name just south of Selby.
They haven't bought their site as yet but the
21 year lease gives them an option to do so.
The club's transition to the new site was
smoothly accomplished by a very competent
management team (Who it's a pleasure to
know!). A hangar has already been erected
and other facilities are nearing. completion.
W. G. S<:ull, BGA director of operations

FROM THE

SECRETARY's
DESK
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

Where we do want to see more about our
clubs is in the pages of local newspapers as
this is where we will attract new members.
The Executive Commiltee have jllst
appointed Nikki Campbell as our new pUblicity offioer and allocated a part of the 1984
budget towards public relations activity. We
are asking each club to advise us of their own
member responsible lor pUblicity so that Nikki
can work with them in making, the media
more aware o'f our sport. Thanks to the
ellorts of Roger Barrett, we also now have an
eXciting new general gliding brochure avail-

able as an Introduction to the sport, copies 01
which can be bought at cost by clUbs and distributed locally as a part of any pUblicity drive
for new members.
RT PHRASEOLOGY AND DISCIPLINE
As in previous years applications are
:Routine investigations of aviation incidents
invited for a gliding related project to capture
during 1:983 Iilave revealed a number. of
the Churchill Award for 1984. This award of
occasions where poor RT phraseology ar:ld
£100 is available to individual pilots for , discipline were evident. The objective 01 good
organising a project of some kind of research
AT discipline, is to enhance the general level
into gliding or ancillary sUbjects such as
aT operational safety in the. air and on t/:le
meteorology. Full details and entry lorms are
ground. Therefore, .constant allention should
available from the Leicester office and the
be paid to' the use of correct and concise
closing date for receipt of entries will be April , phraseologies, and to the procedures con- ,
30.
oerning the use of AT.
At the December meeting 01 the Executive
Recently noted examples of poor RT
we were laced with the draft accounts lor
phraseology and discipline included clipped
1983, but thanks to the provisions of the lat'transmissions, non-standard phrases, proest COmpanies Act ~hey now have to be prevocative statements and arguments. Such
sented in such an uniamiliar and unhelpfUl 1 occurrences work against operational salety I.
lorm that 'I am still not sure whether we have
and clearly, it is in everyone's best interests
a delicit 01 £267, £554 or £10847 lor the
that all users are aware of the need for the
year. No doubt all will be revealed at the
correct use of standard RT phraseology and
AGM on March 17 and I hope that you are all
procedures - CM circular.
planning to be there because this is our big
socia'l and business event of the year. The
1984 Conference and Exhibition at the Hotel
K-21 REAR CANOPIES
Norwich will be both informative and enterThere have been at least six cases in the UK
taining so send off your booking now and let's
of K-21 rear canopies being lost in flighl due
go East in March.
to failure to engage one or both 01 the rear
A sad note at the end of last year was to
canopy locks. In one case a rear seat pashear of the sudden death of Roy Tetlow from
senger is believed to have interfered with the '
a heart attack at the early age 01 48. Roy was
catches. lA most other cases instructors have
a Silver C pilot flying at Cranfield when he
been misled into believing the locks were corwas a lecturer there during the seventies and
rectlyengaged.
was chairman of the BGA Technical CommitSchleichers have been asked to reconsider
tee from 1972 to 1979. We extend our deepthe design 01 the system.
est sympathy to his wife and family.
Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer

AROUND THE CLUBS
Recent issues have detailed various site
acqUisitions - the mind-boggling task of buying your site. in the last two years or so the
Cotswold GC have purchased parts 01 Aston
Down, tile Ouse' GC parts of :Rufforth Airfield
and the Wokls GC parts 01 Pocklington.
This exciting trend ,continues with the
'recent purchase of two more sites. Marchington, is now the permanent home of what used
to be the Surton and Derby GC but which has
now taken the name of its site (see ,plO) and
the East Sussex GC have bought their site at
Ringmer, near Lewes. T'hanks are due once

again to the Regional Sports Councils but
even with their help it is still an enormous
step for the clubs concerned. Well done!
This improvement in the number of secure
sites augers well lor the luture of gliding. The
total number of freehold sites has increased
dramatically from ten in 1979 to 16 in 1983,
but there's still a long way to go. It is evident
that one obstacle - the psychological barrier
01 "how can we afford to buy our site?" - is
well and truly broken. The average price of
the sites is in the order of £80 000 and the
number of members in the five clubs in question (1982 figures) are: Cotswold, 160; East

There is nothing quite like a bit of controversy
to catch people's attention, and' Platypus in
the last issue stirred some up by referring to
the Club News section (and competition
, reports) in S&G as "dreary". Perhaps he had
his tonguelirmly in his bill at the, time. Personally, I couldn't agree mora and I question
the cost of six whole pages of print listing first
solos, barbecues and, hangar extensions in the December issue I counted the word
"congratulations" repeated 32 times in ClUb
News! We could save valuable column
inohes by having a general congratulations
heading and then listing all tile names underneath il. However, my opinion, is not important as it's your magazine and your opinions
that we want. Please let us know if you want
to keep the Club News section or not, but
those of you who are upset at the suggestion
remember that my furry friend at the front 01
the magazine thought of it first.

New publicity officer
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WARMTH IN WAVE
For those who want to be warm on thal wave
flight, electrically heated insoles (£19.95) and
cushions (£24.95) have been designed to
work off the cockpit balleries and use
minimum power. Further details lrom Thermapad, 14 Ardross Place, Glenrothes, Fife
KY625G.
Enterprise 1984. Competition Enterprise wiN be
held at North Hill from June 30-July 8, and not
Aboyne as stated in the last issue.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OBITUARY

leaving Edinburgh University, she came
south, caught the gliding bug and joined the
London GC.
And what Wally said' all those years ago Is
still so true. We owe Peggy a very great debt
of gratitude and she is going to be deeply missed for her expertise as well as for her lively,
vivacious personality. We have lost a dear
friend who was an example to us alii during the
last year when she coped with illness in an
amaZingly brave way without a sign of self pity
or a lowering of her usual high spirits.
Our sympathy goes to her husband Tony.
.
GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH

PEGGV (WATHEN) MIEVILLE

PETER FLETCHER

I It is with great sadness that we report the
death of Peggy (Wathen) Mieville, our advertising manager, on December 6. Peggy has
been a good friend to S&G since 1955 when
sh? joined the Magazine Committee and
offered to sell advertising space.
In a tribute to her in S&G, February 1960,
p35, Wally Kahn, on the Magazine Committee
at that time, gave the background of this "shy
young girl!' who was "quite a pundit in the
advertising world."
He wrote: "She offered to help us obtain
more advertising, and in a remarkably short
time our revenue from this source - the lifeblood of any magazine - went up and up.
This enabled us to increase the number of
pages per issue and soon our sales chart took
on the appearance of a barograph trace on a
superb day."
She was the managing director of her own
firm with a staff of five, the youngest ever
space buyer in London and in 1950 at the age
of 22 became one of the first women to obtain
the Advertising Association's diploma. After

BGA

We are sad to report that Peter died after a
heart attack on October 14. He was bom in
India in 1919 where he spent his early life.
During the war he was a Flight Engineer on
bombers and afterwards became one of the
most hard working members of the London
GC. As an instructor he sent 152 pupils solo
and amassed 1700hrs on 107 types of gliders and powered aircraft.
Peter was one of those who worked and

worked, often without much thanks. He
helped restore the now unique ,Gull 1,
restored and modified a Cadet in which John
Jefferies flew 162 miles, and alone brought
back the $hol'1 Nimbus, later mending it when
its tail had broken off. He was engaged with
countless other Voluntary projects.
His expertise as a fully licensed ground
engineer and8GA inspecfor was in constant
demand. Peter is still the holder of the UK
200km goal motor glider record with Peter
Ross and at the time of his death, was contemplating hang gliding. He was a member of
the London GC' for 30yrs and later joined
Booker.
He was a unique character who added a
richness to British gliding. If ever there was
an unsung hero, Peter was one, and his
friends will never forget him. The Vintage
Glider Club have lost a real friend. We are
proud to have had him with us.
Our heartfelt sympathies go to Barbara
and to all those who knew him.
C. WILLS
Naoml Heron-Maxwell
During the 1936 German Nationals, the British party went down to Darmstadt and there
found two female British pilots, Naomi
Heron-Maxwell and Joan Price, taking; 'a
course at the aerotowing school. Both were
already competent power pilots', Md while
there Naomi made Silver distance by riding 8
cold front, and eventually became Britain's
first woman Silver C pilot. Among other suOsequenl activities she Iranslate(lWolf Hirth's
first textbook, published .in England as The
Art of Soaring Flight, went round lecturing
on gliding to schools (where she was only.
once floored by some "swot" with an abstruse question 0111 aerodynamics), tihel1l
became an instructor at the Cambridge University GC (at a time when the university
would not admit women) and married one of
its members, named Alien, who, however,

MAIL ORDER

Is it a bird? Is it a plane?
No, it's Superplat!
But you don't have to get 10 the BGA
Shop before dawn to queue with your
basket to carry away alii the best bargains. Order trom your armchair and let
us supply you by return of post.
The February offer is Derek Piggott's
revised 4th edition of GLIDING - the
standard text book - £7.95 with no
charge for postage and packing on
orders this month.
Don't phone home -

call us instead.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER lEl 7ZB
or ask us to se'nd you our complete sales list

February/March 1984

Telephone 0533 531051
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unfortunately died of pneumonia while attending winter sports in Austria.
Just before the war she emigrated to the
USA, where she did a great variety 01 odd
jobs including partnership In a hot dog and
coffee stall, and continued to keep in tolJch
with Joan Price in ,England. 'Eventually she
married again, and now her obituary has
been announced in The Times.
A. E. SLATER

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY -

.~

Rei.
No.

Glider
Type

104

Keslrel 19

1981

E
0
W/O

105

Olympia 26

1417

108

K·8

2307

BGA
No.

Pik>IICrew

Date
Time

Place

27.7.83
11.50

M

S

SUMMARY
Age

Injury

P/Hrs

Field 400 yds.
Po~moak NF

51

F

34(J

16.7.83
16.55

AllairGC

18

N

21/.

25.6.83

Wycombe AP

30

N

10

Wycombe AP

29

N

700

Wyoombe AP

37

N

4

Broughly Ferry

46

N

540

Diamond goal attempt lin wave. Descended
bek>w cloud 10 lake 2nd TP photograph and )est
conlact with wave. Slowty descended along
track then ,picked. large green field. Approach
was inro low sun and, dirty canopy and coaming
reduced \/isibilfly, but field was then seen t:l ~
barley. landed in crop- and groundk>oped.

?

'm'

The instrumented Knowhow of a
record-breaking pilot for luture Master
pilots!
The revolutionary development lor the
modern glider pilot!
2-20% Faster, Further, Longer, but also
more independently and assured with
'TW.
An electronic instrument which shows
the pilot on which side of his sailplane
the lift is stronger!
Incorruptible never tiring, every
time'TTI'.
Price: COD S/Fr 1.540 ex works.
Delivery: 2-4 Weeks. Guaranteed
Year.
European business (Information
and orders) Flugim-Establishment,
Altenbachstrasse 17, FL·9490
VADUZ, Switzerland.

At ebou1 40.Oft in lat6 stage of circuit, gltder
entered steepening turn and: cj;ved rinlo Qfound.
Pathologists repor1 gave cause of dealh as
"Myocardial ~nfarclion" (Heart anack).

'TT!' THERMALlING-TURN-INDICATOR

THERMIK-DREH-ANZEIGER

compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

107

K·21

2591

M

17.7.83

?

108

K·8

2260

WIO

26.8.83

?

Pilot's anempt to return to the launch point
resulted ,in a-low· 'hnsf tum witn eXcit-ssspeoo
causing airc,raft 10 bounce on landing and (hen
stall, causing damage IQ! 'front ot aircraft.
Alter landing in reasonabfy, C)ea, area ground
run continued with ltil1le airbtake i(, ,gradual arc
to nght until glider collided with a tug: Mned up io
'ronl of another glider. Wind 6ght and slightly
cross.
Shortly aner glider becam.e alrborne on serotow,
rear canopy
open and perspelf shanered.
launch abandoned Md glider landed on airfield. P ~ omitted to check canopy before lakeoff.
Pilot encountered di.fficulty in maintaining position on aerolow lake off, got too hig_h and
released rope inadvertently just, short ot ,airfield
boundary. Decided {o land ahead but overshot,
tirst selected leld and landed w~h excess speed
in second. ground-looping and breaking wing.

"Wt

109

Kestrel 19

1781

M

26.6.83
20.30

110

Pilatus 8·4

1823

M

1.7.83
13.45

ThruKton

42

N

66

Visitor on approach intended ,to land short 01
g'lider on ground. althOugh brieted 10 lan{t on
power runway in circumstances prevailing.
Speed decayed and recovery !eft gfider low.
Pilot lalled 10 observe power wires across
approach and hit these. WIres broke and gilder
landed in undershoot.

111

K·13

2739

M

22.7.83

North Hill

32

N

506

During nDrl'nsl landing in long grass on site
glider struck a hummock coocealed by oraSI'
damaging front skid shock absorber Ind mounting.

112

T·21

926

M

24.7.83
15.36

Kirton lindsey

17

N

2.38

Solo launch. JoLP1ed weak downwind lhelT1lsl
with two other aircraft and after delaying base
leg turn while otnar aircraft passed on circuli:.
was too far downwind 10 reach airfield. landed
heavily in stubb~ field downwild of airfield
boundary.

113

ASW·15

2038

M

16.7.83
17.15

Lasham AlF

49

N

124

Pilot on approach wnh slight tajlwind behind
Capstan. Motor Falke taxMKI across landing
palh and approach adjusled tQ port '10 clear
Falke. Near ground pilot realised glider sinktng
rapidly and closed airbrakes, but landed heavily
semi-stanB<1. Pilot had headachJ! and slates
preoccupation with aircraft ahead resulted in
failure k) monilor airspeed,

Jantar'

1969

M

27:7.83
16.00

No~h 01
Reading

27

N

370

Intended aerotow retrieve from field landing. On
ground run, after pilot had changed lIaps horn
negative to pos~iV8, wing touched ground. Pilot
released rope and glider groundlooped. Underside of wing damaged by large tsints· in field'.

M

5.8.83

Husbands

60

N

2304

"n'" THERMIK-DREH-ANZEIGER
Thermall:ing-rurn-Indicalor "TTI*

\\.4
I

115

Kestrel

Boswo~h

:~~I~~~~1~tr::=:~~:~~a;l~~

wlnglip.

Our Silver 'c' offer includes:FREE membership of The London
School of Flying for one year.
15 hours of ground school
3 hours of dual General Handling
3 hours solo General Handling
4 hours Dual Instrument Flying
2 hours Dual Navigation
The PPL Flight Test

116

Blanik

?

M

16.7.83

Dishforth

Dallachy NF

117

Bocian.'K-8

2117
2143

M

8.8.83

118

Skylalk 2

?

M

18.6.83
18.20

119

Swallow

1339

M

5.8.83
15.15

Middleton

62

N

?

32

N

35

47

N

17;<,

North Hill

29

N

85

Upon becoming airborne 01\ winch launch
speed decayed and cable chute d8jl4oyed. Pilot
maintained ~e\l91 flight for few seconds then
released cab~. Conce.med over amount o'"n:eld'
ahead. opened airbrakes with Insufficient speed'
and landed healllly.

30.7.83
17.35

Marsh Benham

29

N

4000

OUllanding In burnt stUbble tiela. ApproaChed
along direction of tractor ruts, but aher touchdown glider r80 info rut collapsing undercarriage.

M

3.7.83
13.55

WhitchulCh
Hants

48

N

100

Pik>l selected pastura fteld 'in wHich Veg8 had
already lande(i. Afte, roundout lew ID! the i1rst
time single ,strand barbed: w'ire fence &CrOSl
middle of Held. Gilder rolled IhrougH lonce. No
DOlour difference evidenl from lir d~ k> all8r·
nale grazing of two halves of field.

M

11.7.83

Compton,
Balks

50

N

450

Pilot abandone<! IpproacH to selected field
because: It appeared too rougli and Ileep.
Landed in oJlemetlvl lield 01 l1and1n; CrojI
domaging undercarrilge and I... 01 lUI8Ioge.
PIIoI IlatOl in~loJ field selec1lon 11ft loo Iltl.
Glider wl!Jll below normal ,circUit hlight 1l1ttmpted 10 land undtf power lines shOrt; 0' ,Ikfleld.
Crooswln<! drlffed him inlo the power ~no polo
C4uainQ sUbstantl.' Clam_g•.
Aeer canopy blew open during l.rotaN eausibg Imlnor damagl ,10 glider, Could not ha....
been locked during cocIq>il prelHght

2850

M

2.8.83
12.15

Twin Astir

?

M

122

Kestrel 19

1941

123

ASW·20L

2551

120

DG·l0l

121

?

BHSF
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT 09594 73583
124

K·8E

1541

W/O

14.8.83
14.55

SGU

40

N

300

125

K·21

?

M

13.8.83
14.30

Sunon Bank

51

N

534

DENHAM AERODROME 0895 833327
'Phone us now!

30

After crosswind landing with s~ghl t~ compoand ltlen landed in a nose down attitU08.

LSF

DSF

A cow broke In(o Ihe hangar damaging two ai~craft.
Runway obslruc1ed by 91ider and lug atxx.t to
launch, so landed to long grass besM1e TUflWi!Y.
Starboard wingllp caught in grass causing 27rt'
ground loop and minor damage to ta~.

"ant aircraft tlit a bump in Ihe ground. bounced

Available at:
ELSTREE AERODROME 01-953 4343/4

Undercarriage collapsed due ta fO'l'ward fork
brackets shearing. Landing was normal up Ito
the coUapse. Possibility 01 previous unreported
heavy landing.

choc1c.

SAILPLANE & GUDING

MlooS

1211

M

1418

Pen·Y-Parc

13.8.83
11.30

43

N

27

127 I K·t3

2554

M

28.7.83
NlK

873

M

24.7.83
16.15

I

.28

T·21

Aircraft landed too fast with< insufncilnt hold-otf.

Aftsr bal'looning aircraft landed

~n

nose down

attitude c.auslng damage to skk:l and nose 01

I

aircraft.

I Nympsnold

lee on Solenl

49

N

700

J9

N

140

failed IQ (aka over in time to preven1
landing leH first. Although landlngw8s not particu1ar1't heavy I .keel member at rmld·luselage
was broken. Breakage believed ,10 have been
rn~lruclor

partIally dUi to' previously unnoUced damage!
corrosion.
Approach in 151<1 wind at approx 401<1, PI

COME TO DUNKESWELL
il"l the heart of beautiful Devonshire
scenery and enjoy
a weekend or 5-day ab-in~io course

* * *

aero tow and motor launch

operating spolle,.. and P2 other controls. About

P2

21

N

1

* * *

20ft abovo ground noso dropped. ,P2 pulled
back on IliCk and glider dropped nose down to

T'29'

'29

Ubol1o

130

S

1942

S

1699

25.7.83
19.25

Hook, Hants

14.8.83
?

Cowloy

38

N

900+

ground and tlouncod heavily.
Landing across sligh' slQpe

~nto

excellent instruction

* * *

nold sur·

rounded by tall trtt89 and ~vided by lence. Pilot
,"tended to lanaon lat.slde 01 fence, but caugh!
wing on f~nu and touched down travelling
beckwa"rds and Sideways,

48

M?

'08

happy and friendly atmosphere
Details from:

Ire8& on slope realised he would overshoot

Barbi Fairclough, Meadowcroft
Christow, Exeter EX6 7NQ

Claaad' bra.kes, overf1ew h'eld, and turned' 80 t

064752249

Pilol returned to previoUSly aeleded sports field
alter encountering sink. On approach QYtlf tal

to land in rough pasture field sJopng luphill.
~ecal1llouchdown bl.« nothing more unll~ being
I

I

131

I

K·7

1259

M

13.8.83

K·13

1650

M

15.8.83
17.30

Ruttorth

52

N

433

Us!<

38

N

1240

?
132

133

Pitat

M

1733

Moralon,

13.8.83
12.45

31

N

17

essex

helped from aircraft. Evidence Indicates' g~d.r
landed verY' heavily and groundloope<1,
Instead of rounding oul: this aircraft flew into the
ground. Instruc\Or failed 10 take ovef in 'lime.
~nstructor failed re react in time when pUpft
raised nose to·tSft above oround after normal
approach. Aircraft landed on skid !hen tail hit the
ground hard causing damage to sk~ mourning
and tail' area.
landing into wind in burnt stu~e field. Pllol
'Slates approach somewhat fast and during
ground: run on rough surface winglip 40uched
ground and trailing edge damaged in compression.

134

K·8

2117

M

20.8.83
17.44

DaHachy

34

N

25

Turbulence from treel beside the landklg strip
caught ~he pilot by surprise and a heavy landing resuited.

135

PIK 200

2513

M

17.8.83

Aingmer

26

N

75

Whitst turning glider routld on ground pilot, holdin9. one wingtip did not notice proxim;,y of olhe~

Ringmer

27

N

43

Winch launch failed at 250ft and pilot elected 10
land ahead. Aller, sidestipping turned' sJightly to
righl lcwards reamer of sile. Touched down in
area of laller vege(alion on old Iboundary and
groundlooped.

?

winglip to .stationary dll1lP8r truCk. Aileron

itruck d.umper.

138

K'6cR

M

2257

F ~ fatal; S - senous; W/O

>s

24.8.83
15.00

wnle-otf; M

= rnmot;

N - "N.

PIGGOTT
-----

.--=-

Windconesmade in MinistryofDefence
Hypalon'@, also in nylon and cambric,
Landing Marker sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners,
Canvas Covers for all requirements,
Flagstaffs suppl ied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable for Windcones.
PlGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Slanlord Rivers. Nr. Ongar, Essex CMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

FLlGHTAINER's

"Variations on a theme for any machine"

ASK 21 trailer £2500 including fittings
Standard class trailer £1700
Styled from blue and white vinyl coated ridged panelling with gloss white glass fibre canopy. Latest braking systems and
Hydradamped couplings. Independently rigged chassis on 590 wheels. Also available separately, a fully equipped chassis in
rolling condition for DIY enthusiasts.
Specials to order, for cars, boats or planes, open or closed, exhibition and service trailers. Any surcharges within the UK are
price inclusive.

Tel Alan Kirtley on 0582 660623. Centre Line Design!' 27 Victoria St, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 3AZ

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680-litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed ff0m the Company's highly successful DomIciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specificatron 018.
The 680-litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.OA.L. 4
specification and, is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies por,table oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-1itre
cylinders, and face masks corn-pIe le with val'ves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE -

SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD
Oakfield Works. Branksome Hill Road, College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camberley 35073135486,
February/March 1984
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INTER-5ERVICES REGIONALS. flAF Hentow, August 2-11

Open
_. Class
Pos.

,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
.0
11
'2
.3
'4
15

Sailplane
H'cap

Pilot
GaWl\. T. R- K.

Jo"l, T.
BrownJow. J.
WMehead. P.
Richie. P. J.
Hartley. K.

112 Kestrel '9
131 Nim~3

,08 ASW·20
106 ASW·20

Farmer, A. J,

lOB Mini Nimbus
118 Nimbus.2
lOa Mini Nimbus

Hymers. S.

,08 Mosquito

Hanner. P. M.

Morris. B. C.
Saundby. R- P.
Chinn, G. M.

Brownngg. O. A.
Benzie. I.
Johnson. A. S.

112 KeSlrel19
108 Mini Nimbus

109 Janus
114 Kestrel 19
114 Venlus
108 Mini Nimbus

109 Janus

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

Day ),2.8 Day 2.3.8
108km ... 309km.
3118
323
335
3'4
322
347
331

302
338

'40
328
0

116
0
133

Day 4.5.8 Day 5.6.8 Day 6.7.8 Day 7.8.8 Day 8.'0.8 Tolal
390km. 207km .. 209km .. 237km. 146km .. Points
259
268
328
302
204
291
227
251
'59
222
221
47
\88
53
'89

965
840
611
757
"83'
736
802
1000
673
'570
714

576
52\
'518
156

54
11'
0
0
154
0
0
43
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"950
806
976
943
893
989
93'
.43
883
8.7
269
236
'77
253
32

785
8'0
752
733

62.
804
875
8'0
563
265
490
548
670
5
352

808
718
563
543
460
765
823
823
0
155
455
510
230
383
170

356
566
618
681
618

4565
4442
4383
4273
4.03
404,
3989
3909
3318
28',
2481
240.
2324
'782
1160

.09
0
537
602
642
4
484
522
570
128

.Sport Class
Sailplane

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
'3
14
15
'6
17
18
19
20
2'
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Pilot

H'cap

Elliol, B.

104 Janus

Kiely,K.
Fo,. C. J.
Milchel\ T.

'00 ASW·'9

98 Std Cirrus
'02 ASW"9

Russell. G. J.
Clarna. A.J.
Toclel'. W.
Bush. W. H.

100 Std Cirrus

'00 ASW·19
99 Astir

Knowles, J.

Gildea. C. J.
Aatcliffe. A.
Gibson, P.

Miller. R. W. AJe"ries. J. A.
5hMod<. C. C.
Buckne,. K. A.
Lee, M. E.
Bickers, A. A.
Hardy. M. F.
5harpe. G. J.
Hawkins. J. A.
Hanson. R.

Cool<, J. H.
Tepson, B.
Barton, A. R.
Orr, M.J.

Oswald. C. J. A.
Ramsay. D. H.

103
96
'00
97
99
98
95
95
97
103
99
97
'01
97
97
99
.00
96
97
97
99

LS·4
Sport Vega
SHK
Astir

Astir
ASW·'9a
K·2.
K·2.
Astir

LS·4
Astir
AsH..

L5·4
Aslir
Astir
Aslw

ASW"9a
Sport Vega
Astir
Astir
Astir

Day '.2.8 Day 2.3.8
lQSkm ...

3091<m.

"4\9
230
325
444
'84
0
325
0
33,

"880

'29
'29
3,8
62
364
348
'39
0
448
0
0
325
115
0
244
0
0
23
0

Day 3.4.8
84km OIR

996
1000
902
936
"725
'481
"656
'505
783
689
267
660

"0
767
559
803
450
840
657
603
463
246
"4'0
379
450
376
246

277
353
280
282
279
262
250
0
298
69
250
240
289
76
0
256
0
274
0
244
,26
272
0
0
284
0
0
0

I

259
286
214
0
0
0
204
0
21
46
0
63
0
196
0
20
57
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

620
691
62,
606
618
710
4,3
664
507
504
483
465
102
617
485
412
453
102
'08
58
102
460
487
.68

89
0
31
71

314
392
375
345
292
27,
316
364
262
337
266
235
335
448
344
329
257
231
301
241
2'9
72
54
259
0
0
22
8

3769
3628
3561
3544
3300
2741
27'3
2652
2619
2609
2557
2525
2415
2410
2396
2209
2'04
1963
1949

Name

Club

1983

151
152
153
154

B. B. C. Watson
P. D. Bell
J. M, Bishop
K. Hartley

Lash am
Booker
Bicester
Clevelands

26.9
26.9
13.6
23.10

DIAMOND GOAL
No.

Name

Club

1983

2/1257
2/1258
2/1259
2/1260
2/1261

M. J. Jordy
A. D. StenIOn
M. Mathieson
P. Whnt
P. E. l. Whittle

Buckminster
Fenland
Essex & Suffolk
Herefordshire
Buckmi1ster

3,B
18.8
3.8
3.8
16.8

No.

Name

Club

1983

3/594

D. G. Chaplin
B. B. C, Watson
G. Horscratt
J. M. Hoye
P. N. Harborne
B.C,Morris
P. D. Bell
B. Emms
I. H. Hicks
D, K. McCarthy
P. J. Marshall
D. Hiiton
A. Pickles
D. l. Pralt
B. F. Hugftes
K. Hartley
C. H. Gardner
Pam Newall
R. H. Wright
K. Hynes
H. T. Egan
J, P. Suitivan
I. J. Metcalfe

Yorkshire
Lasham
Essex
Kent
Booker
Booker
Booker
Inkpen
Shropshire
Kestrel
Booker
Booker
Surrey & Hants
'Surrey & Hants'
Booke,
Clevelands
Devon & Somerset
Bicester
Coventry
Booker
Deeside
Wrekin
Brislol & Glos

26.9
26.9
26.9
5.10
5.10
26.9

31595
3/596

31597
3/598
3/599
31600
3/601
3/602
3/603

3J604
31605
3/606
31607
3/608
31609

'890
1731
'521
\289
1164
1143
730
702
382

No.

DIAMOND HEIGHT

Day 4.5.8 Day 5.6.8 Day 6.7.8 Day 7.10.8 Tolal
304km • 304km ... 152km ... 97km .6 Points
1000
680
746
965
991
773
724
968
692
741
740
937
987
709
425
594
534
458
697
690
'356
'39
'502
83
391
280
250
57

ALL THREE DIAMONDS

I

31610
31611
3/612
31613

3J614
3J615
31616

~6.9

10.10
19.10
19.10
lO.10
7.10
17.10
17.10
7,10
23.10
17.10
26.10
22.10
5.10
6.11
20.10
19.10

GOLD C COMPlETE

Club Class
Sailplane

Pos.

,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
.0
11

Pilot

H'cap

Logan. M. W. B.

86
86
90
94
86
86

Atnal. A.
Beringer,

J.

Reed. I. B.
Glbbs. R. I.
Spillar. R. W.
Smi.h. J. L J.

82 Piral

Claf1(son. P.
Wiflsher, P.

Law. M. J.
Andrews, P. W.
Stewart. P.

DNF • dId not rly;

K·18
K·18
K·6E
Dart 17
K·18
K"18

90
86
84
94

K·6E
K·'8
K'6cA
Dart.7

Day 1.2.8 Day 2.3.8 Day 3.4.8 Day 4.5.8 Day 5.7.8 Day 6.8.8
oay 7.10.8
Tolal
88km .- 183km .. 95km .- 195km. 152km. 146km. 85km goal race Points
266
78
'5
0
0
65
37

1000
839
795
707
749
803

60
"44

212
0

600

353
552
190
'260
'526
0
85

'000
904
694
299
848
763
793

'000
878
714
894
75
667
116

125
266
110
0
77
70
0

321
393
'0
404
198
0
280

4065
39'0
2718
2564
2473
23118
2111

305
"2'2
ONF
ONF

'34
0
DNF
0

752
"367
DNF
0

'542
'266
DNF
ONF

6
0
DNF
DNF

77
'50
DNF
DNF

'876
1139
212
0

= pen8!fy.

No.

Name

Club

1983

965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979

D. M. Parsons
P,O'Oonald
M, Mathieson
B. C. Morris
P. D. Bell
B. Emms
R. Ashurst
P. J, Marshall
J. M. ley
D. Edwards
R. J. Brownlow
P. R. Joives
P. E, L. Whittle
K. Hynes
P. Whitt

London
Cambridge Univ
Essex & SuffOlk
Bool<er
Bool<er
Inkpen
Booker
Booker
Essex
Bool<er
Bicesler
Avon
Buckminster
Booker
Herefordshire

26.9

5.9
3.8
26.9
26.9
10,10
10.10
10.10
26.9
10.10
23,10
28.10
19.10
5.10
3,8

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing • • •
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: MATTHEW BELL OR STEWART PEARCE,

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICROLlTES, BALLOONS
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
32

Bolmes/Bulbert

Marine & Aviation Lim.ted

Lowndes LambertHouse, 53 Eastchea,p
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

l' 984 NATIONALS PROMOTI,ON LIST
In the event Ihallhe 1,984 Nationals entry is, over-subscribed Ihe Promotion list is used to determine the order of those places reserved for pilots
from that list. A low placing <m the list should not deter aspir,ing NatiOnals pilots as experience has shown that places are often taken from well down
lhe list. Whilst every pilot who flew ,in a Regionals in 1983 is on the list only the top 100 places are shown.
For details
how the list is prepared! see p297 of the December 1900 issue of S&G; however pilots from the 1983 Promotion List, designated
(OL), have been integrated into the 1984 list Into every other place, from position 26 onwards. Those pilots who are in the top 35 of the Priority List
and are guaranteed a place in the 1984 Nationals have been omitted from the Promotion List. If there are any queries regarding the Promotion or
Prior~y lists please contact the undersigned via the BGA office.

0'

J. D. Benolst, BGA Competitions and Awards CommiNee

t
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25.

Ellion. '6
Hawkins, P.
Sheard, P. G.
Randle. M.
Eade, D. J.
HiK, D. J. M.
Ward. M,
Gaunt, T. R. K.
Hodsman, D.
Kieiy, K.
North, S.
Logan. M. W. B.
Freeman, D.
Norrie, A. J.
Randle, Jane
Withall, C.
Fox. C. J.
Smilh, D. A.
Jones, P.
Taylor, K. R.
Joint. T.
Cole, R.
Alldis. C. J.
Aspland. W.
MilcheU, T.

(155)
(ES)
(BS)
(lA)
(lB)

(NO)
(NS)
(ISO)
(W)
(ISS)
(ES)
(ISC)
(BS)
(lA)
(EO)
(80)
(155)
(lB)
(ES)
(NS)
(ISO)
(W)
(BS)
(BS)
(155)

26 Walson, A. J.
27 Smith, E.
28 Szulc, B.
29 Sharman, R.
30 Woodtord, J.
31 Breeze, D.
32 Heames, C.
33 Fox, R.
34 Beniston, G.
35 Ellis. J. J.
36 Russel, G. J.
37 Hymer. S.
38 Arnall, R.
39 Dawson, M.
40 Penlecost. P. R.
41 Hamill, E.
42 Forsey, L. K.
43 Brownlow, J.
44 Keogh, B.
45 King, P. A.
46 Durham, M.
47 Clarl<e, A. J.
48 Wilby.C.
49 Davis, F.
50 Swannack. J.

GOlD C DISTANCE
Name
M.J.Jordy
A, 0, Stenion
M. Mathieson

Club
Buckmlnsler
Fenland
Essex & Suffolk

P,Whitl
P, N.Alkin

Southdown

1983
3,8
18.8
3,8
3,8
14,8

GOlD C HEIGHT
Name
A. Palmer
C. Woodward
D, M. Parsons
D. G. Chaplin
P,O'Oonald
D, Adlam
Dagmar Helier
8,C. Morris
r~J, Gunner
R. A. qavey
P, O. Bell
A"B. G. Joms
W, G, Uplon
~. J, Mitchell
8. Emms
J. K. Saunoors
N, A. Foster

Club
Shalbourne
Aquila
London
Yorkshire
Cambridge Univ
Essex
Essex
Booker
Booker
Booker
Booker
West Wales
Culdrose
Booker
Inkpen
Bicester
Four Counties

1983
6.9
26.9
26.9
26.9
5.9
26.9
26.9
26.9
3.10
3.10
26,9
26.9
7.10
10.10
10.10
8,10
10,10

AMF

Herefordsh~e

ENTERP,RISES

(LA)

(Ol)
(EO)
(ES)
(80)
(lB)
(Ol)
(NO)
(NS)
(Ol)
(ISS)

(Ol)
(ISC)
(Ol)
(lA)
(ES)
(Ol)
(ISO)
(OL)
(W)
(EO)
(ISS)
(lB)
(OL)
(NO)

51 Smith, D.
52 Gardner, D.
53 Barran, J.
54 Brook, M. F.
55 Charlone-Green,
Mary
56 Hunt, S. G.
57 Cook, I. R.
58 Mather, A.
59 Tootell. W.
60 Webb, M.
61 Costn, M.
62 Cunningham, G.
83 Whitehead, P.
64 Tull, V. F.
65 Wood man , P.
66 Jordy. M.
67 Beringer, J.
68 Pozerskis, F.
69 Crawshaw, G.
70 Allan. M. D.
71 Sheffield. R.
72 SI Pierre,
A. H. G.
73 Aldous. R.

(Ol)
(ES)
(Ol)
(NS)
(Ol)
(BS)
(lA)
(OL)
(155)
(Ol)
(EO)
(Ol)
(ISO)
(W)
(Ol)
(ES)
(ISC)
(Ol)
(Ol)
(lB)
(Ol)
(NO)
(OL)

F. Boyce
B. Giman
J. R. Joiner
J. H. Cook
R. Ashursl
P. J. Marshall
J, M. Ley
D. D. Copeland
D. Edwards
D. M. Campbell
R. J, 8rownlow
P, R. Joi'les
A. J. Baldwin
D. G. Shepherd
A. J. Glover
P. E. L. Whittle
K, Hynes
R, W. Sm~h
H. T,Egan
D. Carmichael
M. Fountein
D. L. Clarke
I. J. Melcalf

Midland
Staffordshire
Bamerdown
Wrekin
Booker
800ker
Essex
Surrey & Hanls
Booker
€levelands
Bicester
Avon
Booker
Highland
Coventry
8uckminstl"
Booker
Kent
Deeside
Deeslde
Booker
Booker
8rlalol & Glos

17.10
17.10
23.10
10.10
10.10
10.10
26.9
17.10
10.10
23.10
23.10
26.10
10,10
29.10
19.10
19.10
5.10
3,10
6.11
119,tO
4.10
3.10
19.10

SILVER C
No.
Name
6538 P. L. Roberts
A. C. Emerson
6539

Club
Derby & Lanes

1983
17.8
28.8

Ra~'esden

'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE'

Without doubt the most
established and
experienced glider
trailer manufacturers
in the UK
Most clubs buy

AMF

Over 90 built to date
Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order
The best value for money

February/March 1984

74 Alldis, J.
75 Bush, W.
76 Barley, P.
77 Hogg. A. J.
78 Curtis, C.
79 Holland, P.
80 Aspland, W.
81 Murphy, T.
82 Manley, K.
83 Websler, M.
84 Bishop, M.
85 Knowles, J.
86 Murdoch. M.
87 Hutchinson, S.
88 langrick, J.
89 Emmen, M.
90 Harding. R.
91 R/lchie. P.
92 Harringlon, T.
93 Cowderoy. R. L.
94 Smithers. J. W.
95 Middleton, A.
96 Mclane. L.
97 Hoy, S. K.
98 Wise. B.

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER

Call in, ring or write for details
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
048872224

6540
6541
6542
6543
6544
6545
6546
,65H
6548
6549
6550
6551
6552
6553
6554
6555,
6556
6557
6558
6559
6560
6561
6562
6563
6564
6565
6566
6567
6568
6569
6570
6571
6572
6573
6574
6575
6576
6577
6578
6579
6580
6581
6582

6583
6584

(Ol)
(155)
(ISC)
(lA)
(Ol)
(NS)
(Ol)
(EO)
(Ol)
(ES)
(Ol)
(155)
(Ol)
(BS)
(Ol)
(80)
(OL)
(ISO)
(W)

(Ol)
(lB)
(Ol)
(NO)
(Ol)
(ES)

Saundby. R. P.
100 Brisboume. R.

99

(OL)
(EO)

BS

= Booker Regionals

BO
W
ISO

= Booker Open Class
= Western Regionals
= Inter-Services

Sport Class

ISS
ISC

LA
lB
EO
ES
NO
NS

Edwi'la Bonsor
C. J. Masters
M. J, Pearson
L. WMe
J. R. Par!<er
T. W. Cooper
F,lona Clar!<
Suzanne Cur11a
R. l. Beverldge
V. R. 'Dennay
D. R. Copper
R. C. 'l'ebbs
K. B. Frost
R. N. O. Swallow
S. G. Druoe
N. Bull
S. C, IN, Harrison
P. J. Howarth
A. Ridley
Ann Dz;"'ior
P. A. Dunthorne
MalSeen Leonard
P. A. Egglelon
P. A. Woolley
S. B. Hall
A. Foster
P. Atki'l
F. L. Sm"h
J. H. W. Bastln
N. C. S. Reineck
T. 8. Beese
C. Wedgewood
D, Ling
J. A. McCoshim
P. Robinson
J. T. Perry
J. A. Stephen
O. AdJam
R. Lemin
P. Florence
K.G.Reid
H. T.Egan
N. Prior
N. A. Fosler
Virginia Woods

Regionals Open
Class
= Inter-Services Sport
Class
= Inler·Services Sport
Class
= lasham Regionals
"A" Class
= lasham Regionals
"B" Class
= Enstone Regionals
Open Class
= Enslone Sport Class
= Northern Reglonals
Open Class
= Northem Sport
Class

Wyvem
Bannerdown
Borders
Cranfteld
DllllOn & Somerset
Norfolk
SGU
Peterboro' & Spaldlng
Portsmouth
Blcester
Cranwell
Wyvern
Essex
Shalbourne
Oxford
Trent Valley
8uckmilister
Wyvern
Midland
Imperial College
Bath & Wilts
Stratford
Kestrel
Imperial College
Booke,
Bicester
Cambridge' Unlv
SGU
Herefordshire
Kestrel
London
Aqulla
Essex
SGU
Essex & Suffolk
Kent
Oeeside
Essex
Bristol & Glos
Bristol & Glos
Cornish
Deeslde
Essex
Four CoUnlies
Lasham

30.8
3.4
29.8
21.8
27.8
3.8

16.8
12.6
27.8
27.8
6.9
14,8
21.8
6.9
14.8
3.8
14.8
14.8
5.9
27.8
27.8
13.8
14.8
18.8
18,8
7.9
12.9
22.9
27.8
26,7
12.9
26.9
27.9
25.9
2,10
5.10
8,10
27.9
18.10
3,10
10,10
3,10
10,10
8,10
22,10

Club News Contributor:
Plene note that the deadline for the next
Issue Is Feburary 7
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MIKE JEFFERYES

INTER-CLUB LEAGUE 1983
Midday suns are not the only meteorological
phenomena to test the resolve of the true
Brit. One of the 'Worst ,brecasts of Ihe 1983
season failed to disco'urage pilots from Cambridge UnliversHy, Essex, SOlUthdown,
Booker, Cotswold and Stratford on Avon GCs
from joining those at Coventry GC in the
hope of achieving a contest in the InterLeague final on september 3·4.
Fortunately a welcome break in the
weather enabled most to ,complete an O/R to
the barbeoue. The hospitality must have
played a major 'Part in persuading all visiting
pilots, none of whom flew that weekend, to
return for yet another attempt on September
10-11. The one exception was that Norfolk
arrived announcing they had meanwhile
ousted Cambridge University from the top of
the East Anglian League.
Alternative TP O/Rs were set for all Classes on the Saturday to give some chance of
dodging the anticipated showers. When the
first of these arrived in late morning only a
li1andful of the many pilots present had
launched. Of these the Booker Novice
e'lected, like most of the others, to delay his
start until after the approaching rain and,
" unlike any of the others, to use this period for
the development of his aerobatic skills. One
pilot, flying for Coventry GC and the Eastern
League as a Pundit, turned at Dunstable and
landed at Cranfield.
It was later in the afternoon before Hus Bos
dried out and launching resumed. Bernie
Fitchen showed what was, or wasn't, possible
by flying 39km as a Pundit for Booker.
Sunday was another non-flying day and so
these two outlandings (1 04km from Hus Bos
and. 39km, nine loops and seven stall turns
for Booker) were the only results for the four
days of eHort. Although we failed to achieve
the requirements of a contest day in at least
two Classes, Coventry GC were declared the
winner on three counts:
1. No one else could possibly claim to
have won.
2. No one dared suggest re-convening for
a third attempt.
3. Coventry had in the season beaten
Essex, the 1982 Champions. Therefore the
trophy remains with the Eastern League but

passes to the 1983 League leaders Coventry GC.
T.he combination of enthusiastic attendallce and three non-flying days permitted
considerable fruitful discussion on the progress of the League around the country. It was
always intended as a lightweight competition
run for fun, for club and inter-club spirit, and
to assist and encourage early cross-country
pilots. The rules are more guidelines than
constraints, and Rule No. 19 states that the
rules can be changed at any time by agreement between all consenting adults. Despite
all this there was general feeling that a
number of formal rule changes were required,
and several changes were proposed.
A questionnaire was subsequently circulated to the Leagues and very many thanks
for the 20 replies. The outcome is that a
number of changes to the central rules will be
made for 1984. A revised set of rules will be
sent to each League by the end of February
and those rules which have been discussed
are explained below:

A.

Scoring

The current rule scores each day using the
1000pt system, and adds the two daily scores
in each Class to establish the team weekend
placings in each Class. Several Leagues
have operated a simpler system scoring each
day independently, which enables' faster
completing of results without the need for
precise landing point details etc. This system
gives double the points for a two-day
weekend and can alter the overall placings/
winners. Voting was close on this item.
Conclusion: No change to the current rule
although, as always, individual Leagues can
(and almost certainly will) agree to diHer.

B.

Pilot Classes

Many clubs have found themselves short 01
Intermediate pilots when even their Novices,
spurred on no doubt by the League, are flying
300km Diamond goals and becoming instant
pundits.
There was almost universal support for a
change to this rule, but some variation on the
precise definition. The majority accepted
some arbitrary limit of solo hours flown by a
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PERSONAL TUITION BY CAA-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS GORDON CAMP and TED AYLlNG
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pilot with a 300km Diamond goal who should
still be permitted to fly as an Intermediate. A
proposal from Avon Soaring Centre based on
the positions on Nationals PriOrity Lists and
Regionals Promotion Lists sounds at first
complex and daunting, but may in fact be
more realistic.
This alternative has proved worthy of
further debate but will be finalised and circu.lated to all Leagues by the end of February
and the conclusions will be given In s&G,

C.

I

X and Y for Novices

Current recommendations .are that X=20
and Y=40. Many valiant Novice eHorts 'have
exceeded X against all odds, but. as no·
Novice has achieved Y the day is a no- contest.
It was unanimously agreed that the
recommendation for the Novice Class
should change to X=Y=20km. This means
that any novice flying a handicapped distance
greater than 20km is guaranteed to have
scored.

D.

Fixed Weekend for the Final

Confusion has resulted from the 'late decisions on the timing of the final for the lasl few
years. It is now decided, by a large majority
vote, thal the final will be held on the threeday August Bank Holiday weekend. All three
days will, weather permitting, be counted
towards the final result. It's unfortunate that
the few who feel the final smacks of Nationals '
type highbrow competition didn't see the I
team enthusiasm at Hus Bos.

E. No Contest Weekend
Currently Rule 8 requires two Classes to
score for a weekend to be declared a contest.
Our weather has frequently shown this to be
difficult to achieve and the accomplishments
of one scor>ing Class have therefore gone
unrewarded, Voting was split on lhe extent 10
which this rule might be relaxed.
Conclusion: A weekend will be declared a
contest if pilots in either the Novice or Intermediate Classes score. If only the Pundits
score this will not be a contest but their '
results may, if the Novice and Intermediate
Classes are re-run, be added to the final
scores.

F.

Replays

Any no contest weekend (or scoring but
disappointing weekend) may be re-run in all
Classes or in part if all team captains agree.
Under these circumstances, it is recommended that all scoring flights are counted
towards the total season scores.
Copies of the 1984 rules incorporating
these changes will be sent by the end of February to those on the mailing list of the questionnaire. Anyone else wanting a copy or
further information or assistance (incidentally
what are you fellows in the IllOrth of England
up to?), please write 10 Mike JeffeIYes, 15
Sycamore Way, Chelmsford, Essex CM2
Et
9LZ.
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EXERCISES FOR FIELD LANDINGS
KEN STEWART, national coach, feels that with the increase in cross-country flying,
especially in the smaller clubs, it is wise to boost the inexperienced pilot's confidence
and ability with field landing exercises. The aim is to improve the skill and jUdgment
of the pilot as much as to test whether he can select and land safel,y in a field.

Here are some of the exercises aimed at
improving the pilot's chances of completing
the first of many safe out landings which may
also add a new interest to winter flying while
we wait fot the tl1ermals to return.

1. Using motor gliders
The BGA and several clubs use this technique and rt is probably the most effective. It
allows most aspects of the actual field landing situation to be explained - actual field
landing selection with all its implications,
planning of circuit pattern into field, approach
control and sometimes even roundoul. The
instructor can monitor and correct any failings
in the student's flying which may only be
apparent if) what is probably a highly
demanding situation for the student, eg
speed mon~oring and control.
There are no other techniques where the
instructor can allow the student to get it
wrong for quite as long. The pupil can see his
mistakes and the Instructor is able to correct
the problems in another field landing attempt.
The practice session can be lairly concen-.
trated with the chance to sample a variety of
fields, makW'lg this method the most cost
effective for ,the student.
Clubs who haven't a motor glider may be
able to arrange for their pilots to visil another
, club or perhaps borrow one, complete with a
qualified instructor. Otherwise it is worth
recommending any pilots who need training,
or a refesher in field landings to attend a BGA
field landing lr,aining course.

Two field landing and navigation courses,
which will include field landing briefing and
practice, map reading and navigation and
final gOde practice, have been arranged at
Booker from February 25-29 and at Husbands Bosworth from April 7-13. The fee is
£10 plus VA 8 Super Falke will be used
and the courses are recommended for
Bronze C and Silver C pilots. If these dates
aren't suitable, contact the BGA office for
funher details.

r.

2. Operating from a farmer's field
At certain limes of the year, there is a

chance of a day's outing 10 operate, from a
friendly farmer's field or airstrip. ObvioUslY a
tug will be needed and may have to be borrowed, in which case it may be easier to
arrange this exercise during the week. However don't hesitate to contact a seven-day
club as they too have their quiet days when
they would be glad to see their t\.lg being
used.
Such a scheme could involve a two-seater
plus one or two single-seaters to give the
student some training and/or checking as well
as a chance of landing the glider he will
probably use for his first ,cross-country in a
field. What a boost to confidence that would
give. At the end of the day tow the gliders
back home (the way they came), probably
only six or seven miles, and why not let the
lucky pilots practise a final glide, with safety
margins relative to their experience of
course?
Note: If you are lucky enough to find a tame
farmer, do remember to give him a flight.

3. Pre-selected farmer's field
For those clubs who can't manage 1 or 2,
Why not make use of our friendly farmer's
field (assuming' he wasn't the reason for not
using idea 2) and allow students to practise
landing in that field in either single or twoseaters, prOViding it Is within easy reach of the
airfield.
The two-seater may be a problem la derig,
although some clubs manage it every
weekend, but providing the field is inspected
for size, slope and obstructions, the student
well briefed and! the field easily identified (eg
the green one with the glider trailer in it), then
the exercise should be useful and safe.

4. Different airfields
Some clubs operate from quite festricted
sites and therefore their pilots have some of
the demandS 01 a field landing situation in
most landings. If you are based on a large
airfield, you may find ~ useful for some of
your pilots to visit a smaller site where more
accuracy is needed in landing. As there won't
be the landmarks and secondary references
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Price £3.50 (£3.99, Including po sI .nd p.cking).
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we all unconsciously use at our home site, the
pilot will need better judgment.

5. Strange part of the airfield
The practice of marking off a small piece
of landing area on a part o~ the airfield nol
commonly used can be a worthwhile exercise
to cenefit those preparing for their first
cross-country. In practice one would hope
their first field would be oonsiderably larger,
bul 1he demands pLII on their judgment and
flying skill will encourage more accurate flying. It will also give the instructor more idea of
the pupil's ability and show which part of his
flying needs improving before leaving the
site.

6. Field/crop identification

,

Flying from the home airfield, the pupil
shouldl be encouraged to identify the crops
and the state of the neighbouring fields,
perhaps even selecting his preferred field.
Later he should go and see how the surface,
size and crop depth compared with his
assessment from the air. A skeleton map
might even be prepa'red so that the student
earl make notes of the various fields in flight.
This exercise can be enlarged by using the
tug to cover more fields at a better inspection
height.

Summary
Obviously there are rnany other exercises
in the same vein. But an exercise which ends
with a grunted pass from the Instructor, resulting perhaps in a happy, newly-cleared
cross-country pilot, isn't necessarily the best
exercise in that the student may have gained
confidence but not knowledge. Remember,
instructors are there to teach, not just to test.
Lastly, it would be ideal if all early crosscountry flights ended safely on a goal (or
home) airfield, and so la increase the student's chanoes of success why not spend
some time teaching the other part of crosscountry flying - soaring?
Ii1I
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Your
Letters
ENTERTAINING IDEA
Dear Editor,
Mani Deb's letter in the October issue,
p227, on the need to entertain the public as
well as the pundits at gliding contests is apposite, and it is a problem which has concerned
many contest organisers over the years.
Those who attended the 1938 Nationals at
Duristable will well remember the success of
the event best described, with acknowledgements to Doc Slater, on p186 of The Sailplane, August 1938:
"Thursday saw the beginning of the famous
Gin Race. The 8eager Trophy was offered for
the greatest number of laps round a given
course pertormed on the last four days of the
competitions. The course was between the
controllsnt (about a quarter of a mile out from
the hill) and some poinl on the hill itself, chosen according 10, the wind direction. As there
was never much more than a just soarable
wind on each of the four days, the problem
was to find the minimum height 'rom which
one could go out to the TP and just get back
again to the hill ... "
The account goes on to set down how an
exciting neck-.and-neck race developed in the
last days, with Gerry Smith being the even·
tual winner for the Derby & Lancs Club witha·
total of 99 laps. Guided by the public address
system, the crowd followed the ups and
downs (literallyl) of the race e;ontestants quite
avidly while the other pundits got on with their
cross-country efforts.
Would not events of this sort provide an
interesting use for vintage gliders?
LAWRENCE ROBERTSON, Keswick,
Cumbria.

CLUB NEWS
Dear Editor,
I take violent exception to the sweeping
and libellous generalisations Platypus makes
about club news contributions in the last
issue, p250, accusing people of submitting
illegible copy on Bronco, and usually late into
the bargain.
My experience illustrates to me that however sparkling the prose one submits, it is
flattened out to the prevailing standard of
mediocrity. This may be editing for the sake
of economy, but club members who have
achieved solo or a Silver leg, experience a
real thrill to see their achievement acknowledged in print. It may not make for compulsive reading, but if thaI's all the space we're
permitted, what price literary talent?
TRISH DURBIN, Portsmouth

(Trish is absolutely right, we only edit for the
sake of economy. It would make our life a lot
easier to print all the contributions exactly as
written, and perhaps make lively reading, but
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should decide how many people we want in
the gliding movement ..." Reflecting upon
comments made when I have broached the
SUbject of recruitment with senior and influential members of clubs, I cannot help feeling
that the oft repeated response "But do we
really need more members?" conceals a
deep-rooted desire to preserve exclusiveness, or at least tQ. exclude "the dinghy people."
Your summary makes .no reference to the
effect of rival sports such as mlcrolights and
hang gliding, both of which seem to be
expanding and could well be attracting followers who would formerly ihave considered
our sport. I am certain that I Should never
have joined the Essex GC in 1932 had hang
gliders been available at that time, and it is
even likely that gliding clubs as we know
them today might never nave been con·
THE KENT CLUB AND PUBLICITY
ceived.
I do not see any benefits in undertaking
Dear Editor,
more agonising within the BGA over what
I'n answer to the recent letters about the
form clu~ should take and what proportion of
need to get more publicity for gliding, I would
the fleet should be club or private property,
like to think we are dding our bit at the Kent
since this is an area that is entirely the indiGC. During tne I'ast two years we have
vidual club's prerogative. I suspect that t;he
adopted an Andean condor at London Zoo
problem being experienced in some clubs is
(see S&G, February 1983, p21) we have had
that ~hey have not faced up to the crlilnch
a great deal of pUblicity in thenationaJ and
question and decided what form of club they
local: press. We also displayed a Sport Vega
wish to be. Surely it is to everybody's advanat the very first London Zoo carnival along
with photographs of Sonia, the condor, and a I tage that within our sport ,there should be a
diversity of clubs offering a widely differing
map showing the location of BGA clubs in the
range of facilities and costs, with operations
UK. There was a lot of interest and we tried
tailored accordingly.
to show that gliding, isn"t a snob sport.
Unfortunately, when it ,comes to recruitWhat it comes down to is that if people are
ment, the image projected by the very conwilling to get in touch with local newspapers,
siderable media exposure that we receive,
and even the nationals, and can give them a
story they will jump at the chance to print it. , reflects almost exclusively the up-market
scene. A recent examp'fe of this was a TV
Our last bit of newspaper pUblicity was in
interview that was most creditworthy, apart
October when Sonia's keeper was invited to
trom the fact that anyone thinking of taking up
see how man copies a condor's flight.
gliding would get the impression that the
-I am sure there must be many clubs who
sport required an essential piece of kit valued
would love a mascot - how about a lion for
at £40000.
Competition Kitty? Sonia costs the Kent GC
There is one other area in which the BG.A
£150pa and we feel it is money well spent.
may have been misguided, andi I am !pleased
We get a plaque at London Zoo and our conto see you make reference to this. Whilst I
tribution helps to buy her food.
am anxious to see an Increase in c'lubs to
So come on clubs, it's up to you to sell glidaccommodate an expanding demand for gliding to the public, don't expect them to come
ing, I fear thal the enthusiasm devoted ,to the
to you.
formation of new clubs has in some situations
ED SMITH, London.
led clubs to fish in leach others' backyards
with the resUlts now discovered by Messrs
Austin, Dicks and Smithers. Just another
THE FUTURE OF GLIDING
self-inflicted wound I'm afraid.
.
CHARLES ELLlS, lIford, Essex.
Dear Editor,
Under the above title you presented your
NOT PROFESSOR
readerS in the 'last issue, p267, with a summary of a paper by Messrs Austin, Dicks and
Dear Editor,
Smithers that aUempts to analyse cur,renl
lA my article "50 Years Ago" in the last
trends. Like previous efforts in this direction il
issue, p277, the Editor of S&G during 1932,
demands more data and thereby more quesFrank Entwistle, is wrongly described as a
tions that add much to the, general confusion·
professor: he was actually meteorological
and little by way of advice. Bearing in mind
adviser to the RAF, with the pre-RAF rank of
that I have not seen the original document I
Captain.
can concur upon one lpoint only viz, that
A. E. SLATER, Cambridge.
declining membership lis a bad thing, thus
echoing the fears expressed by Bill Scull in
the April 1982 issue, p68.
Like many of the wounds that afflict our
PLANNING AND LOOKOUT
society today, this decline is largely selfinflicted, although evidence for this accusaDear Editor,
tion may not be obvious at first sight. Please
Regarding yOlJr correspondence Orl
consider, however, the final paragraph of
mnemonics (August, p179, December, p277)
your summary which commences, "We
and while instructing at our miniscule airstrip

there would be precious little room for anything else in the magazine. The .majority of
contributors are extremely good natured in
accepting the often severe cutting necessary
to leave space for a good mix of general
articles. They realise this section is simply to
get over the various clubs' activities, not to be
used as a showcase for literary skills. As to
deadlines, we don't give false ones, these
are the very latest dates we can accept copy
if it is to get to the printers on time for setting.
Most contributors appreciate this and in
recent months the standard of the copy has
gone up enormously with names being
printed clearly on the handwritten reports.
But we still dO have those that almost live up
to the Platypus description.)
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(Essex & Suffolk), having heard the magic
words from apost-solo pilot "800ft now - better think about a circuil", might
suggest
adding P (planning) and L (lookout first) to
the normal UFSTAL. For those (a majority?)
who can only fly by mnemonics this might just
provoke some thought beforehandl
MARK MATHIESON, Sudbury, Suffolk.

50
YEARS AGO
A E. SLATER

11'1 two quite different respects 1934 was an
outstanding, year in British gliding progress:
one was lhe achievement of subStantial
cross-country distances - the chief object for
which it ,had been founded four years earlier:
A TERRIFIC RESPONSE
,the other was the conversion of the BGA into
a body which really represented British glidIn answer to Tom Westman's -request iA
ingclubs, though ,this proved such a tough
the last issue, p216, lor the
by John
job that it spilt over into 1935 before succeedGillespie Mages, more than 40 readers have
ing.
sent us copies. We are most grateftJlto them
In both Philip Wills took a leading part. On
all and for the extra information.
March 18, a Sunday, a magnificent long
John, an American who joined the Royal
cloud street came over Dunstable. Sellert
Canadian Air Force, was killed at the age of
Humphries, up in, the red "Crested Wren",
19 in 1941 when his Spitfire collided in cloud
shot off to its far end, where he encountered
with anothe-r aircraft. He' left his sonnet,
hail, and glided on to a landing near Hertford,
scribbled on the back of a letter while on a
nearly equalling Eric Collins's 20 mile official
course at Farnborough.
His poem is on at least two cl ubhouse , British distance record of the year before.
walls, Md we suspect many more" and was ' Collins was up In the Kasse'l two-seater giv·
ing It short flight to a German club member
published in Sailplane and Glider in 1947.
who was official lLondon correspondefat of a
For the benefit 01 Tom and the rest of us
Berlin newspaper.
who are glad to have a copy, here is the
poem which says it all.

poem

leamed gliding at the London clUb, then lent
the club money to bUy its site, which was
threatened by its unsympathetic owner, :and
was 'later to found the Midland Club and to
fight a legal battle on its behalf to secure its
site.
3. It was announced that Gordon England
had joined the Ministry's inquiry team.
4, The result of the inquiry was published
and its lasl paragraph was found to recommend that nG SUbsidy should be given to gliding, either to the clubs or lor setting up a gliding school,: this was followed by the six sig·
natories incl'uding Gorden England. But the
Ministry of Civil Aviation discarded this advice
and announced that it inteM~ to give British
gliding a subsidy of £5000 a yearfor seven
years. There followed a year-long fight to get
the subsidy for the clubs and' not for a gliding
school, with Philip Wills leading one party' and
Gorden England the other.
1:1
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A time for records

HIGH FLIGHT
Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered
wings;
Sunward I've climbed, and joined the
tumbling mirth
Of sun-split clouds - and done a hundred
things
You have not dreamed of - wheeled and
soared and swung
High in the sunlit silence. Hov'ring there,
I've chased the shouting wind along, and
flung
My eager craft through footless halls of air.
Up, up the long, delirious, burning blue
rve topped the windswept heights with easy
grace
Where never lark, or even eagle flew
And, while with silent, lifting mind I've trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space,
Put out my hand, and touched the face of
God.

VP3

Collins, seeing his Irecord in danger, shot
off in pursuit, reached more cumulus beyond
the erid of the street, and landed after about
47 miles, nearly equalling the wor!dls Iolnoffi·
cial two-seater record already set up by a
German pilot with, a flight from. tile Ruhr to
Eindhoven in Holland. When they were nearly
out of sight, Philip Wills turned up, rigged the
crub Professor, and set up a new British
record of 56 miles to the east coast.
As to BGA affairs, early in the year the following took place in order:
1. The Minist!)' of Civil Aviation set up an
inqUiry of a small body of experts loo advise it
on policy.
2. The BGA CounCil, in electing a chairman
for 1934, received a message via Waplington, the secretary, that Gorden England
woUld be "willing to serve again as chair·
man", but the Council chose instead Espin
Hardwick, a Birmingham stockbroker,

who
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DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
With sunset before 1600hrs and the chance
of snowfalls, the opportunities for using wave
are limited from mid November to mid
January, but Santiago Cervantes flew 280km
at the end of November.
Danish visitors earlier in the year spread
the word and other Oanes halle been
sampling our wave.
KAH.

Club
News
Copy and photographs for the April-May issue of S&G should be sent to the
Editor,281 Queen Edilh's Way, Cambridge CBl 4NH, tel 0223247725, to arrive
not later than February 7 and for the June-July issue to arrive not later than
April 6.
November 30, 1983
GILLlAN SRYeE-SMITH
AQUILA (Hlnton-In-the-Hedges)
honour and presented the following awards:
At the end of a successful season with
the Chairman's cup (greatest gain of height),
the Jack Bower's cup (fastest 1OOkm) and lhe
soaring to the end of October, we welcome a
Pennine cup (fastest flight), Nev Spencer; the
new addition to the fleet - a K-S.
Following local advertising, we have gained
155 cup to Ernie Gibson for completing his
quite a few new memOers. As a result of an
Silver C in one flight; the cup for the furthest
ab-initio week in August, Spencer Levy and I flight in a club glider, Nick Wills and the
Muggins cup to Joe Millward for his work on
,Jim Hughes went solo. After the week's
the new tcIangar and site.
instructing, Duncan McKay (CFI) and David
The Eggborough power station, two miles
Latimer (our newest instructor) did 300km
to the south, is allowing us many hours
triangles.
Congratulations to Chris Wedgwood who
soaring, only limited by daylight, even this
completed his Silver C and achieved a Gold
late in the year. The length of the runways
enables 1400lt winch launches to be the
height at Aboyne and to lan Daglish who flew
norm with 1600ft easily reached by the
Silver height from Hinton.
In October Gordon Herringshaw .organised
experienced.
8eing close to Selby we have had many
a successful weekend of flying and talks for '
new members. which is stretching facilities, so
the Midland Region of the British Women
we might have to 'have a waiting list.
Pilots' Association.
I.M.D.
You will find us alongside the Ali9, two
miles south of Selby. Built during the last war,
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby)
the airfield was. us.ed for Liberators,
We are making plans for the new season Lancasters and Halifaxes. 'later it was used
for storage and dispersal of military vehicles
the Citabria has been replaced by a Bellanca
and tanks as !it had its own railway Siding.
SCout and we are searChing for a K-13.
Congratulations to Richard Tomlinson on
The CEGB then bought it for dumping, fly ash
gaining his Bronze C less than six months
from the power stations but as p'lanning
permissJon wasn't granted, it became
after going sol6 on his 16th birthday.
available at the same time we were looking
We had a very successful bonfire night
party. We are hosting the BGA regional open
for a new site.
After years ·of negotiations with the CEGB,
meeting on February 12 when visitors will be
farmers, loca'l council and villagers, we tinally
welcome.
EAS.
got planning permission to use it as. a gliding
site. But a condition, due to fears of accidents
caused by trailers joining and leaving the
A19. is that trailers are not allowed to use the
Park Lane entrance. So visitors please
remember that we must use the Common
Lane entrance at the north end of the airfield.
If arriving by air,. please avoid the Village and
local farms and don't land on the west stub of
the 07/25 runway until it has been repaired.
V.F.F.

The last annual dinner of Doncaster GC was
on October 15, the poignant meeting
heralding the end of 25yrs at Doncaster and
the birth of the Burn GC. Bill Scull, BGA
director of operations, was the guest of
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COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
During the last hour of an expedition to
Aboyne Ron Wright gained Diamond height
with 20 600ft, while on the same day Tony
Glover (140Oft) and Eric Whittle (16000ftl
claimed Gold heights.
An Astir has been added to the club fleet to
replace a Bocian. This has been a successful
year with 60 new members and lots of
launches, though not so many cross-country
hours.
A surprise birthday party for Lou Glover in
the clubhouse drew a crowd of well-wishers.
N.B.

DUMFRIES & DISTRICT (Falgunzeon)
The dry November allowed flying until late in
the season with hill lift and wave flights. We
are still discovering parts of our hill site which
produces lift in various wind directions.
Our annual jumble sale made £f50 for Club
funds and the season ended with a stout
body of men cutting Christmas trees which
should see us into the New Year in the black.
We celebrated our 25th anniversary with a
dinner-dance on November 25 attended by
many members from the early days when we
were based at Heathhall. Cups went to Peter
Richardson (best progress}; Bob Rodger"
(best flight from the club); Bill Gordon (most
solo flights to win the Hagger trophy); and lan
Carruthers and Peter Richardson, best flight
in ,the club two-seater.
Our president, Sir Hector Munro, was
among the speakers and concluded by
stressing the need to fight for our 'freedom to
fly.
'
,F.S.S.

i

EAST SUSSEX (RiI'Igmer)
The most significant ellent in our history took
place recently when we exchanged contracts
on our site. The. purchase of the 71 acre site
,is the culmination ·of man,y months' effort by
our chairman, Mike Kitson,and the members
01 the Site Purchase Sub-committee. We owe
them many thanks for ensuring the tuture of
gliding in East Sussex.
We have strengthened our fleet with a
second K-7 which is proving very popular
with pupils.
D.C.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whatfleld)
Congratulations to our new solo pilots Alan
Sibbett and Martin Langford.
Exactly a year since the K-21 was
demonstrated to us, our own K-21 took to the
air.
We have to report a Saturday night attack
on the fen syndicate trailers wit/:1 every lyre
slashed. We hope no other club suffers a
similar fate.
A. most successful evening out was held at
Colchester, partly 'to thank Oave Gilder for his
many contributions to the club and to wish
him well at Swindon. He was presented with
a framed picture and a model of his glider, a
Skylark 4.
R.C.A
KENT MOTOR GLIDING & SOARING
CENTRE (Manston)
As a new club formed in June last year most
01 our members are complete beginners so
we are therefore very proud of David Goldin,
Victor Peake, Nicholas Henley, Peter Smith
and Dennis Extol'l on going solo and to
Tryshe Annett, our first female to go solo in a
motor glider.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Special congratulations to Alan Sweet who,
having gone solo in ten days, gained his
Bronze C in less than three months.
As we can only glide from the RAF field at
Manston on weekdays we have at last found
a weekend site on a farm near Deal. We are
now waiting for planning permission and if
this is granted may move permanently to this
site.
Our evening sessions of lectures, films and
gliding talks are, well-allended and will
continue to Easter,
E.S.
LAKES (Walney Airfield)
Our annual dinner and presentation at the
beginning of December was well allended. A
good flying year with a significant increase in
flying time ;per launch was achieved, mainly
due to the introduction 01 a club ladder that
encouraged soaring at all levelS.
The prizes were awarded as follows: the
Alsford trophy for the best gain of height
(which was the first Diamond from the clUb)
and the Club !Ladder Open Class trophy, Ray
Jackson;' Club ladder Club Class, Neil
Braithwaite; Leighton Hall trophy for the most
outstanding flight, Peter Redshaw; Lonsdale
trophy for best cross-country, John Taylor;
Dodd trophy for the most flying progress, Liz
Garlorth and Kevin Reid and as a special
tribute to three of our most outstanding
members, the Duddon trophy was awarded
jointly to Eric Kendal, Dick Redhead and
Peter Thomas for their outstanding services.

P.R.
LONDON (Dunstable)
We celebrated the end of the season with an
uproarious medieval banquet organised by
Rex Morey who has been paying for the
damage ever since by cleaning tugs.
Dave Cornelius celebrated his share in a
Blanik by climbing from the hill to 9000ft in a
west wind wave.
We are selling the last of our K-18s and
replacing them with K-23s, We believe we
are the first gliding club in the UK to obtain
CM approval to carry out Cs of A on our
tugs, which will greatly improve the efficiency
of our tugging operation by reducing the
down time on the Super Cubs to a minimum.
Congratulations to Mike Young, David
Royall, Roy 8emark and Clive Bird on going
solo - Clive has already gained two legs of
his Bronze C.
D.S.
MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield)
We are launching a voucher scheme so that
members may buy their summer flying in
advance at discount rates. lhey will be sold
in £25 units, a £100 worth or over resulting in
a discount of 10%.
We are running courses horn May to
September and will be flying thmughout the
week.
M.S.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
We have had quite a bit of wave during
October and some visitors have made use of
it for cross-colKltry flying. Congratulations to
Ken Rogers on his Silver height.
Alter feeding us' and our many hundreds of
visitors for six years, Tony and Jill Spicer
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have left for new employment. We thank them
for "heir 'hard work and wish them good luck.
We are ,pleased that Tony remains a club
member.
We had some commillee changes at our
AGM in November, when Bob Neill became
vice-chairman and Geoff Rayner and John
Stuar! joined the commillee. After "Ile AGM, a
Hvely discussion developed, concerning the
cost of flying and other Iknolly problems.

D.M.K.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
At the annual prizegiving John Greenwell,
CFI, was presented with the Cawthorne cup
(best distance flight from Curroc'k Hill, 162km),
our wave trophy (gain of 15000ft) and Ihe
headed our League 1, with Graham
McAndrew second. David Moss won our
pre-Silver League 2 with Roy Mitchison
second. Roy also took the Nonhumbria cup
for best achievement in a club glider, going
solO to Bronze in a few months. Dave
Osborne and Harry Ramsey won the
two-seater League and best distance in a
club glider. "Mug" awards went to Graham
Addison, Rob Thompson and Ly,"
Greenwood for oonsistently turning up for Otlr
perpetual summer passenger flying evenings.
Bob Nlcholls used a recent good wave day
to complete his Silver C with a flight from
Borders GC to our site. On the same day Roy
Mitchison gained his Silver height.
L.F.
OUSE (Rufforth Airfield)
The winter wave season was opened in early
November by David Hey and Graeme Bennie
who took the K-13 to 11 500ft, leaving lift of
5kt because of lack of oxygen and daylight.
Neil and Brian Taylor and Adrian Buckley
have gone solo.
At the annual dinner our chakman, DiCk
Boddy, thanked members lor their hard work.
Due to their enthusiasm lhere has been much
development and a substantial increase in
membership. The Portakabins should be
turned into a good clubhouse by Christmas
and we will be operating seven days a week
from April with David Bullock and Alan
Meredith running courses and air experience
flying for schools.
John Mawson, our new CFI, presented
trophies to I<aren Davies, iRichard ThQmsoA,
Roger Mortimer, Peter ,Ramsden and Geoff
Mitchell.
R.T.
OXFORD (Westonon the Green)
Our maintenance team led by Graham
Barretl are preparing our fleet for Cs of A and
Nick Poral al'1d Colin Shepherd are
overhauling the ground equipment. We have
a new tractor plUS a large caravan to replace
the old ambulance as a launch point suppon
vehicle.
We were honoured to have Lawrie
Wingfield, aged 86, who was responsible for
the post war re-estabHshment of our club, at
the AGM on November 26. He was elected
vice-president along with Joy Taylor, Kitty
Laurie and Arthur Speachley with Douglas
Hurd, MP, as president. Our new chairman is
Joh n G idd ins, vice-chairman Pete r
Darnborough, secretary Gordon Craig,
treasurer Martin Nicholls with John Gordon,

Nick Porat and Chris Pull elected to the
commillee. We made the decision 10 continue
ou·r search for a new site.
John Giddins presented the following
trophies: Simpson cup, Phil Hawkins for a
cloud flight to 11 400ft fram the site; Dennis
Farmer memorial trophy, lan Mailer for the
first duration of the year from the site;
Malcolm !Laurle memorial trophy, John
Gordon for 96km during the Inter-Club
League from a 1600hrs launch in the K-8
while the ladder trophy was received by
John Giddins.

pw.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Alrlield)
After a relatively inactive season, particularly
on the ,cross-country side, the club has
exploded into a frenzy of action - the hangar
has, a new 'fOof, a new fuel store has been
built, the clubhouse has been completely
redecorated and hopefully will soon be
carpeted.
On the negative side, we have missed the
use of our Beagle f-lusky after it "ate" one of
our member's cars! On the positlve side
however, we have bo'ught a second Bocian
for promoting cross-country instruction next
season, and best of all - our membership is
increasing.
We shall be the hosts for the first Inter-Club
League weekend over the Easter hoHdays,
when we are running our own four-day comp.
Any other pilots wishing to visit or fly with us
will be most welcome.
M.C.
SHALBOURNE SOARING GROUP'
(Nr Hungerford)
Thirteen members with four gliders went on
our first expedition which was to Portmoak.
Richard Swallow and Tony Palmer completed
thei'r Silver Cs with durations, Tony also
gaining Gold height, and most members had
wave flights.
Our than'ks to SGU members who assisted
When, travelling home, one of our K-6Es
came to grief on the M8.
The summer brought a crop of
achievements. Congratulations to Miranda
Gladstone, JuHa Stamp, and Carol Pike on
their five hours, 10 Dave Gidney on Silver
distance and to Carol Pike and Terry Baker
on Silver height. Dave and Julia now have
Silver Cs and Miranda and Carol Bronze Cs,
with Bronze legs flown by Colin Aldridge and
Steve Jobar.
Congratulations on going solo to PhiI
Irnness, Nigel Kent, Geraldine Beale,
Jonathan Mills and Angi Coupland and to
Jonathan Mills and Dave Maleham on
conversions.
J.S.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
A visit from local MP, Terence Higgins, may
have far-reaching benefits for the gliding
movement. Bill SCUll, BGA director of
operations, and others explained the airspace
restrictions we endure and asked why some
little used areas can't be de-restricted. As
chairman of the Back Bench Transport
Commillee, Mr Higgins gave advice and
assurance that he would deal with our
submissions from the BGA. Hope yet of extra
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GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

Approved agent for PZL and Ball
variometers, Instruments, sales
and repairs. Barograph calibration
centre.

Tels: Luppltt 318 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (after 6 pm)
MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Road, Woodley
Reading, Berks

C of A OVERHAULS

Telephone 0734 696491

B.G.A., C.AA, P.FA APPROVALS
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The measure of your time in free
space is reckoned in terms of
distances and flying hours, but how
well·preserved is the data - the
facts and figures?

Yours is an experience
worth preserving.
Now you can obtain a gliding logbook which takes the sport and
yourself seriously. Professionally
bound and stitched with space for
all entries. A rugged 350 page logbook with a waterproof cover, yet
one that sits handsomely on your
bookcase.
A OELUXE LOGBOOK LARGE
ENOUGH TO CONTAIN DETAILS
OF YOUR ENTIRE LIFETIME OF
GLlOINGFOR THE SPECIAL PRICE
OF rl4 INCLUDING SURFACE
POSTAGE. AOD £4.50 for SAl.
8 or more: 10" discounland poslaie paId.
Send your cheque or money order 10:
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P.O. Box 132, Doubleview,
Western Australia 6018.
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Full refund 01 purchne price and postal'
luarantetd if not completely satisfied!
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Fitted with 129.9, 130.1 and 130.4. 5 watts output. Size 2Ya x 5 x 8%".
Price £195 plus VAT
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TM.61 Glider Radio
Output 1.8 watts at 12.5 volts.
Size 2% x 2% x 7W' long,
up to 6 Channels, normally
supplied with 130.1 and
130.4, complete with handheld mike (or Swan-neck
boom mike, optional extra
at (20), speaker and wiring
harness.
Price £180 plus VAT

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays. Repairs to wood, glass-fibre and steel tube
machines. Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds. Wide range
of instruments in stock. Barograph and A.S.!. Calibration.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire

Camberley, Surrey
(ON .1130 TRUNK ROAD
45 MINS FROM LONDON)

Blackbushe Airport
Special Courses for Glider Pilots
to obtain P.rivate Pilot's Licence
Bronze C and Silver C Conversion
COurses
Normal Courses for P.P.L.
Night - I.M.C. - RtT - ~robatic
and Simulator Training
Flying Instructor Courses
CAA. Approved Courses 38 hours
Barclaycards and Access accepted
Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Licensed Bar

Telephone Dunstable 62068

U.K. Agents for Avionic DiNel 720 Channel Radio
U. K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9.00 am to 5.30 pm
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airspace. A soaring flight in, a K-13 rounded
off his visil.
Congratulations to Paul White on going
solo an<! to Pete Atkin on Gold distance. John
Wand, Roger Coombes and Naoml Collier
have been cleared on the Super .cub giving
us a total of 19 tug pilots. No truth though in
the rumour that we are going 10 be an
aerotow only club.

We are sorry to lose Roy Pentecost, club
captain, to the responsibilities of matrimony
but wish him and! Alix every success for the
future.
.
The trailers are being overhauled and the
fleet is looking in good fettle for the coming
season.
C.G.S.

R.W.

SWINDON (South Marston)
Our Guy Fawkes party was very enjoyable.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
, Several pilots have taken advantage of comThe settled autumn weather enabled us to
petitively priced aerotows to escape from circontinue operations later than usual. Sally
cuit bashing on non-soarinQi days, some
going as high as 6000ft.
Jones was the last to go solo in 1963,.
Looking back, 1983 is remembered as a
The dry spell ended with good wave on
year of soarable weekdays and second rate
November 27 with Messrs Bailey, Jobbins
and Hooper collecting Gold heights.
weekends. Looking forward: barring th~ee
Club finances appear 10 be healthy enough
feet of snow, a total eclipse of the sun or
for us to plan the addition of a third solo
World War IU, Gordon MacDonald (Grodnod
to his friends) will go solo on his 16th birthmachine at the lop end of the club fleet.
P.F.
day, February 11. Instructors will heave a
sigh of relief as Gordon has developed a
penchant for aerobatics, whenever the man
STRATFORD ON AVON
in the back will permit.
(Long Marston Airfield)
P.M.
Our CFI, Gerald Kelly. has stepped ,down
after 21l2yrs. We thank him for his efforts and
ULSTER (Bellarena)
diligence in all flying matters. John BlakeDinner plates were stacked right across. the
more,latterly Gerald's deputy, has taken over
North Channel on November 6 and an overas CFI with AIIan Wright as deputy.
water O/R to Loch Lomond or beyond
Congratulations on going solo to Derek
seemed feasible. Unfortunately, immediately
Hoskins and Simon Gladstone. Derek, we
after Alan McKillen was launched for a Portunderstand, is claiming a new club record for
salon Randalstown triangle at about
the speed he sprouted wings.
Several members visited the French
13 ooalt the tug went sick, Jim Weston was
waved off below contact height at 1000lt and
National Gliding Centre at St Aubanl during
all anyone could do was sit and fume.
September, bringing back enviable stories
In the belief that more cross-Channel tasks
supported by irrefutable photographic records
would be attempted if there were no worries
01 mountain flying.
S.M.
about the oosts of a ferry or air retrieve a
group of our keener cross-country members
STRATHCLYDf: ('Strathaven)
are setting up a mutual retrieving fund. Each
pilot will pay a set premium into a savings
Four members have gone solo - Keith Bell
on his 16th birthday, twins Kenneth and Goraccount and' the first one to land out in GB
don Jamieson on the same day and John I will clean the pot. Then the fund is reformed
with a second rOund of premiums and so on.
McCusker. 'Keith managed to get enough
members out to get him airborne on Tuesday,
Lawrence McKelvie has obtained for us the
use of' a big heated workshop which can
November 22, which is normally a non-flying
day.
accommodat~ two OJ three projects simultanThere have been changes in the club fleet
eously. First 'into it is the club Capstan, now
and we now fly a K-2, K-7; Skylark 3F and the
being refurbished, with the mammotheverlasting Falke.
syndicate 1-210 and some other private
Negotiations for the new hangar are almost
machines to follow.
Our financial results for 1983 will be
complete but we are still waiting for planning
permission.
improved by the decision of the Sports CounA.G.F.
cil for NI to pay us some retrospective grant
aid for the two ab-initio weekday courses we
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
ran last summer. Organised by Maire McKiIlen, the club dinner in December was to proThe Portmoak expedition 'produced a fair
number of flying days but good' wave proved
vide members with the opportunity to brace
elusive. Alan Purnell had one of his usual
themselves for the balanOe sheet and to toast
10hr tours of southern Scotland, but only
our latest soloist, ,Jackie O'Donnell, who first
flew the Oapstan w'th only one up on
Dave Pratt gained Diamond height, Brenda
Horsefield failing because of an argument
November 20.
with her oxygen system.
R.R.R.
We have an Astir and Mosquito in residence at Talgarth for part of the winter and
UPWARD BOUND TRUST
some exciting ridge flights have been made,
Obituary - Vie Wade
particularly by John Bastin.
It is with deep regret that we announce the
It was rumoUred that the fog lifted for an
death of Vie Wade our most cherished of
hour during an expedition to Sutton Bank
instructors. His ability to reassure nervous
when the locals flew, but our members saw
pupils combined with his dry wit will be sadly
none of it.
missed.
Hugh Harwood exploited our local ridge at
Vic started gliding with the Glider Pilot
Regiment, flying a Horsa into Arnhem in
the end of October, taking an Astir to the
South Downs.
1944, returning on one of the last boats
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across the Rhine before the town was recaptured.
His second gliding career began in the
early years of the Upward! Bound Trust when,
along with some of his former colleagues, he
became an instructor teaching youngsters to
glide. He quickly became the Trust's leading
light, not only as an instructor but as a trustee
and our main fund-raiser.
Vic was also chairman of the Glider Pilot
Regimental Association, travelling across the
country to their meetings and re-uniting men
who hadn't seen each other since the war.
How he found time to run a business as well,
nobody knows.
The Trust and the Association have lost a
dear friend.
Peter Chamberlain

WEST WALES (Templeton)
The prevailing westerlies and attendant
downpours terminated a mediocre season.
The annual dinner-dance in October lifted
dampened spirits. The awards were as follows: President's trophy, John Viggers (K-6E)
for his 98km Silver distanoe to Brecon; the
Cross-countrY cup, Bernie Johns (K-6E) for
Gold height and duration at Aboyne and Gil's
goble! (filled with firewater), Peler Hackett as
the youngest to go solo.
Alwyn Jenkins is our new chairman with
Ken Douglas as technioal officer.
Congratulations to Peter Harries on going
solo after only nine months.
S.J.P.
WO~,DS (Pocklington Airfield)
The memorable event to round off the season
was Tim Milner's solo flight on his 16th birthday. Our cOl'lgralulations to him, not just for
the achievement but his brave endurance of
the massed ranks of -the media.
Once agail'l our annual dinner-dance and
prizegiving was enjoyed by all.

T.H.
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Congratulations to [)avid Hatton, Colin Almack
and John McCormacl< on their ,silver heights,
to Chris Teagle on his duration and Llnsey
Mc Lane on his Diamond height.
Our Pilatus has been re-sprayed before
going on sale to make way for the new K-23
next year. The clubhouse extension has been
completed and Carors office enlarged and
re-fitted. Dave Chaplin and Tony Kane have
been largely responsible for the joinery with
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Mid-air repairs
are athing ofthe parts.
Buy your parts and accessories from us
and you get a little something extra - sound
advice on how best to fit them. This makes
winter fefurbisrung for the DIY Aviator a
lot less chancy and a lot more mn. Helps
save that embarrassing moment when his
handiwork proves to ~--__
be a shade too handy.
(Or not handy enough?)
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But for those who want their aircraft given
the full treatment there's our Service Department
Staffed by experts, with all the right tools. Book in
early to avoid a late take ofi'in the Spring.
Whichever way you
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Manufacturer appointed
sole V.K. and Eire repair support organisation
for all GROB-WERKE products
Demonstration and sales Tel 0491-37184

The best. And it shows.
Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlo\N, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access & Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
G102 ASTIR CLUB 111
Outstanding for high
performance, safe handling and perfect engineering.
G103 ACRO
The outstanding high performance
two seat sailplane.
G109B
The only second generation motorglider.
NEW folding wing, aerofoil, 90hp engine, propeller
and cockpit.
100 sold in six months.
Demonstrator now available.
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Lower End, EWELME
Oxon OX9 6HB

Sales: JOHN ADAMS 0491 37184
telex 83147
Spares: CHILTERN SAILPLANES
0494445854
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assistance from Dave Webb on the electrical
front.
Our 50 year celebrations are from August
25-September 2 when we look forward to
seeing all our vintage and modern friends. The.
Vintage Glider Club are holding, their rally
here at that time and there will be full catering, camping and caravaning facilities for our
vis~ors and a programme of fun competitions.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
It has been a wonderful year for cross.countries and badges. Achie.vements have
included five solos, Seven Bronze Cs, ten
S·ilver legs, eight Gold legs and six
Diamonds. Congratulations to them all.
The AGM and the party afterwards were a
great success, thanks mainly to the hard
work of Norman Quirke and Jayne Lee.
A special thank you to AI ThomsOr:l, visiting
from Germany, for his dedication in getting
the motor glider serviceable. Also from Germany we welcome an assistant Cat instructor, Simon Hutchinson.
Our lIeet consists of a LS-4, Astir, Twin
Astir, Blanik, Motor Falke and Chipmunk, with
several IiJnusual privately owned gliders.
Everyone is welcome, so why not drop in and
see us.
K.McQ.
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GOLDEN
JUBILEE
rite motif Yorkshire will use d"rillg dIe year.
John Ellis's dream has come true owns a Nimbus!

he

FENLAND (RAF Marham)
Julie Hunt, Pat Heady and Sam Evans haVe
their Bronze Cs and. EIi Boskovitch has gone
solo.
We have had an extremely successful
AGM with prizes awarded to Sam Evans
(keenness and progress); Alistair Raffan
(hard work); Terry Mitchell (CFl's trophy) and
John Whitworth (the John Twebridge trophy).
This was followed by a well attended party.
We also had a very successful medieval night
in the local abbey.
S.L.

I10N

H.H.

~[E~~~(C[E
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BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington)
We have broken the club record with more
than 111 000 launches this year.
Congratulations to Jane nlley and AMy
Winton on going solo and Dave Wood on
re-soloing after a four-year break, also to
Pete Laws on his Bronze C and to John
Joiner on his Gold height.
Preparations are now well' under way for
the club expedition to Aosta this spring.
V.R.D.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
The Aboyne expedition in October enjoyed
wave on eight of the ten days, providing
many hours of exciting flying. Deano managed 40hrs in two weeks and Pam Newall
gained her Diamond height. The Janus was
w~hin 2000ft of the UK two-seater record on
one occasion but was defeated by severe
icing. It was an interesting first wave flight for
Shaz Piercey.
We are grateful to Dishforth for their hospitality. So far this season, Bob Brownlow has
achieved his Gold height and the Nimbus 3
will be visiting Dlshforth soon.
Our CFI, Terry Joint, is off to South Africa
for the winter, to take part in the South African Nationals and to help out on some
instructor courses.
J.H.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Ken Hartley was able to cancel a fortnight in
Scotland when he gained his Diamond height
en route. Gold height came to Dave Campbell
the weekend before.
N. our AGM we welcomed AM Sir Leslie
Mavor as our new president and Gp Capt Pat
Kemp as chairman. AI Fox was presented
wrth the CFl's pot for his ceaseless efforts
and Ben Benoist won the Cross-country trophy for his excellent 500km record flight.

PW.
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FULMAR (RAF Kinloss)
We have acquired: a tug and are looking forward 10 some speclacuiar wave llights.
Tony Killingray, Dick 'Gordon and AI
Greensm~h are now assistant Cats. Gordon
Mclnstry, Willie McGregor, J.imrny Rodger
and Mark Critchlow have gone solo; Andy
Thompson has his Bronze C and congratulations also to AI Clarke and "Griff' for doing so
well in Competition Enterprise. Griff has
departed to Cosford and Keith Tegg, one of
the GSA characters, has gone 10 Coltishall.

W.G.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
By the time this is r;>rinted we will have had
our AGM and a Christma's dinner for 40
members. One of our ex members, Dave
MacPherson, our flying viCar, has donated a
pot to be awarded to Ihe person completing
the first Bronze C of the year.
Karen Cross has gone solo, Mike Kent has
converted to the Aslir and Barry Munday to
the K-8. Our list of pupils grows ever longer
and our instructors are having their work cut
out to keep up with them, bul we're not complaining and their enthusiasm ,is refreshing.
With 'Iuck we should soon have two new
instructors Trina Jennings and Clive
Brealey are going on an instructors' course.
At last our bus winch has arrived, by courtesy of the Army, and it should be a good
asset once we have it working properly.
K.M.G.
KESTREL (RAF Odiham)
Our new K-2f has arrived and had its maiden
flight on November 20 in the hands of the
CFI, Alan Somerville. Those who have flown
it have been greatly impressed with its performance and we look forward to realising its

full potential when the soaring season comes.
Yet another "second generation" pilot has
joined the solo list, this time Susan Somerville daughter of our CH Another solo on the
same day was John Evason, congratulations
to both.
Dave McCarthy has recently been to
Aboyne with the Mini-Nimbus and gained his
Diamond height twice - some people are
never satisfied!'
P.WA

Booker Glding Regionsls
28th July to 5th August 1984
Entry fee £80
Entrry form and details from
B'RIAN SPRECKLEY
BOOKER GLIDING CLUB

W.A.P., Marlow, Bucks
Tel: (0494) 442501
or (0494) 29263

BRiSTOL & GLOUCESTERS'HIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Welcome private owners, beginners and
holiday members to their unque s~e In the
Cotswolds

OPEN 7 ,DAYS A WEEK - April to October
(Normally weekends only in winter)

HOUDAY COURSES - April to October
-

acoommodation on

s~e.

For de/eilr wrne or ·telephone:

The Course Secretary
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Stonehouse
Glos. GL10 3TX

T ~. 0453-860342

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124
Gliding courses from April to October
- fleet includes motor glider - B.GA
fUlly-rated instructors - fine soaring lovely coastal airfield - ideal for a different family holiday - No increase on
last season's prices.

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294
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THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

~lPLANES

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

STEEL -

NOW IN OUR 23rd YEAR

"

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
·SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE Tel. 061-4272488

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB
Unique setting and topography
ensures more chance of soaring
than anywhere else in U'K
(See article RIDGE SOARING REVIVED by Peter Saundby
in August "S&G" pages 152 and 153)

MOUNTAIN FLY TALGARTH
THIS WINTER
Telephone Derek Eckley 0874 711254 (evenings)

Listen to Derek Plggott's tapes fol' beglnnel'8,
eKper1enced pilots and InstrvctOl'8 "A very useful supplement to 'yoor IlIghl instrUction
which wUI save you time and money"
·'Usten a. ,you drive to your gNding .Ite"
BASIC INSTRUCTION for beginners
(two C60)
POWER PILOT'S,lrans~lon b gliders
(1wQ C60)
,
AEROTOWS, WINCH. CAR lAUNCHES
and emergencies (two cao) .. ,,,,

£10.95
£10.85

£ 10.95

THERMAL SClAFUNG - TECHNIQUES
(one COO)
STAllING and SPINNING GLIDERS
(one COO) . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.
FIRST FLIGHTS ON NEW TYPES
, . .. .
(one C60)

£5.95
£5.95
£!I.~5

SPECiAl FOR INSTRUCTQRS
Five one-hour tape. on Instructing technique, including
Derek giving air instruction.
£24.95 piu. p&p 15p
Postage and packing:
Two cassette pack. !iOp Single cassette packs 3Sp
From

DEREK PIGGOTT
laaham Gliding, Cenlre, Alton, Hanta GU3C 6SS

"An ideal pre.ent /or any gliding enthusiast"

Glaser-Dirks DG-101, 202, 300 and 400
DG·400 RETRACTABLE
POWER PLANT SAILPLANE
NEW STANDARD CLASS
RACER

DG-300. 15 metre.
TRAILERS NOW AVAILABLE FROM D.G. FACTORY
MAKES: COSTABEL SPRINt, ANSCHAU "KOMET"
S & S COBRA, PFEIFFER, BRAUCHLE

DG-500 (2 seat sailplanes)
Prototype will fly in 1984
Interested parties please write to enter
option list starting Feb 1984

OPTIONS 84/85
SECOND HAND
Ex-works ACRO-RACER
OM 40,000
FULLY AEROBATIC
DG-200

AUSTIN AVIATION
Sole Glaser-Dirks UK distributor
MAIN STREET. STILLlNGTON. Nr YORK Y06 1JU
Telephone Easingwold 810255
24 hr Ansaphone. Only
takes 2 min message

122
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For repairs contact
R. L. McLean
Tel. 0302 535lf61

June 30th to
July 8th 1984
DEVON AND SOMERSET
GLIDING CLUB
North HIU, Honiton, Devon
Write for brochure and entry form to:

KENNETH ANDREWS
Buncombe's Cottage, Hemyock
Devon EX15 3RR

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Overseas
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Please send ,news and exchange copies
01 journals to the Overseas Editor: A. E.
Slater, 7 Hlghworth Avenue, Ca,mbrldge,
C84 280, England.

OBITUARY

ThermaHurn-lndlcator (TII). The Sy.oiss

The yOl,ln,g and the old. The French Glid-

firm "Flugim Anslalt" have taken on the
European Agency for the TTI which was
described OR pp 108-109 in the June-July
19'83 issue of S&G. The instrument invented
and developed over the last eight years by
Colin Norman in Australia is now ready to be
marketed. It shows the pilot in which direction
to turn and thus saves time on crosscountries. A time-saving improvement of 3-5%
is being claimed which is borne out bY' extensive flight tests ((;lver 1000km achieved) often
with world-elass pilots in the cockpit. For
further details and address see advert on
p30.

ing Movement caters for both ends of the age
spectrum. A competition for young pilots
(under 25) was held at Auch 'rom August
18-28. Meanwhile, on August 17·26 the
veterans were battling it out at Brienne-IeChateau. lo qualify as an "old fogey" in the
French gliding movement you have to be
over 50 or have been gliding for 25yrs.

Foreign pilots are invited to compete in
the US Open Class Nationals at Minden,
Nevada from June 19-28 with practice dates
on June 17-18. For full d'etails contact Gary
F. Kemp, PO Box 405, Willows, California
95988.
The European Club Class Championships is at Lesce Airfield, near Bled in Y'ugoslavia Irom May 2-13. Each country may
enter six competitors and possibly eight if the
maximum of 50 competitors isn't exceeded.
Further details ,from the BGA office - eventual entries will be co-ordinated through the
Competitions Committee.

Lajos photographed in 1940 in a RhOnadler.

Sadly Lajos, the father of Hungarian gliding,
died on October 19. He was one of those rare
-combinations - an expert aeroplane and
sailplane designer, a very good pilot and a
discoverer of gliding sites.
As aeronautical engineers were not
encouraged in Hungary during the 1930s, he
had to work on his four aeroplanes and three
gliders in his spare time. The aeroplanes
were designed and built hi partnership with
an engineerc(lfled Feigl, thus they were called Feiros after their creators. Lajos's first
glider, the Karakan, began claiming records
in August 1933. Then, with Janka Zoltan, he
built the Vandor.
In 1936 Lajos gained international fame
when he flew his new Nemere glider more
than 336km from Berlin to Kiel during the
Olympic sailplane trials held in cOli1junction
wfth the Berlin Olympiad. Using the dolphin
technique, ,the 4hr 34min flight was over
damp, low country with a crosswind and gave
Lajos a world goal record, the only inter·
national record a Hungarian has ever held.
He returned home a hero, gained many
national records and worked on other projects including designing new cockpits lor the
two Rh<>nadlers buill in Hungary. In 1937 he,
was awarded the ISTUS Gold medal, the
highest'award at that time, for services to
gliding.
In 1933, with Frigyes Hefty, he discovered
the beautiful gliding, site of Harmashatarhegy
near Budapest. As far as I know, no other
country !:lad a major gliding site from which
local flights could be made over the centre of
a capital city.
Our deep sympathies go to Mrs Rotter,
their son Louis and family and friends.
C. WILLS

February/March 1984

The Canard~SC, a Swiss development, is
described as Europe's most modem and
capable glider. Due to its extremely light
weight and its very large wing area it can slay
airborne a very long time, even with very Ilittle
uplift. The Canard was developed at lhe Insti·
tute for Light Constructions at the ETH (Federal Technical High School) at Zurich. To
date it ,has done 40 flights with 20hrs lIying
time ,and is flown by test ,pilot Ernst Ruppert
from Waid (Zurich). - Oer Slick (contr,ibuted
by Ken Crack).
Albert Neukont The famous Swiss pilot,
designer and manufacturer Albert Neukom
was killed when his prototype AN-20L ultralight broke up in mid-air on September 10.
Neukom, who was 58, was best known for
the Bfe series of gliders. For a time, the Elfe
3 was the best glider in the world, out performing the early GRP Phoebus and Std
ILibelles. Afldrew 'Smith (USA) won the 1968
World Championshi,p in Poland in an Elfe 3.
Shortly before his death he was planning a
15m glider with variable geometry.
European Glider Aerobatics Championships. PaderbOrn, site pf the 19'81 World
Championships, is likely to be the venue for
the first Euro,pean Glider Aerobatic Championships. The German kro Club hopes to
organise the event in July or August.

The protQtype Fournler RF 10 has now
completed ~s trials and series production was
due to start 'before Christmas. About 50 RF
10s had ooen ordered of which the first was
due to be delivered at the beginning of 1984.

Cat's cradle with speed points. At a
'regional contest in Newcastle, Virginia (USA)
in September John Seymour (ASW-20s)
covered 756km at an average speed of
193kmlli. He was flying with full waterballast
at a wing loading of 50kg/m2 . The flight made
extensive use of ridge Iifl. It was apparently
the first time that a "speed eat's cradle" task
had been sel.

Championships for two-seaters. The
German Aero Club has decided to hold a
National Two-Seater Championship this year
concurrently with the Open Class Championships.
dev~loplng a twothe
seater using the wings and tailplane
ASW-22 and the fuselage 01 A1<allieg Stuttgart's fs·31. The aircraft is being designed 10
meet Erwin Muller's requirement for a glider
irl which. to attempt world ,records, but there
are hopes that the glider could find'a wider
market.

ASW·22·2. Schleicher is

0'

Fit a Witter this weekend ~
Britain's No. 1 towing bracket

Send for the price list and n;:lme of your nearesl
wlner stockist or fU"Id him ." Yellow Pages

For information or advice;

C.P. Wilier Lld., Chester. 43
Tel.024441166
•
row;;;ciiiiJil)<~

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
THE SOARING SITE
CLUB LOG FOR 1982/83
NOV
DEC
JAN
FEB

22,000 ft
14,000 ft
31,000 ft
SKIING

MAR 31,000 ft
APR 27,000 ft

MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP

aCT

12,500 ft
21,000 ft
25,000 ft
20,000 ft
19,500 ft
23,700 ft

3 out of 4 flying days in 1982
were soarable

Carpathi'an Wave. A five-strong German
team visited Romania In October ,to sample
the wave in the Carpathian mountains.
Heights of over 10 ooom have been achieved
in the area, and wave occurs in many differ·
ent wind directions.

BOOK YOUR SOARING NOW!
AB-INITIO COURSES TOO
GET IT ALL AT DEESIDE

Badges tor motor gliding? The German

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB

Aero Club is considering proposals for the
introduction 01 Silver and Gold -badges for
motor glider pilols.

Phone or write to:
DINNET, ASOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: 0339 85-339
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MINI NIMBUS 'C' based at Booker, whole or possibly 1/2
share. Well equipped, low hours, Pam Hawkins, 01-808 4767,
0494448000.
STRONG PARACHUTE £270, Pye boot mounted car radio,
129.9,130.1,130.4 wRh magnetic base aerial £90. Tel Park
Street 74127.
GRUNAU 2B and trajer, fbwn regularly, man 1949, C of A to
Aug 29, 1984. £695ono. 0204 54364 G, Dean.

Advertisements. with remittance. should be
sent to 'Chelron Pre.. Ltd, 7 Amel'8ham, HIli,
High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate
30p a word. MI.nlmum £6.00. Box numbel'8 £2.40
axtra. Replies to box numbel'8 ahould be sent
to the ..me addre88. the closIng date for
classified advertIsements for the
April-May Issue la March 5. a.m.
FOR

SALE

K·7. One-piece lront canopy. Dlt1el radio 2 mikes. Audio + 2
Winter varlos, trailer, current C 01 A. £3000. Booker 0832
72244 (evenings).

'MITY' sta"less weak links, 900 or 1100 lb. Aero towropes.
Winch chutes. Aslleys Lld, Goslord St, Coventry, CVl 5DJ
(0203) 20771.
SPECTRUM OWNERS. Practice final 9Mes all year round.
Choice of gliders, sRes and difficulty factors. Requires thermal
selection, navigation, mapwork and final glide calculations.
Not just a game - a valuable !raining aid. 48K only. For
further details wrRe to Ken Stewar'!, IQna, Oakhanger, Hants.
BLANIK FOR SALE in first class oondition, 00111 lront and
rear panels "strumented. Very low hrs. 2-wheel open traler.
Own8l' now ebroad a Jot. Must be sokl. Ready IQ fly. eox No.
SG578.
BADGES, Cuff Links, Tie Pins and Presentation Gills Ior
Clubs. 11. MarkovRs (Badge Maker) Lld, 1/3 CobbClld Mews,
Londoo W12. Tel 01-743-1131.

Ls-3 SUPER periormance flapped 15m never damaged,
immaculate oondition, C 01 A 1984, full instruments £10 400,
Redman, Hitchin 730231.
SKY FULL panel including AlH, T "S, Cook varb" aluminium
traile<, parachute, rigging aids. C 01 "10 O<;t 11984, based et
RAF Scamplon. £3000. Wilson, Leeds 579771 (day), 560579
(evening).
OlY 2B. C 01 A April 1984, Dart type canopy, enclosed trailer
and barograph, audio vario £2000000. 01-n7 9186.
DIAMANT 18m glass ship UD 42:1. Well equipped, oomplete
wRh oxygen and trailer, Excellent condition. Must sell. Absolute barge", £4500. 04974 583.
SHK w~h tail parachute. Complete w~ metal closed trailer,
parachute and lull competition panel, including AlH, Bunon
ADC, TM61 and dual cb-cuit elec!rics. Alistalr Shertden 0332
811189 or Graham Evlson 0430 41178.
SKYLARK 2. £2300000. Full instruments, recenlly rebuilt
trailer. Newbury 48018.
SHK - 1 year C 01 A, trailer, radio, parachute, barograph,
instruments. No AlH. Offers over £4000. Phone (0872)
865170.
PILATUS 8-4 excellent oondition, oomplete outfit, parachute,
barograph, based Aston Down, 11~ share avalable. Any
reasonable ofler. Contact 066622102.
PIPER SUPER CUB. 18Obhp. Super oondition. super perlor·
mance, economical. Best glider tug on the market. Alan
Sands 0238 '532407.

NAME TAG WINGS

TRAILERS ItANUFACTUREO 10 your requiremenls. Tim·
ber or Aluminium. Very competitive prices. GLIDER
REPAIRS, C of A. Martyn Wells, Long-ComplOn (Warwickshire) 217.

Machine Embroidered Patches 4 J( 2Yzln with
BGA Wings above your name. fOr Flying 'Suil,
Anorak, Hat. etc, Set of 4 for £8.00.

YS-SS Consort, 13.sm, Standard panel Including TE vario,
canopy cover, parachute, C ot A. Low une aluminium trailer,
276 hours. £32OOono. Chelmslbrd 487547.

:CrHCIi View, Anthlll Close, Oenmead, H8n18.

VEGA lSM. Full competilion panel, oxygen, AMF trailer and'
all rigging/towing aids. Based at Lasham. £12000. Contact
Glyn Bradney at Ql-661·9754 (evenings).

NIMBUS 2B late modei serial No 172. No accidents, immaculate. Hlil only. £12 950. Davld Rober1SOn, Famham Common
3534.

OLY 463, Fully equiWed. Immaculate condition 550hrs wllh
good closed traler. £3500. East KltkbY '(07903) 249. Graham

JONGODDARD
07014 s&8&3

K-~R built 1965, basic instruments and traler. £300Q0no.
Contact 025 671 2698.

OPEN CIRRUS H.7m complete w~h metal trailer, radio,
oxygen and full panel. £80000no. Tel Bob Nicholls 052277
(Spallord) 328.

SPORT VEGA "ELD". August 1981, one owner, 110 hours,
special paint scheme. New trailer with AMF finings. Basic
instruments, oxygen system 630 litre. Tail dolly and wing tip
dolly. Spare new wheel fairing, fuselage and wing covers.
Beautiful condition, offers, J. P. Beardmore, 131 Huntingdon
Road, ThrapslOn, Northants. Thrapslon (08012) 3066.

RD Aviation Ltd

PIRAT SZD-30, low hours, launches, very good condition,
Good traier, oxygen, one owner, C of A. £3450. Soulh Ben·
fleet (037 45) 56860.

~"

K-6CR. 1/4 share based Cranwell, basic instruments, T/S,
eudio vario. barograph. radio, oxygen, parachute, open trailer.
£925. Tel 0476 73163.

Lamyman.

~«;

by "Ricardosoft"

Cross-country training programme for BBC 'B'
micro compu1er on cassette tape
only £9.95 incl VAT & postage

PIRAT 1973, 900hrs only. Complete w~h basic instruments,
two man rigging, wooden Irailer, both in good oondilion. Parachute and barograph available. Tel 0302 539535.

Featuring:

OLYMPIA 26. Very good condition wRh Dart canopy, stan·
dard panel, parachute rigging aids and wood/glass trailer.
£1900. (0582) 872220.

Full Colour Graphics
Clouds
Cockpit Instruments
Operator choice of:
Glider type
Weather conditions
Length of task

and also featuring - Final Glide computer plus
- a surprise if you land oul!

L1BELLE 201B. Good condition, low hounl, available wRh
weatherproof traier end some instruments. £5300, Contact
John Bailey, Canterbury 68948 (evenings).
K·6E. (Comp No 75) oomplete with AlH T/S, aUdio, vario,
radio. oxygen, parachute and well equipped traier. Sum total
price £54000vno. Details from Oave Roberts at Oxlord
778057.
KESTREL 19. Full panel, linted canopy, trailer. £9000. Seen
Portmoak or Hexham. Phil lever, Tel (0434) 605562.

Brochures, advice and price lists from:
John Del.field
Cotswold House
Mill Street
ISLlP
Oxford OXS 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675)2357
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Dlckle Fe.kes
23 Drchard Way
Dfford D'Arey
Hunlingdon
Cambridgeshire PE18 9AE
Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931

SPORTVEGA
New March 1982 - 170hrs onlY, - basic panel 'Plus
TM6 - SUngsby Trailer fittin\lS (no ,,"ajer). £85OOono.
ElLA_NIK
C of A - Extensive renovation Jan '83. Duel panels in very good order. Aerotow history. £295Oono.
Contact: Boutch8l' (05841 81'0483 (evenings)
See/Fly at Shobdon Ai1fek1 by arrangement

C-FALKE motor glider. electric start. For sale by Derbyshire
and Lancashire Gliding ClUb al Camphill, Great Hucklow,
Derbyshire. Enquiries to 061-439 5629 (evenings).
BOHLI COMPASSES, winter barographs, mini and standard
winter variometers, STF rings lor mini winter varios £10. Hand
mikes for TM-6 Cambridge £5. Mk 20 altimelers, inductive
pressure transducers O·200K £20. Low prices, no VAT, you
save. Flowtek Brislol 654800.
K· 7 1961 w~h new C 01 A, basic instrumenls and traier.
RecenUy recovered £2800 Ipswich (0473) 624912.
INSTRUMENTS. Winter bar09'aph, Ball electric vario system
with averager, audio, nel\(j. TM'6 radio. Min aKlmeter. Ferranti
horizon. PhOne 01"930 4785<>r 044-284 2348.

cs-n.

Ay one whole day every weekend plus one
ASTIR
weekday wRh this one-third share. Low hours, fUlly
instrumented, superb !raler, chute, rigging aids etc. Currenl1y
based Lasham. Must sell £1600. Long Sullon (Hants) 253
evenings.

~
.

GLIDER
STICKPINS
'or lapels, ties. etc,

Also
GLIDER
PENDANTS

In get gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each

Supplied pa presentatior'l box. The above
price includes po6t, packaging and Insurance.
Please allow 8 maKimum ot 28 days for
delivery.
Ct\eques payable to:
CRADlEY JEWELLERS

81 High 81, Cradl8y "ath. W. .I ,Mldlend8 B84 5HA
Tel (0384) 83siOII
KESTREL 17 complete outfit, 400hrs, Rioo Vario VAS,
unpranged, £7200, also TONa Sprite. Wrle G. D. Ackroyd, 56
Sqn. RAF Wattisharn, Ipswich, Suffolk.
ASW·17 No 40, 1972. Tiaier, instruments, ~igging aids,
water ballast and spares. Wing covers. Ash radio, ·360chan·
nel. Low hrs. 2nd' 982 Nationals. £12500. Tal 030-381 3234
or 02n 352418.
OLY-2B excelienl oondition, £900 spent on extensive over·
haLJ. Wings recovered. Good instrument panel. Closed trailer,
£2000 ono. Tel 0234 87040l.
NIMBUS 2-C carbon Abre (XX) beautiful oondition factory saaled, covers. FUlly ftttedtwin axle Pfeiffer trailer. Offer. phone
01-930 4785 or 044·284 2348.
ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS. Unused since complete overhaul.
Bendlx £135 each. Sperry £1,20 each. Tel Tadley 4301
(Hants).
SHARES incSTD CIRRUS, based Lasham, metel trailer, lull
instruments, barograph, parachute. £1600 per I'/S share ono.
Tel 0264 73 520.
.
PIK-2OE 1979 oomplete wRh barograph, parachute, glass
fibre trailer, low hours. New C 01 A £14800 Tel Eastwell
Itleathfield 3454 Frappla Eastbourne 34716.
PIK 2OB, only private owned, never pranged. Hull only £6300
negotiable. Original Eiri trailer, ins,,"uments, radio, etc. at
lavourable price. Call or wr~e Jen. Ring Nielsen, Krokusvej
14, DK9870 Sindal, Denmark. Tel 8-9364403 after SpIn.

K·1317 for sale. £4200 with new C of A

SIE·3. 34:1 glide at 48kt, K-6 handling, long canopy, excellent
airbrakes, a delight 10 lly, WRh parachute, Instruments (elec +
audio) radio, aluminium trailer, recent respray. £4200 with
new C of A. 0443 830121-

Conversion of your own K-7, from £1600,
These converslonsllive the back seat a
visibility equivalent la the K·13.

DART 17R fully equipped w~h 3 Varios, ASI, Altimeter, T/S,
compass, parachute, a~ end ground radIOs. Closed lully fitted
trailer. Just resprayed in red end wMe therelore looks
immacliate. Only £4000 lor qUick sale. Phone Fred Archer on
High Wyoombe 445886,

Rematlc. School House. tolorton.
Nr Worcester
Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

For details contact

Bob Reece

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

COCKPIT HEATING. For winter!Wave flying. Heated insoles
Ind seat cushion•. Send SAE 10 Thermapad, 1'4 Ardross
Place. Glenrolhes. Fire.
PlK 200 78, low tvs, factory trailer. expensively ;"strumented,
BohIi ele. £10 500. Offers. Must sell. WolverhampCol121499.

WANTED
PARACHUliE OR parachute canopy and pack separately.

Brislol48838.

frO OR club class glass glider with or without trailer. Must be
ill good condition. Tel 061 973 5729 (evenilgs),

I SEATER (GRP) Janus, Twin Astir, SF·34 or similar, HlAl
DI'ly 0( lully equipped. SF·25 Falke B or C version. Repiies for
both la 0748 832523 or wrne Box No 581 S&G.
CO-PLOT for powered glider based Hertford, Sundays and
weekday alternoons. Serious interest in gliding essential,
PI'IJIMC advantageous. 01-458 2624.
NMEDIATELY (11 not sooner) K-13, K-7 or K·7/K·13. Tel
PQnlypool 55623 (evenings).
N.WAYS WA'NTED. Broken K-113's or K· 7's. Bob Re<lce,
R.matic, School House, Norton, ,Nr Worce3ter, TeI Worcester
(0905) 821334.

HOgEfES

All 'Prices quoted include postage - Payment with order please
MORE BOOKS SOaring the Bald Eagle Ridge by Tom Knauff,
,
,,. ,,
, , , .. , , " £11.50
Practical Wave Flying by Mark Palmer
" " ,,
," ,'
, " £8.75
Happy to Fly by Ann Welch
,
,,,.,.,
,
, ,. £11.50
Camera above the Clouds by Charles Brown
,. ,
,.,
£15.95
Glider Basics by Tom Knauff
,
,,,
,,,
£13,00
After All by Gren Seibel
,
,
"
£12.00
Are you IREADY???? - 12v sealed Ilatteries (£16.00), Chargers - for car and glider use (£28.00).
Portable soldering iron (works on 12v battery) £7,00. Electric socks, large or small, limited stock £18.00 pr.
Portable oxygen system tor hire (details on request). MAPS, are they current?? Canopy covers to order.
YEAR AT A GLANCE CALENDAR - your own British gliding calendar. 21 gliders as seen at your Club
depleted all against a sky background. Ideal for noting Competitions, duty days, etc £2.75.
segelflug Bidkalender - Few left at £7.75, also some 1983 left (brightens up that spare room, office etc) at
£5,00.
Send SAE tor details of other items and latest price list (Jan 1984).
PLEASE NOTE ... on'ly one Tel No now - 0743 723885 - apologies 10 everyone who had trouble getting
through on the other line. Answering service on occasioo, please leave your name and tel no OR name and
address with brief details of your enqUiry.
HOBBIES, 144 Lythwood Road, ,Bllyston Hill, Shropshire SY3 OLW. Tel. 0743 723885 only

O/K BAROGRAPHS UK Agent

PYE BANTAM or simiar portable trasmitter for use on 129.9.
Telephone Sean Lambe 091-2367762 (evenings)
091·284484012844789 (day).

£149,

Ism GLASS flapped DG 202117 m ASW-2OL preferred. AnyIlilg considered. Till 0232 6693 81.

Please ask for
details

STANDARD OR CLUB class, glass gilder. With or wnhout
niler, Musl be in good condition. Tel 061-973 5729 (even-

RepairsandCofAinspectionsonwooden,
metal and glassfibre sailplanes. Factory
trained and approved repair agent for
Glaser-Dirks Sailplanes.

"ga).

ACCOMMODATION NEAR GLIDING SrrES
PROYfNCE: PRIVATE family owned 30ft mobile homes,
It4J8rll1y equWed, ideai holiday sKe just 3m well·known glidi1g cen~e, Fayence near seallakes. Tel 0622·842214,

COURSES
-_....-'

BOB McLEAN
241, Bawtry Road, Bessacarr
OONCAS1ER DN47AL
lel 0302·535861 or 0302-64931 (home)

)
'

KENT MOTOR GLIDING &SOARING CENTRE
Manston, Ramsgate, Kent

HOLIDAY COURSES
£75-£115
For information leaflet ring
Liz or Carol on (084 389) 222

EXHIBITIONS

PUBLICATIONS

AEROJUMBLE - SATURDAY April 7th 1984, Fleet Air Arm
Museum RNAS YeovRton, Somerset. Spring repeat of Aerojumble following 'first ever' suocess in 1983. Sell anythilg to
dO wKh flyilg. MOdest marquee stand costs. Thousands of
visilors expected', Bookilg form - wr~e to Aerojumble or Tel
(0935) 840665,

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Gliding Association, Printed October and alternate months. Write NZ Gliding Kiwi. Private Bag,
Tauranga, New Zealand. £6,00 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive 01 postage).

PERSONAL

DUMFRIES GLIDING CLUB
s~uated

near the lovely Solway coast
offers 5 day holiday courses.
Detail from:
Frank Smith
20 Klngham Drive, Dumfries
Tel 0387 64944

Everlasting .lternative to the Pill.
No fuss. No waiting lists. One visit. Low cost. In.
IIIRIIIIIlliHAIII lOflllOH
PlYIIlDUTH
UVERPDOI.

,SlOUCESTER
UEOS

MAHCHESTliR SDUTHAIIIPTOH HOllWtCH
IIEWCASTU
S-SEA

Write today. Booklet by return. Plain c:;:over. Or phone:

LONDON
LEEDS

01-3882585.
0532440685
M~NCHES"ER 061 832 4260
Name

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB
HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.

SHK Competition ready outfit
£4950
SKYLARK 4 - Complete outfit
£3500
K-7 £3000 ono
K-8a with open trailer £2750 ono

Address

_
_

SLOPE SOARIN~ with. radio control model seaplane is
a rascinating pastime and a 1ypical phase or Ileromodelling. Read about this and other aeromodelJing subjects in
Aeromode/ler and Radio Conrrol Mo<;Iels and Efecfronic~,
the world's leading, magazines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publications. Lld .. 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.
"SOARING" - ollicial monthly journalof the Soaring Societyof
America. The only US periodical devoted enl~ely to the sport.
For subscription send 525.00 US by international money order
or international cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
66071, Los Angeles. CA 90066.
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication of the Gliding
Federation of Australia. Editor Alian AsH. A complete roverage or Australian Soarilg and exclusive features 01 International interest. Subscription, 5.0.16,00 by cheque On an
Australian bank or by money order. Airmail, extra 5A21.25.
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, Soufh Australia 5001.

SITUATIONS WANTED
PPlJIMC wKh gliding experience, available at short notice,
weekends andlor midweek Ior towing. Also available for
courses. Dunesn Macpherson 01·223-2988 (evenings),

SERVICES
SITUATIONS VACANT

Please ring Lyne or Pete Marsh on
06845-5703
Or write: 15 Goodwood Road,
Malvern Link, Worcs WR14 1NJ

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SITES
SOAR MIlDEN, MINDEN, NEVADA, USA. Cross-Counlry,
Wave. Rentals: L&3, Open Cirrus, 00·400, PIK·20, Nimbus
2. PO Box 1764, Mlnden, Nevada 89423 USA.

February/March 1984

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS, etc

CANOPY DOCTOR
April Cottage, Lower Hopton
Nesscliffe, Salop, SY4 1DL
Nessciiffe ((}74 381)-231
NAT. GRIQ REF, SJ 381 209
SPECIALIST GLIDING TRANSlATIONS. Handbooks,
technical documentation etc, OIJarlly work, swift service,
competitive rates. Peak Translations, Keltleshulme,
Whaley Bridge, Slockpoft. Tel. Whaley Bridge 2074.

FULL CAT Course Instructor required Ior 1984 season at
Wolds Gliding Club, Pocklington, Nr York. Please contact Bob
Fox, Hull 86t 134.
KENT GLIDING CLUB require energetic fully rated course
instruclor commencing 1st April 1984, Salary by negotiation.
Please contact John Hoye 0233 34899,
INTELLIGENT, reliable repair/maintenance staff req.wed for
work on Sailplanes and Motor gliders. Previous experience in
GRP, wood, ete an advantage but not essential. Normal holiday entitlement. Salary commensurate wKh ablilty. Above
work also ava~able on self employed/sub contract basis In 011
premises. Contact Chilem Sailplanes Lld, Booker Air1lek:l, Nr
Manow, Bucks SL7 3DR. Tel. 0494 445854.

47

BUCKMINSTER
GLIDING CLUB UMITED
SALTBY AIRFIELD
require

COURSE INSTRUCTOR

BLACK MOUNT.4!INS GLIDING CLUB
,From 1st March 1984 we 'ha"" a Illl lime tug pilot.
Some spring expedition dates sWI available. March to
May inclusive. tilon-members must book.
For inbonatiOn !lIl mountain f1yng co...ses contact J.
Sally, Blact< Mountains Gliding Club. Trbed-Yr-Iiarn,
Talgarth, Powys. Tel 0874 711254 Of 04974 583.

ESSEX GLIDING CLUB
require a

COURSE INSTRUCTOR
for 1984 (March to October)

&

TUG PILOT
for 1984 Season

BGA full rated instructor preferred
A fUlly appointed flat is supplied

FLY WHERE YOU WORK

Apply to Course Secretary

CATERING FRANCHISE AVAILABLE AT
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB

Miss Lynn Munro

'franchlsee requ~ed to take responsibility br cater",!!
and 10 act as Club House Manager.
Catering ,experience useful but not essential.
Details hom: IArs DlANA KING

151 Wilsthorpe Road
Long Eaton
Tel: 06076 61659

3

H8%8!;:~v~I~~~:1I~"':;~Solihull

2 MILES SOUTH OF
SIDFORD-upon-AVON
Nr. ALCESTER,
'WARWICKSHIRE

Tel. (0789) 772606 office
(0789) 778391 airfield

JANUS C

THE

YOU TOO CAN FLY THESEST AT THE

Fly our 'Mini-Camp.' -

AVON' SOARING CENTRE
19th to 28th May, 1984

SHOBDON

~I

r i D G E UNIVERSITY
.;. :" GLIDING CLUB
L~.-A

~

CUXFCRC

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotowonly from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to September fo,r beginners and so'lo pilots.

information write to

The Secretary

55 Moorfield Rd
Duxford
Cambs

48

Your easily accessible wave site in
superb unspoilt country on the
Welsh borders.

CAMBRIDGE lMaro;hallal

For general

Mr L. G. CALLOW
(Bishop's Stortford) 0279 59989

TeI Lapworth (05643) 2951

SOARING HOLIDAY PARTIES
WELCOME

~

Apply 10 the Course secretary:

For CollfS8
details write to

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"
5 Wallmans Lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533

If you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands BoSworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding.
Club lacilities include Licensed Bar. first
class accommodation. good, company and
easy access from motorways.
We l.llso extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:
Market Harborough 880429 or 880521
For holiday courses ring
Market Harborough 880484
or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield,
Husbands Bosworth, Leics.

Vega, Blanik. Twin Astir. Easy
to-get-away cross country
possibilities. Good wave set up by
the Welsh mountains. Private
owners and club eXpeditions
welcome, but be sure to book.
Courses tailored to your requirements. Power and parachuting
available. An excelient area for small
hotels, amiable landladies, selfcatering, historic towns, stately
homes, beautiful walks and choice
pubs.

Please write to the Secretary.
Herefordshire Gliding Club,
Shobdon Airfield, Leomlnster,
Herefordshire
Telephone Klngsland (056881) 369
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

LASHAM
Does your home club operate ,only at weekends?
At lasham we operate all week" every week which
means we could provide a useful supplemenl 10 your
Iranng, Whether you are not yet solo and would
benefit from a week's consolidated ,instruction. or a
budding cross-country pilot needing soaring or
fiekHanding training, we have the expertise and
facilities 10 help.
Apart from our large 2-seater fleet and excellent
aerotow and autotow facilities, we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instluclional videotapes if bad weather prevents flying.
On-srte acccmmodation for club expeditions is always
available by arrangement,

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to September
- beginners to Silver C, Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - idea'l crosscountry site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership'.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.
Write to the C.F./.

Roy Woodhouse
Oak Cottage, The tllIl, long Stratton
Norwich NR15 2AH
Tel: long Slratlon 31406

MARCHINGTON
GLIDING CLUB
Situated in the Midlands, Offers holiday
courses from May to September.
Good local soaring and cross country.
Courses to suit your requirements. Private owners welcome.
Please contact Course Secretary:
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield
Morton lane, Marchlngton
Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283-222046

Absolute beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choice of courses end types of
membership to surt your needs.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr, Alton, Hants
Tel Herrtard (025 683) 322 or 270

All-inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Book early for the best weeks.
Professional instructors with
long experience of training
beginners and early solo pilots.
Unique winch launching system
for rapid turn round and
maximum flying time.
Visitors always welcome.
Prior arrangement advised.

-Ken' Gl.lDlnG ClUB - -..:
Challock'A~hford'KentTN254DR

Ring: Challock (023374) 274 or 307
Provides gliding holidays for both the beginner
and the more advanced pilol. including professional
instruction in dub gliders and fun accommodation
on, the airfield.
Provides year-round launching facilities
'or its members to go soaring in either
their own or a club glider.

The Course Secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SV6 6TA

..

fAl/f'ld\l$i''f!oIp'ole~$JoAJJrns''vctl(Wl.l;J(;Comrf'l,()f),JfKNl. ~.lnd VATJ
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lONUON GUUING CWB

Ounstab1e Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 05826,3419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
Ihermals in summer and hill soaring
wi,th favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter). licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419

L::

Tel: Linley (058861) 206

I'or 5 day holidays ~rses
••,ch-Dc.ober

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!
SUTTON
For your EXPEDITION!

BANK

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.
RIDGE SOARING
12 miles in suitable
conditions

THERMAL SOARING
Club record is 582 km.
from aerotow, 524 km.
from the winch

WAVE SOARING
Club absolute record is
30,200 ft. Club record
gain is 29,500 ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £6.50 for aerotows to 2000 ft. Visit
us and stay in our fUlly licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering
available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October .

Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUnON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

COMPETITIVE GLIDER PILOT?
WANT TO WIN?
A SCHEMPP-HIRTH SAILPLANE IS AN ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT!!

LOOK AT
NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION RESULTS
FOR PROOF

<,

TAKE THE FIRST STEP TOWARD BECOMING A CHAMPIONCONTACT:

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES

I.

MEMBURY AIRFIELD,
LAMBOURN, BERKS., RG16 7TH (Tel. (0488) 71774)

